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SYNOPSIS 
Further investigations are describe~ in the development of a biaxial 
glass inclusion gauge as a practical instrument for internal stress determinations 
in concrete. With this technique the magnitudes and directions of tre required 
host stresses are interpreted from the induceJ stresses in the gauge by 
photoelastic methods. 
Before discussing the new work the concepts and principal features of 
earlier stress gauges are described and existing knowledge of the photoelastic 
stress meter is summarised. 
Some elementary aspects cf concretil shrinkage effects on the gauge 
readings are then discussed; the experimental evidence includes the problem of 
inclusion stresses produced by shrinka~e nnd superposed external loads. 
The discussion continues ~ri th an assessmQnt of stressmeter behaviour 
under the action of two-dimensional stresses of opposite sign. Experimental 
evidence is compared with a theoretical solution and other indirect stress 
measurements using conventional strain gauge techniques. 
The experimental results from both the shrinkage and compression-tension 
tests reveal significant anomalies in the inclusion stress distribution ~Then 
comparisons are made with calculated conditions. This feature, which has not 
been considered by previous investic:;ators, is c.iscussec. with reference to 
the assumptions implicit in the theoretical solutions. An explanation is 
proposed for the Obeerved behaviour. 
Finally a practical application of the stress~eter in a buttress Jam 
is described and the readings are compared with calculated stress conditions 
for the buttress. Recommenclations are made for the benefit of similar 
applications in the future. 
The thesis concludes by discussing the implications of the present results 
to the photoelastic stressmeter method of l!etermining stresses in concrete and 
suggestions are maja for topics of further study. 
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NOTATION 
outer and inner radii, annular stressmeter. 
constants, axi-symmetric stress function. 
Hiramatsu inclusion constants. 
cross-section ar'ea. dnm buttress. 
stress optic coefficient. 
diameter of a disc or cylinder. 
position of section centroicl from clam axis. 
!,osi Hon of Hc from c1run axis. 
len~th of buttress section exposed to u~lift. 
Coutinho inclusion constants. 
base for Nar,ierian. logarithms. 
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Younr's Hoclulus anc. p(';isson's Ratio. inclusinn. 
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total horizontal water loa~ on darn buttress. 
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stressmeter sensitivity parameter. 
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Wc 
x.y,z, 
-Xu 
axial lenr;th of uniaxial stress gauge. 
isochromatic frin~e order at point (r,e). 
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radial bounQary tractions due to shrinkage and 
thermal effects. 
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polar co-ordinates. 
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chnn~ in temperature. 
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vertical water load on buttress. 
weight of buttress cap. 
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position of buttress section centroid. 
distance alon~ buttress section from centroid. 
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suffix's' 
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suffix 'L' 
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o D 
position of uplift force UTe 
position of resultant force R'. 
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1C'?d pI'ism. 
posi tion of hCI'izonta1 force H~r' 
coefficients of linear expansion. host material 
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Rhines' exponential decay factoI'. 
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princip~ stresses in inclusion. 
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I'ndin1. t~~entia1 andShear stress co~onents 
in host mnterial. 
radial. tanr;entia1 "l.nG shem- stress comrcnents 
in inclusi('ln. 
stress com~onents due to shI'inka~e. 
stress components ~ue to thermal effects. 
stress components duo to applied loa(~. 
normal and shear stresses on 'vertical and 
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normal stresses in z direction. host material 
and inclusion. 
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applied ~rincipal stress ratio. 
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angular position of p in dam buttress. 
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Airey stress functions. 
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Notes on Units Employed 
Throughout this text the f. p. s. sys tern of un! ts is employed; in 
particular the units of stress, strain ~n~ angle are ~ounds per square 
inch (ab0reviated to "p.s.i."), microstrains (abbrevi,:1ted to "lJ,e:"), and 
degrees. respectively. Temperatures are referred to the Fahrenheit scale. 
If necessary the imperial units of the text may be converted to t~e 
International S7Stem of Units (SI units) by means of the following 
equal! tics: 
Lenp;th 
Area 
Volume 
Mass 
Density 
Force 
Pressure or Stress 
Moment 
Moment of Inertia 
of an Area 
Tem!,>eraturc 
Plane Angle 
lin. 
1 ft. 
= ." 25.4 mm. 
= 304.8 mm. 
1 in.2 
1 ft. 2 
lin. 3 
1 ft.3 
1 lb. 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
1 lb/ft3 = 
1 lli.f. = 
? 
1 lb .f/in= 
1 lb .ft. = 
= 
= 
? S45.1G mm~-
0.0929 m. 
11;387.1 mm. 3 
0 .. )283 m. 3 
4.4482 N. 
C .• 8948 KI{/m2 
1.3558 Nm. 
4 0.00863 m. 
5 9 of Kelvin unit. 
(320 r = oOe = 273.1S0K) 
radians 
It shouIG also be noted that compressive effects are .t":iven positive sic;ns 
when discussing forces, stresses and displ~ccments. 
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CHAPTER 1 
Measuring Stresses in Concrete: 
Preliminary Considerations 
1.1. Introduction 
In recent years the universal application of concrete as a structural 
material has prompted attention to the experimental determination of the 
stresses produced by external and internal forces. In this context the 
stresses of interest are generally those average values which act over an 
area of finite size in relation to the size of the matrix constituents, 
i.e. allowance is made for the heterogeneous structure and the fundamental 
definition of stress is not extended to the limit of an infinitely small 
area of action. It is these average stresses which are related to existing 
engineering methods of analysis rather than those which occur on a microscopic 
scale at discrete points in the mixture. 
Conventional experimental methods of determining the average stresses 
rely on measurements of deformation which are subsequently converted to 
stresses via an independent knowledge of the relationship between stress 
and strain. With modern strain measurement techniques this indirect method 
is satisfactory if the deformation is elastic but difficulties arise if the 
elastic constants are not accurately known or when non-elastic strains occur. 
Concrete mayor may not be considered as an elastic material according 
to its age, the stress magnitudes involved and the time during which loads 
are applied. In short term loading tests it is usually unnecessary to 
take inelastic effects into account, notably if the concrete is considered 
to be mature. On the other hand in the computation of stresses due to 
gravity or live loads which are applied very slowly, it is generally 
necessary to consider the non-elastic increments of the deformation 
measurements. Methods have been developed to take these increments into 
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account (see for example (1», but they involve extensive reiterative 
computations supported by a large number of experimental observations and 
independent laborato~J tests. Furthermore, Hooke's Law is ultimately 
involved and like the short-term tests, the accuracy of the full stress 
determination will largely be a function of the Young's Modulus and Poisson's 
Ratio values applied to the experimental data. 
More direct experimental methods are attractive and in recent years 
several instruments have been developed which avoid an accurate knowledge 
of the elastic constants and a direct response to strains not associated 
with changes in stress. These instruments arc generally called "stressmeters" 
or "stress gauges", the name implying theirpreferential dependence upon 
changes in stress rather than deformation in the surrounding material. 
Some of the difficulties associated with an ideal stressmeter are 
immediately obvious; for clarity, they may be enumerated as follOWS: 
1. The device must always give readings which can be interpreted 
solely in terms of host material stress components which would 
otherwise exist in its absence. Thus the response produced 
by shrinkage, swelling, thermal or creep displacements must 
either be negligible or capable of systematic correction. 
2. A well-defined directional response is required and the readings 
should not include unknown effects from orthogonal stresses. 
With this characteristic the stressmeter is amenable to a 
rosette application which allows the complete state of stress to 
be determined at a point. (In practice the "point" will have 
small but finite dimensions, depending upon the space occupied 
by the component gauges of the rosette. Ideally a sufficient 
number of individual stress components would be indicated by one 
gauge but at the present time a full three-dimensional device 
has yet to be developed.) 
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3. The device should respond to tension as well as compression, 
bearing in mind that tensile stresses in concrete generally 
have smaller orders of magnitude than compressive stresses. 
4. For practical applications there are the additional requirements 
of long-term and economic reliability, including the ancillary 
equipment, which should allow remote observations so that the 
device can be applied to internal locations within the concrete 
mass. 
Although the first attempts at the more direct method of stress 
measurement were made about forty years ago, none of the existing stress 
gauges satisfy all the above requirements and this includes the photo-
elastic stressmeter which is the subject of the following discussion. 
Nevertheless, there is sufficient evidence to encourage further study 
and development of the general method. The photoelastic stressmeter in 
particular has several potential advantages which are distinctly attractivo 
but before summarising the existing kncwledge of the device and the out-
standing problems, it will be useful to trace the background of the general 
method. 
1.2. Existing Devices 
Existing stressmeters can be classified into "active" and "passive" 
gauges(2) according to the principle of the measurement technique. 
In an "active" measurement the measuring apparatus must be actively 
adjusted from an external source in order to achieve a balance. The 
Glotzl cell is the best known example of a stress meter working on this 
principle. 
In a "passive" measurement the apparatus is influenced only by the 
object of the measurement which may be recorded as a deflection against a 
graduated scale. Most existing stressmeters use this principle; the first 
attempts appear (3) ( 't' to have been made by Hast in Sweden and CU'lson . I in the 
U.S.A., about 1930. 
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1.2.1. The Glotzl Cell 
The cell is shown in Figure l.l; a small space between two flat plates 
is pressurised from an external supply and a relief valve opens immediately 
after the conditbn of force balance is achiev~d with the host material 
stresses applied perpendicular to the plates. Th: maximum pressure gauge 
reading is then very nearly equal to the applied compressive stress in 
the direction of reference. 
Tensile stresses cannot be measured and theoretically small corrections 
are required for concrete shrinkage and mismntched theI'Tllal effects. The 
device is used for lOOasurements in soils as well as concrete. 
1.2.2. The Hast Stressmeter 
Hast used a small nickel alloy cylindrical inclusion which could be cast 
into a concrete mix. A magnetostriction method was used to measure the 
subsequent axial stress condition in the spool-shaped inclusion when the 
matured concrete was subjected to load. The d:.ameter and axial length of 
the inclusion were approximately the same and it was designed to have an 
effective modulus closely similar to that of the surrounding concrete. 
A paper sleeve prevented a direct response to orthogonal stresses and end 
caps could be fitted for tensile stress conditions. The construction of 
the stressmeter is shown in Figure 1.2. 
The experimental behaviour of the device was found to be in reasonable 
agreement with an approximate theoretical analysis (given in(3) and(ll». 
It was found to be sensitive to shrinkage which would necessitate systematic 
corrections in general applications. The effects of creep on the gauge 
readings were not investigated. It is interesting to note that the gauge 
was used to investigate differential shrinkage stresses in concrete prisms 
but there appears to have been no further development of the device as a 
practical instrument for general use. 
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1.2.3. The Carlson Stressmeter 
In contrast to Hast's device, the Carlson stressmeter is designed in 
the form of a thin plate; to preserve equilibrium through the thickness 
the induced stress must then always be approximately the same as the 
ccmpressive stress in the surrounding concrete. The stressmeter is shown 
in Figure 1.3; the deflection of the internal plate is measured by a 
resistance strain wire and the mercury filled diaphragm is designed to give 
an effective gauge modulus similar to the concrete. 
Theoretical analyses have revealed the spurious response to mismatched 
elastic modulii. shrinkage and creep under constant stress. Carlson ailed 
these phenomena "extraneous deformations" and showed that they could be 
allowed for systematically together with the temperature corrections necessary 
, 1 ..' L • d d (5) h' h' 1 d d 1n ong term 1nvest1gat1ons. ater 1n epen ant tests w 1C 1nc u e 
creep investigations I generally confirmed the designer's remal-k.s. Like the 
Glotzl stressmeter, the device cannot be used to measure tensile stresses. 
The theoretical analysis also revealed the important feature that the 
effective modulus of the plate can be much larger than the concrete modulus 
without causing any significant change in stressmeter response. Conversely, 
serious errors can be produced if the plate is less rigid than the 
surrounding concrete. Carlson also realised the importance of the height-
radius ratio of the diaghragm and pointed out that a long slender stress 
gauge is acutely sensitive to extraneous deformations. 
The influence of gauge shape was subsequently discussed by Loh (6) and 
Rocha(7). Figure 1.4, shows the variation of stress in the gauge with 
modular ratio and shape; the remarks made by Hast and Carlson are cons~ent 
with Lob's analysis. In Figure 1.4, E' represents the effective modulus 
of the inclusion gauge. 
Th~ size of the Carlson gauge limits its applications to mass concrete; 
as a result, it is mainly used for measurement in dams. Installation calls 
for careful technique (8, 9) and its high cost appears to prevent comprehensive 
rosette arrangements. 
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1.2.4. The Coutinho Stressmeter 
The Hast and Carlson stressmeters are limited to a unidirectional response 
and a need for installation at the time of concrete pouring. In 1948 
Coutinho(lO) described a small biaxial surface gauge which coule be applied 
to concrete of any age fu"1d by virtue of the measurement method the readings 
could be interpreted immediately in te~s of princip~l stresses and 
directions in the surrounding concrete. 
The gauge consisted of a circular glass mirror bonded around its 
circumference in the surface of the concrete test piece; the back faco of 
the mirror was also in direct contact with the concrete. The induced 
stresses in the plane of the glass disc produced by subsequent concrete 
stress changes were identified by a photoelastic technique. Coutinho showed 
that the magnitudes of the inclusion stresses are approximately constant 
for all systems involving a high modular rrrtio between the gauge and host 
concrete, an important feature which was subsequently discussed in more 
detail (see below). 
Althouah the experimental evidence did not conclusively demonstrate 
the desired small effects of shrinkage and creep on the gauge response, 
the device represents a significant step in the development of the direct 
stress determination method and it was used in several structural 
investigations. The glass disc was oi ther post tioned in the f0rmwork during 
pouring or grouted into a prepared hole on the surface of the mature concrete. 
Despite an Observation instrument which appears to have been inconvenient 
for field use, it is claimed that the technique was used successfully to 
identify both compressive and tensile stresses in magnitude and direction. 
1.3. The Rigid Inclusion p~incip~ 
After his experimental observations Coutinho went on to discuss(ll) the 
fundamental relationships between the induced stresses in spherical and disc 
shaped inclusions and the stresses in the surrounding material. This second 
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paper was based on existing two and three-dimensional analyses for elastic 
• l' . 1 . b d' (12. 13 t 14) ~nc us~ons~n e ast~c 0 ~GS 
Of particular interest is the two-dimensional solution for a disc shaped 
inclusion in a thin plate, the interface between the two being continuously 
connected. For example, from Sezawa and Nishimura's solution (13) the 
principal stresses in the disc can be written: 
ct l ' = .I? (D + H) + S (D - H) 2 2 
( 1.1) 
ct2 I = .£. (D - H) + £. (D + H) 2 2 
, , 
N'here : ct l • ct2 are the principal stresses in the disc 
p, q are the principal stresses being measured 
in the host material, i.c. those stresses 
,..-hi ch would exis t in the pl.::;.te in the absence 
of the inclusion. 
D, H are constants defined by Countinho. 
Since D and H do not involve position co-ordinates, equations(l.l) show that 
a homogeneous state of stress exists in the disc inclusion. (Equations are 
also given for the stresses at any point in the disturbed area around. the 
inclulson; for practical purposes the stress disturbance in the plate due 
to the presence of the disc can be considered to extend over ~ distancG from 
its centre equal to three times the radius of the disc.) 
For the required principal stresses in the host material, equations (1.1) 
can be rewritten: 
(1.2.) 
where K1 and K2 are further constants given by: 
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Kl = ~(.! + 1) D H 
(1.3.) 
K2 
, 1 1 
= 2 (- - -) D H 
These relationships allow the host stresses to be calculated from the 
measured principal stresses in the inclusion. 
The variations of Kl and K2 with modular ratio are shown in Figure 
1.5. It can be seen that: 
, 
( a) E Only small changes occur in Kl and K2 ~",hen E > 3. 
(b) The influence of Poisson's Ratlo on Kl is very small. 
(c) Values of K2 are approximately one-tenth of the corresponding 
KI values. 
An important conclusion which is frequently referred to as the "rigid 
inclusion principle" can be drawn from these observ&tions, namely thni: the 
stresses developed in a high modulus inclusion are practically independent 
of the modular ratio and if the inclusion is used as a stress transd~cer, 
the sensi ti vi ty will be unchanged in a variety of low modulus hos t materials. 
In the case of a solid glass inclusion, the Young's Modulus will 
be of the order of E' = 10 x 106 p.s.i., and therefore to a satisfactory 
degree of approximation, it should function as ~ stressmeter in materials 
with Young's ~fodulus E < 3.5 x 106 r.s.i., assuming that some means can be 
provided to measure the induced stresses in the inclusion. This modulus 
criterion can frequently be satisfied by concrete. 
Coutinho extended the conclusion to consider a system in which the 
modulus of the host material changed during the observation period; such a 
system could represent a high modulus inclusion in concrete tmder sustained 
loading. An example is shown in Figure 1.6, which indicates in conditions 
of various initial modular rati,. the sm?ll changes produced in an inclusion 
when the host modulus changes by a factor cf 50 per cent. 
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Thus an unexpected situation is apparent which demonstrates the 
attraction of the direct method of stress measurement; an elastic analysis 
of the problem reveals that a carefull~r selected inclusion Gauge can be used 
for stress determinations in a range of materials whose Youne's Modulus is 
generally difficult to define. 
Referring again to Figure 1.5, it can be seen that Kl is less than 
uni ty in "rigid inclusion conditions II and therefore the maj or principal stress 
in the inclusion is higher than the corresponding stress heing measured in the 
host material. Despite the higher stress in thd inclusion, the technique still 
requires the determination of small defornnticns; in practice, the inclusion 
strains are approximately one-third of the elastic strains which would 
otherwise exist at that point in the host material. The measurements in the 
inclusion must therefo~ be mnde with considerable accuracy and this 
requires careful technique for practical long-term applications. As an 
example. the vibrating wire method has been used satisfactorily in a hollow 
cylindrical stressmcter developed in portugal(7). In the special case of a 
glass inclUSion, photoelastic methods present a simpler alternative, an 
advantage utilised in the stressmeter which provides the subject for the 
following discussion. 
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CHAPTER 2 
The Photoelastic Stressmeter 
2.1. Introduction 
The preceding remarks have referred to some of the principles which 
are involved with the rigid inclusion method of direct stress determination. 
In recent years another photoelastic inclusion has been developed by 
Roberts et al (15) and although it is based on Coutinho' s observations there 
are several significant features which have prompted its independent 
de veloprnen t • 
Since the stressmeter has already been the subject of considerable study 
it will be worthwhile to summarise existing knowledge before outlining the 
outstanding problems, some of which will be considered in later sections of 
this thesis. The scope of the present work will be explained at the end of 
this Chapter. 
The design and calibration characteristics of the stressmeter have been 
studied by Williams(16) and Dhir(l7). Their results have been included 
in the more widely known publication(IS) which also describes the method of 
taking readings. The stress-optical principles and terminology involved with 
the photoelastic technique will not be described since these details are 
readily availuble in standard texts(26. 33). Alternatively, reviews of the 
basic principles are given in a more concise form in (34. 35) A description 
of the glass from which the stressroeters are made is included with the 
following summary. 
It is interesting to note that an annular photoelastic inclusion has 
• (36 37) 
also been descr~bed by Hirarratsu at al t but their method of 
interpretation appears to ignore Coutinho's principle. The photoelastic 
measurements are con.pared directly with theoretical elastic analyses of the 
inclusion stresses and thus the accuracy of the device depends on an accurate 
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knowledge of elastic constants and the realism of the calculated 
stresses in the inclusion. 
In the sense of the present discussion, Hiramatsu's device cannot 
strictly be called a stressmeter. Although there are circumstances when 
the Sheffield gauges also cannot be considerec to be true stressmeters. 
the terms "annular and solid stressmeters" in the following discussion 
refer to the inclusions developed by Roberts et ale 
2.2. Description of the Instrument 
The annular stressmeter consists of a thick walled glass cylinder (ratio 
of outer to innGr diameters 5:1) which is bonded around its periphery into 
the host material. The bonding agent is generally a thin layer of epoxy 
resin adhesive. Normal and shear stresses are therebye transmitted to 
the glass element and if circular polarised light is passed in an axial 
direction through the annulus perpendicular to the plane of the applied 
stresses an isochromatic fringe pattern can be Observed. Inspection of 
this pattern can give the following information: 
(i) The directions of the principal stresses in the host material. i.e. 
the principal stresses which would exist at the same point in the 
absence of the device. (In the general three-dimensional problem 
h 'di d 'I b d ., 1 ( 31) t e 1n cate stress components W1 1 e secon ary prlnclpa stresses 
since the axis of the annulus will not necessarily be aligned with a 
principal direction in the host material. Additionally, the indicated 
stresse~ will not be absolute values unless the stressmeter has 
experienced the total loading history of tho host material.) 
(ii) The ratio between the magnitudes of these major and minor principal 
stresses. 
(iii) The magnitude of the major principal stress and, since their ratio 
is known, the magnitude of the minor principal stress. 
(iv) The signs of the principal stresses. 
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The above information can be obtained without the observation of 
isoclinics. Since circular polarised light is used, the gauge and polarising 
filter do not require special orientation to identifY the applied principal 
stress directions and the gauge is thus a self-orientating biaxial device, 
the stress components in the direction of light propor,ation beine excluded 
from the photoelastic response. (Some of the effects of inclusion stresses 
in an axial direction are discussed in Chapter 5). 
The polarising filter is usually incorporated in the instrument with a 
reflector un! t. whilst the probe light source and hand-held analyser are 
carried by the observer. Fractional fringe orders are measured by Tardy 
goniometriccompensation. The polariser and analyser form a crossed circular 
polariscope which displays full order isochromatics. 
Hiramatsu (loc.cit.) and Williams (loc.cit.) have described reflection 
polariscopes for use with glass stressmeters, in which case it is not 
necessary to include polarising filters in position with the inclusion. 
A diffused white Jight source without collimation is generally used for 
illumination and the isochromatics then appear as coloured zones in 
accordance with the scale of interference colours. If monochromatic light 
is used then the pattern consists of a packground of monochromatic colour 
wi th the integral fringe orders shown as dark lines. The fringe patterns 
shown in Figures 2.1-2.5 have been photographed with a diffused monochromatic 
sodium light source. 
2.2.1. Inclusion Principal Stress Differences 
TIle average through-the-thickness principal stress difference at any 
point in the glass can be readily identified from the isochromatic fringe 
order using the stress optic law which may be written: 
(2.1.) 
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where N(r,e) is the observed fringe order in light of 
wavelength ~ 
, , 
al ,a2 are the principal stre~ses in the glass at the 
point of interest in a plane perpendicular to the 
axis of the annulus 
19 is the length of the light path 
C is the stress <ptic coefficient for the glass and 
wavelen~h employed. 
Hiramatsu showed that the orientation of the applied principal stresses 
perpendicular to the inclusion axis is given by the two axes of symme~y 
of the isochromatic pattern. Barron(38) extended Hiramatsu's generalised plane 
stress solution and gave equations for the principal stress difference at 
any point in terms of the applied principal stresses in the host material. 
In the general case: 
Where , ' al ,a2 ' p and q are defined as before, 
a is an angular position in the inclusion (see Figure 
1.7) 
kl,k2,k3 are constants which vary with radial position; 
definitions are given in Barron's analysis. 
The fringe order N at any position in the glass is thus a function of 
the required principal stresses. For transducer purposes the fringe order 
at a particular point (see below) in the isochromatic pattern is related to 
the applied major principal stress in the surrounding material. 
2.2.2. Stressmeter Sensitivi~ 
The sensitivity of the stressmeter can be defined as: 
S 
n = N 
p 
(r, a) 
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(2.3.) 
The units (f.p.s.) are genera~ly expressed in terms of potmds per square 
inch per fringe (p.s.i./fr.). The point (r.e) at which the fringe orders 
are measured depends upon the applied stress system. 
In the uniaxial case an easily identified datum point is used near the 
centre ~f each. of the four sectors in the isochromatic pattern. These points 
have. co-ordinates (~ = 1.60, e = 45 0 , 135°, 225°, 315°) and Barron showed 
that they are the optimum points for instrument sensitivity. They are commonly 
referred to as the "450 points" of the stressmeter pattern in uniaxial loading. 
In biaxial stress conditions different points are used; the co-ordiuates 
( r ° 0) are b = 1.40, e = 90 ,270 • The radial positions of the isochromatics 
along the minor axis of pattern symmetry (9 = 90°_270°) are referred t~ the 
edge of a cirCUlar opaque collar (n~dius 1.40b) held in the axial hole of the 
stressmeter by the light source probe. The reasons for the choice of these 
datum points have been discussed by Barron and Dhir (loc.cit.). 
S~stituting the above radial positions into the constant terms k l , 
k2' k3• the stressrneter sensitivity can be expressed in terms of the 
inclusion properties by reference to equations (2.1)-(2.3). 
where 
and 
For e = 45° etc: 
n 
S 
n 
= S p 
= 
f g 
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(2.4) 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
The variation of stressmeter sensitivity in uniaxial loading with modulus 
of the host material is shown in Figure 2.6; experimental values given by 
Dhir (with a small difference in notation) are shown as ~uared points. 
In this presentation the sensitivity is expressed by the parameter kn where: 
= 
Sn x 19 
f g 
(2.8) 
The difference which is apparent between the observed and theoretical 
results for the materi~ls of particular interest in the rigid inclusion 
technique (i.e. when E < ~ x 106 p.s.i.) has been nttributed by Dhir to 
the difficulty of defining a satisfactory value of Young's Modulus for 
low strength rocks and cementi tious materials. This possible reason does 
not explain the discrepancies with the two observations in high modulus 
materials (i.e. the points in Figure 2.6 which correspond to E = 15 x 106 
p.s.i. and E = 30 x 106 p.s.i.). 
The sensitivity decreases in biaxial stress conditions, the calibration 
factor varying with the ratio of the applied principal stresses; values 
for rigid inClusion conditions are shown in Figure 2.7. So far no 
explanation has been Offered for the difference between the theoretical and 
observed values given in Figure 2.7. 
2.3. Interpretation of Stressmeter Patterns 
2.3.1. Stressmeter Fringe Patterns 
Fringe patterns characteristic of various biaxial loading conditions 
are shown in Figures 2.1-2.5. The conventional interpretation of a typical 
annular stressmeter fringe pattern in rieid inclusion conditions is illustrated 
by Figure 2.8. 
The patterns shown in the illustrations have two axes of symmetry, which 
as mentioned before, are aligned with the principal stress directions in the 
surrolmding material. In the examples shown here the axes are vertical and 
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in each case the major axis, corresponding to the direction of the major 
principal stress, is vertical. The principal stresses are compressive 
although the same patterns ,,"ould be produced by two tensile stresses if the 
host material, the interface bond and the inclusion had sufficient strength 
to withstand the tensile stresses. 
Combinations of compressive and tensile principal stresses produce very 
different fringe order profiles unless the ratio of the magnitudes arproaches 
the uniaxial condition. 
Figure 2.1 shows the patterns in a uniaxial stress condition with 
increasing applied stress. 
Figures 2.2-2.5, show the same fringe orders with increasing values of 
minor principal stress. In the extreme case of equal principal stresses 
the fringe pattern appears as a series of concentric circles arqund the 
axial hole. In Figure 2.4, the black points sean on the major axis of 
symmetry near the axial hole are isotropic points and should not be confused 
with the first integral fringe order at hi8h stress levels. It can be 
shown(22) that their radial positions nrc independent of the stress level 
but proportional to the ratio of the principal stresses in the surrounding 
material. Isotropic points are not seen in uniaxial or hydrostatic frin~ 
patterns. 
2.3.2. The Sign of the Major Principal Stress 
Depending on the optical alignment of the polariscope components with 
respect to the axesaf symmetry of the fringe pattern, the direction of 
displacement of the fringe pattern during goniometric compensation enables 
the sign of the major principal stress" in the host material to be determined. 
The fringes either move towards or away from the datum point on the 
stressmeter pattern as the compensator is operated. 
If the transmission plane of the polarising plate in the conventional 
hand-held analyser used with photoelastic stressrneters is first aligned with 
the major axis of synwetry of the fringe pattern, a major principal compressive 
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stress is indicated when the lower fringe orders move towards the datum 
points during ganiometric compensation. Tensile stresses a~ indicated by 
higher fringe orders moving towards the datum points. 
The alignment of the polarising plate presents no difficulty since the 
analyser is so constructed that the transmission plane is parallel to the 
handle of the analyser when the compensation pointer is set to zero. 
2.3.3. The Minor Principal Stress 
The simplest method of determining the magnitude of the minor principal 
stress, but one which is clearly subject to some inaccuracy, is to compare 
the observed pattern with the standard forms illustrated in Figures 2.1-2.5. 
The minor stress is then estimated as a fraction of the major principal 
stress. Since more ~fin.ed methods were not available in the circumstances. 
this method was used in the field investiGations described in Chapter 6. 
Alternative methods involve radial measurements of isochromatic 
positions, or the consideration of fringe order ratios at different points 
in the pattern(37). There are practical difficulties associated with 
these methods and considerable errors are still possible. In particular, the 
methods depend on the accuracy of the theoretical solution for the stresses 
in the glass and it will be apparent from the discussion in Chapter 5 
that there is experimental evidence to question the validity of the 
existing t~eoretical solution for the inclusion stresses with current 
methods of applying the device. 
Another method of determining the minor principal stress uses a solid 
stressmeter in conjunction with the annular instrument. 
2.4 The Solid Stressmeter 
Reference has been made earlier to Coutinho's solid inclusion in which 
a homogeneous state of stress is induced by the applied principal stresses 
in the host material. 
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If the optical system used with the annular stressmeter is applied 
to a solid inclusion, the limited information so given is sufficient to 
identify the principal stress difference in the inclusion and hence the 
difference between the applied principal stresses in the host material. 
(It should be noted that Coutinho used a more elaborate observation system(IO) 
to give a full interpretation of the in-plane stresses within the inclusion. 
Directions and individual magnitudes cannot be deduced by using circular 
polarised light alone in the solid stressmeter.) 
If an annular and solid stressmeter are exposed to the same stressfield 
then the annular instrument will give the magnitude and direction of the 
major principal stress. The solid instrument will give the difference 
between the two stresses and hence the minor principal stress is known. 
The value so found should correspond to the magnitUde indicated by the 
profile of the fringe pattern observed in the annular instrument. 
With the exception of a narrrn~ zone near the boundary, the isochromatic 
pattern seen in a solid instrument is one of uniform colour. the exact 
colour will be a function of the average through-the-thickness principal 
stresses in the glass. 
Calibration characteristics were included in Dhir's investigations; the 
results are included in Figure 2.6, and the theoretical behaviour is included 
for comparisanpurposes. (In this instance the theoretical solution was 
conveniently obtained from the Kuskhel!sh~ili equati~n(39)~ A~ain,-~ 
explanation has yet to be given for the considerable divergence between 
the experimental and theoretical sensitivities in high modulus materials. 
Readings nre taken from the solid stressmeter in a similar manner to 
that used with the annular stressmeter. The analyser is aligned with the 
major stress direction in the inclusion and the uniform fringe pattern is 
co 'pensated at the centre of the inClusion (r = 0) to the tint of passage 
as the datum point between integral fringe orders. 
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In general, without the use of plane polarised light the direction of 
the major stress in the inclusion is not readily apparent. The directions 
indicated by the neighbouring annular instrument and tre behaviour of the 
fringe pattern during compensation have to provide this information. 
Care has to be tru<en durin~ the compensation process to avoid 
miscounting the integral fringe order. The Tardy method enables observed 
fringe orders to be compensated to the nearest integral value. which in 
turn has to be identified by inspection of the colour sequence during 
compensation. When a uniform state of principal stress difference exists 
in the test piece. the duplication of colours in the interference colour 
scale can produce ambiguous interpretations of the integral fringe orders 
but this can be avoided by using additional filters in the manner suggested 
by Pant(40) • 
It may be noted that Dhir called the solid stressmeter a "shear 
stressmeter" by virtue of the relationship between the maximum shear stress 
and principal stress difference, viz: 
T 
max 
n-a 
= ....... 
2 
2.5. 'The Stressmeter Glass 
(2.9) 
Glass is a relatively strong material with good time-dependent 
properties and it behaves as an almost perfectly linear elastic solid up to 
stresses very near to its breaking strength at normal temperatures. 
Although it is now rarely used in conventional photoelasticity. its 
birefringent properties were originally recognised by Br-ewster(4l) and many 
of the early investigators used glass models, notably Mesnager (42) anc. Coker 
and Filon(33). It was Mesnager who first proposed the use of glass in 
force and stress transducers; more recently transducer applications have been 
(43) . (44) developed by Roberts et al and Hooper • Although for rigid inclusion 
measurements it would be desirable for glass to have a higher elastic modulus. 
its easily Observed birefringent properties compensate for this small disadvantage. 
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The physical properties of glass vary widely with chemical composition. 
With some exceptions in early studies, photoelastic stressmeters are 
prepared from a soda-lime plate glass which can be obtained and worked 
without difficulty. The manufacturers give the follO't-ling approximate 
composition by weight: 
Si02 
73.3% 
NaO CaO 
12.6% 9.2% 
K 0 2 
0.3% 
The thermal softening temperature and coefficient of linear expansion 
o 0 -6 0 -6 
are similarly given as 1360 F (739 C) and a' = 4-5 x 10 per F (S.O x 10 
per °C) respectively. The static Young's Hodulus and Poisson's Ratio 
have been measured in compression by the present writer as 10.4 x 106 p.s.i. 
and 0.22 respectively. 
2.5.1. The Stress Qptic Coefficient 
For glass of a given chemical ccmposition the stress optic coefficient 
C can vary with wavelength, age and temperature. Referring to the work of 
Harris(45) and Van Zee and Noritake(46), Hooper (loc.cit.) has pointed out 
that C can be considered to be constant for soda-lime plate glass in 
normal temperature ranges (i.e. 32()F-200oF). Age effects would also appear 
to be of little consequence unless observations are carricc out over several 
decades or unless the glass i8 freshly cast. Experience so far has been 
gained from stressmeters that have been prepared from glass already several 
years old. 
In the present circumstances C is more conveniently incorporated in 
another constant, fg' which may be called the material fringe value(27) where: 
Thus equation (2.1) 
= 
may be rewritten: 
, , 
(°1 - 0'2 ) -;;.-~--=- Ig 
fg 
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(2.6) 
(2.1a) 
It can be seen that fg has units of stress per fringe per unit thickness; 
wi th present notation these units could also be written in terms of "pounds 
per fringe inch" (lbs./fr.in.). The material fringe value can be defined 
in terms of maximum shear stress or principal shear difference, the latter 
being preferred in the present discussion. 
Since the constants C and fg vary idth chemical composition, calibration 
tests have been carried out throughout the development period cf the photo-
elastic stressmeter. For the investigations to be described a specimen from 
each batch of stressmeter glass has been tested according to the method 
shown in Figure 2.9. 
The diametrically loaded cylindrical test piec8 is particularly 
convenient to use since it can be prepared with the same diamond drill as 
the usual stressmeter element. The ccmpressive loads have been provided 
by a laboratory universal testing machine through two rigid steel platens; 
the silicone r.ubber encapsulant in Figure 2.9 is of very low strength and 
gives stability to the platens and test pieces for handling purposes. 
The principal stress difference at the centre of the cylinder is given 
by conventional calculation (see Chaptel' 4) ."1nd vC'.lues have been compared 
wi th incrementaJ. fringe orders observed with Cl. diffused light source of known 
wave length; in this case sodium and white light sources have been used. 
(Although the fringe orders of Figure 2.9 refer to sodium light it has been 
experimentally verified that the same results are given in white lir~t 
within the limits of experimental error. This is to be expected since the tint 
of passage in white light closely corresponds to the oxtinction of the 
sodium yellow region of the spectrum.) 
The results shown in Figure 2.9, are representative of all the present 
tests and no significant differences were observed in any of the many 
calibration specimens, including examples tested before and after the four 
year field applicaton to be described in Chapter 6. 
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The material fringe value so determined (fg = 1220 p.s.i./fr./in. ± 20 
p.s.i./fr./in.) hns been independently confirmed by Hooper and Atkinson(47) 
with glass supplied to the same specification. This fg value is equivalent 
to a stress optic coefficient of approximately 2.70 brewsters which compares 
favourably with values of 2.62 bre~~sters given by Waxler(48) and 2.68 
brewsters determined by Van Zoe and Noritake (loc.cit.) for similar plate 
glasses. On the other hand, Dhir(18) gives a fringe value of f~ = 1050 
p.s.i./fr.lin. (C ~ 3.20 brewsters) for his stressmeter investigations and 
this significantly different figure has to be allowed for if comparisons 
are made in the following discussion. 
It is also interesting to note from Figure 2.9 that doubling the 
length of the test-piece has no effect on the observed fringe orders in the 
glass. This is a requirement of the stress o0tic l1W as long as the diametrical 
loads remain the same. In this '\case the double length specimen has been 
prepat'ed by cementing two normal test-rieces (length 1.5 in.) together 
wi th a thin layer of polyurethane achesi ve nna the experimental result shows 
that this process has no signiflcant effect on the birefringence of the 
system. Double length stressmeter elements pre~ared in this manner have 
been included in the investigations to b~ described. 
2.6. Existing Experience in Concrete 
After discussing the stressmeter interpretation procedure Dhir went on 
to consider some of the particular problems which occur when the device is 
applied to concrete. Because of the scope of the subject his conc1usions 
were restricted to general remar-ks about the response of the annular 
stressmeter in relation to aggregate size and extraneous deformatior •• 
For example, as a general rule it was found that the stressmett;.t'" 
nattern was not disturbed by aggreeate effects so long as the inclusion 
was larger than the ,nominal maximum aggr-3gate size. Experimental evidence 
also suggested that the stressmeter readingswere only affected to a very 
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small degree by creep, shrinkage and temperature changes, but none of these 
problems were investigated in sufficient detail to C\llow a systematic 
assessment of the effects in a given practical application of the technique. 
The necessity for a comprehensive k~owledge of these effects has been 
emphasised by the results from 1'\ lir.1i ted number of field e.pplications. 
• (49) For example, stressmeter installations in a pre-stressed concrete"brl.dge 
and an arch dam ( 49) have demonstrated the ,3!Jili ty of the de vi ce to give well 
defined photoelastic sienals over long periods of time, but it has not been 
possible to draw firm conclusions about the behaviour of the stressmeters 
or the stresses in the structures because of the lli,known quantitative effects 
of the extraneous deformations. 
For this reason, some of the effects of creep and temperature changes on 
• (50 51) the stressmeter response were stud~ed separately , ,soon after 
Dhir's original observations. Preliminary results (50) frc.m the creep tests 
(52) have tended to confirm earlier impressions (also supported by Hawkes 
with photoelastic stressmeter tests in frozen sand) but at the presen~ time 
the full investigation hasnot been reported in detail. Similarly the results 
of the temperature investigations cannot yet be inte~preted in general 
terms. These results will clearly be cf fundamental importance to the 
technique if it is to be applied to lonr,-term measurements in concrete. 
Another point which has only received brief attention so far concerns the 
effects of stresses which act in an axial direction around the inclusion. As 
far as the stressmeter readings arc concerned. nc photoelastic response 
should be produced by stress components which act Ln the direction of 
• (32) propagat~on • Some disturbance might be expected near the boundary 
wi th the host material but it is rresumed that this does not extend into 
the locality of the reading roints on the stressmeter pnttern. It would be 
desirable to confirm the assumption experimentally and this will be left 
as a suggestion for future study. 
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2.7. Scope of the Present Hork 
The offGcts (If shrinkagQ have not yet been t:!onsidered beyond Dhir's 
remarks. In n mechanic;'!l sense, shrink3gc and temr-crature ch.'lnges present 
the same problem and although it is possible that the temperature investigations 
might give results which can be referred tc the shrinkage response. it is 
clearly desirable to m.::lke independent experimental studies of the effects. 
A detailed shrinkage study has been beyond the scope of the present work 
but some elementary aspects of the ;:roblem lolill be discussed in Chapter 3. 
The further effects of superposing stresse~ from an external load onto a 
stressmeter already slli1jected to shrinkage stresses will also be discussed for 
the first time ~Ti th experimental e·,ridence. The practical difficulties which 
have appeU'ed in the tests ,-till be of interest to any ccmprehensive study 
planned in the futurQ. 
Another feature which will be disc~~sed fer the first time concerns 
the response of the annular stressmeter to biaxial stresses of opposite 
sign. This is relevant hecnuse in same circumstnnces the stressmeter may 
be required to measure a stress concH tion consisting of a maj or compressive 
principal stress in combination with a smaller minor tensile principal stress, 
e.g. in the arch dnminvestisations mentioned previously. 
For a given condition the fringe pattern produced in the stressmeter may 
be calculated using the Hiramatsu-Barron equation (2.2) and the Stress ortic 
Law equation (2.1a) but it is desirable to check the behaviour experimentally 
because tensile stresses are involved both in the inclusion and over a ,ortion 
of the interface 1-1i th the sU!Totn'lding material. 
Again, it has not been possible to carry out com;rehensive tests which 
provide for all circumstances, but ~rith the aid of 11 disc-shared calibration 
specimen one particular combination of compression and tension has been 
considered. The stressmeter results are d.i..scu':lsed in Chapter 4 in comparis·cn 
wi th the calculated stress conditions and .:')ther indirect measurements using 
electrical resistance strain gauges and a demountable r.lechanical strain 
gauge. 
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In both series of tests it will be seen that the observed stressmeter 
sensitivity factor Sn does not agree with the theoretical value, the 
n~asured fringe orders being significantly higher than calculation predicts. 
The same general observation is apparent fr0m Dhir's earlier experimental 
data. This important feature of the results will be discussed separately 
in Chapter 5. 
In the final chapter a description is given of a stressmeter application 
in a large buttress dam. In so far as the results allow, an assessment is 
made of stressmeter behnviour from the basis of existing knowledge and 
recommendations are given for the benefit of any similar applications in 
the future. It may be noted here that it has not been possible to discuss 
applications of the photoelastic st~essmeter to reinforced and prestressed 
concrete in this account. 
The thesis concludes by discussing the implications of the most important 
results obtained from the present work and suggestions for further study are 
put forward. 
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CHAPTER 3 
The Effects of Shrinkage on the Photoelastic Stressm~ 
3.1. Introduction 
Since it is not possible to match the physical properties of the stress-
meter and host concrete it is to be expected that shrinkage, thermal and 
creep deformations will produce spurious stresses in and around the 
inclusion. The preliminary results already referred to have indicated that 
there is only a small res?onse to each of these effects but more quantittive 
evidence is clearly required. 
• (25) Some aspects of the shirnkage problem have been referred to by Dh~r 
who gives results from reinforced concrete columns involving differential 
shrinkage. In this case the gradients of deformation produce internal 
concrete stresses and as far as an inclusion is concerned the stress system 
is the same as that caused by an external load. 
The problem of differential or "secondary" shrinkar:e is different 
to the other case involving "primary" shrinkage. In this sense, primary 
shrinkage defines the isotropic physical contractions associated with 
unrestrained shrinkage. It is the primary shrinkage component which will 
cause a spurious stressmeter reading and this can clearly occur with or 
without the presence of an external load. This shrinkage increment of the 
total stressmeter reading must be identified if the device is to be used 
for measuring true internal stresses, i.e. those stresses which would exist 
in the absence of the inclusion. 
In practice it is difficult to isolate primary and secondary effects since 
shrinkage ~adients will always occur as drying proceeds through the thickness 
of the concrete structure or test-piece. In the later stages of drying 
these gradients will be reduced and the differential shrinkage effects will 
become less significant. 
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In the absence of an external load the expected stressmeter response to 
primary shrinkage will be as follows. Since the shrinkage deformations are 
the same in all directions they will induce a symmetrical distribution of 
radial and hoop stresses in the circular inclusion. To maintain equilibrium 
a similar distribution of stress will occur in the surrounding matrix. In 
the annular stressmeter this form of stress distribution produces concentric 
isochromatic fringes around the central hole, a pattern which is ambiguous 
with a two-dimensional hydrostatic stress condition produced by external 
loads. (As fa~ as the solid stressmeter is concerned no readings will be 
produced in these circumstances; the fringe pattern will not change from zero 
since a homogeneous state of compression and hence zero principal stress 
difference will exist in the glass inclusion.) 
If an external load is also present (and this might include a component 
due to differential shrinkage) then the annular stressmeter pattern will be 
produced by the resultant of two superposed stress systems. The individual 
increments will be difficult to separate at any arbitrary point in the stress-
meter pattern; in general the prinCipal stresses in the glass due to external 
loading will differ in direction to the stresses produced by primary shrinkage. 
The only exceptions will be along the axes of symmetry of the pattern 
Hhere the fringe order increments will be directly addi ti ve. (Alonp.; the axes of 
symmetry, the sl1i3ar stress "C
r6 ' is zero; the radial and hoop stress components 
Or', as' respectively then take principal values). This property suggests 
a method of separating the stress components but the magnitude of the shrinkage 
stvess increment must still be known before p. the required major principal 
stress due to external load. can be found. In addition the problem of 
identifying the minor principal stress q will still remain. 
The comments made so far have not taken into account the effects of 
localised creep or relaxation which may occur simultaneously with the 
development of shrinkage; its effect will be to relieve the stresses in the 
concrete and inclusion. Creep will thus oppose the generation of significant 
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shrinkage stresses in the stressmeter. and althou~h in some cases this mai 
be beneficial, the effect in general only complicates the problem. 
It is clear that the identificntion of shrinkage fringe order increments 
in abaded str~ssrneter will present several difficulties. It would appear 
that the problem cannot be generalised and in principle each installation 
will have to be considered in terms of the appropriate shrinkage changes, 
applied stresses and creep deformations. Since so little is kno~m, it would 
. . . go. . . 
seem reasonable to beg~n an ~nvestl~t1on of shrin~Rge effects w1th an 
assessment of the orders of magnitude involved in a stressmeter before it is 
subject to stresses from external loads. It is possible to calculate a "worst 
condi tion" by a simple elastic analysis of the deformations and stresses 
which would occur in the absence of creep or ~laxation and this condition 
can be compared with practice by observing the gro~lth of shrinkage fringe 
orders in laboratory specimens. A more rigorous study of what is essentially 
a time-dependent phenomenum is beyo~d the scope of the present discussion. 
Subsequently it should be possible to consider the additional problem 
produced by superposing stresses from an external load. If the shrinkage 
fringe order distribution is known the resultant fringe rattern produced by a 
controlled external load can be investigated and referred to the 
appropriate theoretical solution available from the Hiramatsu-Barron 
equation (2.2). In the examples discussed below tha external loading has 
been restricted to a simple uniaxial comprassive stress applied to a 
rectangUlar section element or slab. 
3.2. An Elastic Analysis of the Shrinkage Problem 
In the simplest analysis of shrinkage stresses the host material is 
assumed to be elastic, homogeneous and ::'sotropic throughout the time of the 
shrinkage change. It will be appreciated that this assumption is necessarily 
unrealistic in concrete but non-elastic effects will tend to oppose the 
growth of shrinkage stresses and the elastic analysis will therefore describe 
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the worst possible condition as far as the inclusion is concerned. The 
method of calculation is essentially the familiar "shrink-fit" problem of 
two concentric cylinders; as before, compressive stresses will be given 
posi ti ve signs. 
Consider the annular stressmeter outer radius a, inner radius b, elastic 
properties E'. ~', surrounded by an infinite host material, elastic 
properties E, ~, experiencing a uniform primary shrinkage strain o. 
Because of the mismatched elastic properties and the absence of 
shrinkaGe in the inclusion a localised boundary pressure, or radial compressive 
stress, is set-up at the interface between the two materials. (The effect 
of the out-of-planp. restraint at the interface is assumed to be negligible.) 
This radial stress is designated Ps nnd it ~roduces a radial displacement Ur' 
at the outer perimeter of the inclusion. Associated with the displacement 
. 1 . I 1 ( ' ft . al are ~nc us~on stress components cr
r 
,oe 're = 0, because 0 r,eome r~c 
and stress symmetry). The system is shown diagrammatically in Figure 3.1. 
At the same time the free shrinkage of the concrete is restrained by 
the inclUSion; the stress Ps only a11ol'ls the limited interface displacement 
Ur and localised stresses crr. cre, (Tre = O} are produced in the concrete. 
Thus for the host materia~: 
r=oo 
Ur = I 
r=( a-cSa) 
For the inclusion: 
r=a 
f ur = E: r 
r=O 
For compatibility: 
therefore: 
00 
cSa = t f (ar - ~ae)de 
a 
dr E: 
I' 
dr = 
1 + -I E 
00 
1 I(cr
r 
- ~O'e)de = E (3.1) 
a 
1 a I J 1 I ) E' (crr lJ ac de a (3.2) 
a 
I I I ') (crr - ~ cre dO (3.3) 
o 
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, , 
The stresses 0r' 0e, 0r ,oa can be found from the general axi-symmetric 
stress function(S3): 
A + B(l + 2 log r) + 2C 
° 
= ;2 1" (3.4) 
A 
+ B(3 + 2 log 1") + ~c O'e = - -1"2 ( 3.5) 
The same equations can be used for aI'" O'e'. The constants A. B. C. A'. Bt. 
C', remain to be found from the boundary conditions for each material. 
In the host material: 
therefore A 2 B = ps·a 
2 
So O'r = 
P9a 
+ --r-' O'e 
1" 
For the inclusion: 0' 1" 
0' 
1" 
2b 2 , n .a 
therefore -s A = - (a2_b 2 ) 
, 
B = 0 
0' I' = 0' e = 0 ~rhen r = 00 
0' 
I' 
;: C 
= 
= 
= 
, 
= Ps when r = a 
= 0 
2 
Psa 
--r2 
P9 when r = a 
C when r = b 
2 
, Ps a 
C = + 
2(a2_b 2 ) 
(3.6) 
, 
(The zero value for B follows from an independent consideration of the 
p .... ~b lem( 53) ) • displacements in the general axi-symmetric stress ,"v 
2 [~- ~ Therefore psa 0' = r (a2..b2) 
, p .a C~ ~ s °e = + + (a2_ b 2 ) 1"2 
(3.7) 
(3.8 ) 
Substituting equations (3.6)-(3.8) into equation (3.3),integrating and 
rearranging terms gives: 
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= (3.9 ) 
The interface stress Ps produced by a given shrinkage change 0 can thus 
be fO\.md; the concrete and inclusion stresses follol'1 directly. The 
resulting stress distribution through the inclusion and the surrounding 
concrete is shewn in Figure 3.2. The tensile values of oe given by equation 
(3.6) are clearly apparent. It can be seen that the localised stresses in 
the host material decrease parabolically with distance from the inclusion 
and the disturbance lovel of stress falls to less than 5 per cent of the 
peak value at a distance of 4a. 
, , 
The stresses a
r 
,ae produce a frinf,G order distribution in the glass 
inclusion which can be expressed by the modified stress ~tic law: 
where 
N 
s 
= 
= 
1 
( 0' ' -0' ') .:.a 
e r fg 
the fringo order due to shrinkage 
19 = the optical path length through the lnclusion (in 
a transmitted polarised light system the optical 
path length is equal to the axial length of the 
inclusion) 
fg = material fringe value defined in Section 2.5.1. 
From equations (3.7)(3.8): 
therefore: 
where 
(a I - a ') e I' 
Ns = 
k = s 
= 
ks . 
2 2 2.ps.a .b 
r2(a2_b 2) 
b2 
-r2 
2oa2olg ops 
= 
frr(a2-b2) 
0 
1 2008f~ 
g 
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• Ps 0 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
The fringe order distribution is thus parabolic with the peak value occurring 
at the edge of the axial hole where f = 1.0. The distribution is shown in 
Figure 3.3. 
For arithmetical convenience equation (3.9) can be rewritten; 
12.E.E' (3.9a) 
Ps Using this expression the relationship between is and the modular ratio 
E' E can easily be drawn for various Poisson's Ratio conditions, as shown in 
Figure 3.4. 
Ps The values of lr are not significantly affected by small 
variations in the combinations of Poisson's Ratio. 
The master curves of Figures 3.4 enable the shrinkage fringe order to be 
determined at any point i·n the stressmeter for a known condition of primary 
shrinkage change and elasticity. Consider for example two cases, representing 
reasonable extremes for concrete, where: 
( a) E = 2.0 x 106 p.s.i. II = 0.20 
(b) E = 6.0 x 106 p.s.i. \.! = 0.2") 
The shrinkage change in both cases is ~oo lJ€. 
E' In (a) the modular ratio becomes E = 5.0. From the curve for 
1J = ll' = 0.20 (no significant error will be introduced by taking 1J' = 0.20 
in comparison with lJ' = 0.22) Ps 6 the value of lr = 1.45 x 10 (in stress units) 
is obtained. Thus: 
= + 400 x 10-6 x 1.45 x 106 = + 580 p.s.i. 
If the annular stressmeter constants are 19 = 1.5 iut.fg = 1220 p.s.i./fr./in. 
Then: 
= 
+ 2.08 x 1.5 x 580 = +1.48 
1220 
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r .!!§. From Figllre 3.3, the maximum fringe order occurs at b = 1.0 where ks = + 1. 0 • 
Therefore N = + 1.48 fringes. 
s 
(The fringe order at any other point in the glass can be obtained 
in a similar manner. The two significant identification points recommeDded 
by Dhir are marked in Fig1.1rc 3.3.) 
In case (b) the same ~rocess gives E' ~ 6 E = 1.67, ~ = 3.425 x 10 p.s.i., 
Ns = + 3.50 fringes 
max 
The concrete with the highest E value clearly produces a greater response 
in the stressmeter for a given shrinkage change; this could be expected from 
an initial qualitative assessment of the problem. In both cases the fringe 
orders are by nn means insignificant. 
It is also possible to consider the lower limit of shrinkage which might be 
detected photoelastically in the annular strcssmeter. Beginning with a 
uniform condition of zero stress throughout the glass inclusion the smallest 
shrinkage fringe order at the inner edge (~ = 1.0) which can be measured 
with confidence will be approximately +0.5 fringe. In practice a small 
negative residual fringe order usually exists at this point; its maBnltude is 
approximately 0.25 fringe (deduced from observations with a double sensitivity 
element see Section 3.6.3.). The smallest effective shrinkage fringe order; 
will therefore be (0.5 + 0.25) = + 0.75 fringe. 
In the standard stressmeter element (length 1.5 in.) the corresponding 
stress increment will be: 
r At b = 1.0, O'e' + 0.75 x 1220 1.5 
The required interface stress Ps can be found by rearranging equation (3.8) 
r for the point b = 1.0: 
= 
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s· a 5 0 +610 x 24 lnce b= · • ps· 2 x 25 • 292:p. s.i. 
Figure 3.4 enables the sh~inkage change ~ associated with this interface 
stress level to be determined. 
6 For a low modulus concrete. e.g. E • 2.0 x 10 p.s.i~. 
Ps 6 
-,; • 1.45 x 10 p.s.i. 
therefore 292 x 10-
6 
0min· 1.45 ~ 200 ue 
For a high modulus concrete e.g. 6 E • 6.0 x 10 p.s.i. 
therefore 
Jis 6 ~ • 3.425 x 10 pls.i. 
o . 
l'lIln 
:: 80 lJe 
The standard stressmeter will therefore be relatively insensitive to 
shrinkage in low modulus concretes but the lower limit of shrinkage response 
will decrvase as the host modulus increasos. 
The ana~sis and numerical ~xamples have been discussed without any 
reterence to creep effects. Considered as a.n elastic problem, the ~.ctual 
shrinkage response of the stressmeter will be exaggerated, but with no 
quantita.tive Jr.nowledgo of the relaxo.tion produced by creeIl it is not !'lossiblo 
to estimate the degree of exaggeration involved. 
3.3. The Thermal . Mis.match Problem 
The shrinka.ge problem is directly analogous to the condition produced 
by a change of environment tempera.ture. The coefficients of expansion 
and the elastic constants of the inolusion will not be matched to the 
properties of the concrete and the restraints involved d'U:'ing therma.l 
expansions or contractions will also produce spurious stresses in both 
materials. 
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In the steady state condition, i.e. no temperature gradients through 
the inclusion-concrete system, the interface stress Pt is given by: 
P = t 
t(a-a')EE,(~2_b2) 
where t = the change in temperature 
a,a' = the coefficients of linear expansion for 
the concrete and inclusion respectively 
(3.12) 
Equation (3.12) can be derived in an exactly similar manner to equation 
(3.9); in the thermal equation the sign of the term tea-a') mayor may net take 
the sign of the earlier shrinkage term 6. 
Comparing equ~tions (3.9) and (3.12) for similar conditions of elasticity 
and geometry it is apparent that: 
t( a··a' 5 (3.13) 
The relationship between ~a-a') and modular ratio ~' is therefore 
expressed by the curves already given in Figure 3.4. Similarly the fringe 
order distribution in the inclusion takes the same form as before but 
attention must be paid to the sign of r t • If a temperature rise is involved 
and a>a' then Pt will occur as a tensile interface stress producing 
corresponding tensre values of or' and 0a'. (For consistency of sign convention 
the temperature rise t would require a negative sign in this discussion). 
Assuming that the boundary adhesive around the stressmeter can withstand 
tensile stresses, a state of tension in the glass would be revealed by 
the photoelastic identification technique. A decrease in temperature would 
clearly involve a state of compression in the inclusion. 
It is worth considering the orders of magnitude involved. The 
coefficient of expansion for the stress~eter (soda-lime glass a' = 5 x lo6/oF) 
is at the lower end of the coefficient range published for concreta(SS). the 
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highest values being of the order of a ~ 8 x 10-6/ or • Suppose a temperature 
rise of 500 r occurs (which would not be unreasonable in an outdoor location 
in the British Isles) and the appropriate elastic, geometric and optical 
parameters are the same as theshrinkage examples previously considered. 
The terms become: 
t(a-a' ) = -50 x (8-5) x 10-6 = - 150 ll€ 
Case (a): E = 2.0 x 106 p.s.i. t II = 0.20 
E' 5.0, 
Pt 1.45 x 10-6 p.s.i. 
- = t<a-a') = + E 
therefore Pt = -:21a p.s.i. 
(This tensile stress could be tolerated by most concretes and the adhesive 
bond around the stressmeters). 
rrom Figure 3.3, N = 
t max 
2.08 x 1.50 x 218 
1220 
= 0.56 fringe 
Case (b): _ 6 E - 6.0 x 10 p.s.i. II = 0.20 
E' Pt 6 E = 1.67, tea-a') = + 3.425 x 10 p.s.i. 
= -515 p.s.i. 
This tensile stress is of the same order as the tensile strengths quoted 
for various concretes(56) but assuming cracking does not occur the maximum 
fringe order becomes: 
N = - 1.32 fringe. tmax 
Although the result in case (a) is unlikely to be significant, bearing 
in mind the parabolic distribution with radius, case (b) clearly 
involves an appreciable fringe order. 
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As with the shrinkage problem. non-elastic behav lour will oppose the 
growth of thermal fringe orders, but in some cases the second steady state 
temperature condition may be achieved in a short period of time. The effects 
of creep and the degree of exaggeration involved in the elastic analysis 
will then be reduced and the magnitude of the tensile a stress component 
r 
may become eri tical. It should be remernbered th3.t the arithmetical examples 
quoted here consider liberal circumstances which may not occur in prac~e. 
In many cases the temperature change is unlikely to be as large as SOoF. the 
coefficient of expansion of the concrete may also be more close to that 
of the glass. 
Further discussion of the thermal problems will be reserved since it is 
currently included in another project(Sl) • 
3.4. Superposition of Shr~nkage and Ey.ternal Load St~!~~ 
In general the distribution of stress in the stressmeter will be the 
result of superposed systems from shrinkage, thermal and external load 
effects. The resultant fringe pattern will be defined by: 
NT = (111 
, 
- a ') .:a 2 T • f g (3.14) 
where NT = the resuJl;ant fringe order at a given point 
(al ' -a2')T = the resultant principal stress difference at the same 
point. 
are defined as before. 
The term (al ' - a2')T can be found by superposing the stress components 
f ( ' , ') ( t' t) due to shrinkage and thermal ef acts ar s' ae s' Tre s' I1rt ,aa t. Tre t 
th t t respectively. on e stress components ar L' ae L, 
load. From Sections 3.2, 3.3: 
(3.7) 
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, 
T%,S S = = 0 
2 
a (3.8 ) 
Fo%' external st%'esses p. q, p%'oduced by the applied load, the st%'eSS 
components aI'e: 
r6B~ 
(p-q) l 1'4 cos 26 
2D~J 
- i sin 26 
(3.15 ) 
(3.16) 
(3.17) 
The constants Ao', A2 '. Do'. D2'. C2', D2 ' are written here with narron'sCaD) 
modified notation of the o%'iginal Hi%'a.."llatBu (36) definitions. Thus the 
resultant StNSS components aN p;iven by: 
~, = ~%' ' + ~ , + ~ %' T S %'t %' L (3.18) 
(3.19 ) 
= (3.20) 
The p%'incipal st%'esses ~l'T' , the point (%',6) can now be found: ~2 T at 
, , 
, 
° ' 
(o%, +as ) 
t ! t' '2 4T 'J a (3.21) °1 T' = T (o%' -os ) T + 2r 2 %'6r 
Hence the p%'incipal stress diffe%'ence at the point is: 
( 3.22) 
Using equations (3.7)-(3.8) (3.15)-(3.20) and simplifying te%'mS: 
(3.23) 
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, 
2Tre T = k3 (p-q) sin 26 (3.24) 
B 
where kl = 2...£ 2 
r 
k2 4 [3A2r2 
B2 
D2] = + 3 - + C2 +-;? 4 r 
[ 2 B2 D~ (3.24a) k3 = 4 3A r - 3- + C2 -2 4 r2 r 
2 a2b2 
k4 = r2(a2_b2) 
Thus: 
(3.25) 
Equation (3.25) is the same as equation (2.2) for stresses due to p and q 
only except for the modification term k4(ps+pt)' 
The interpretation technique used by Dhir(21) relies on the (p,q) fringe 
pattern profile to evaluate the ratio S; in addition, the stressmeter sensitivity p 
factor, Sn varies with fringe pattern profile. The term k4(ps +pt) clearly 
modifies the required (p,q) fringe pattern; an infinite number of profiles 
can be derived from equations (3.25)(3.14) for all possible combinations of 
p, q, Ps' Pt' It follows that the profile identification technique will 
give erroneous results when significant shrinkage and thermal stresses are 
present in the annular glass inclusion. 
Equation (3.25) shows that the individual applied stresses p,q, can 
only be found from one measurement on the fringe pattern if the ratio S, p 
and the term (ps +Pt) arc known independently. (This statement is demonstrated 
in Section 3.6.4. below). If only (ps+Pt) is known then two measurements 
at different points on the fringe pattern will be required before p and q 
can be found separately. 
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It may be noted at this point that the above solution of the super-
position problem is not exact as far as the inclusion stresses are 
concerned because equations (3.7) (3.8) (3.15) - (3.11) do not take into 
account othereffects which will be discussed in Chapter 5. 
3.5. Primary Shrinkar,e Tests 
A simple laboratory test has been carried out to cnnsider the 
shrinkage fringe orders which might occur in practical circumstances. From 
the preceding discussion, the worst effects are to be expected in high modulus, 
and therefore high strength, concrete mixes which show rapid shrinkage; three 
such mixes have been considered for test purposes. 
The first problem is to create a test-piece which approximates to an 
infinite plate shrinking onto the stl~ssmeter element with0ut significant 
differential effects occurring throuV1 the thickness. Thus a circular slab 
or disc with a thickness to match the uxi~l length of the strcssmeter element 
shOUld be least nffected by differential shrinkage. (The photoelastic pattern 
in the stressmeter gives an integrated response to stress components in 
planes perpendicular to the stressmeter axis.) The dianeter of the disc needs 
to be consistent with the extent of the stress disturbance revealed in 
Figure 3.2. 
In addition, the maximum aggregate size usee. in "':ho TT'ix will be limited 
by the thickness of the disc; it is general practice to restrict the aggref~te 
size to a maximum of one-quarter of the smallest dimension of the concrete 
member. This presontsno problem with a disc thickness equal to the standard 
stressmeter length (1.5 in.) since a ~ in. aggregate can bo used and this size 
is frequently employed in high strength mixes. It is also apparent fran Dhir's 
. •• 1 ded t i (24) th t 3. te pract~cal observat~ons ~n oa concra e spec mens c"!. a l! ~n. aggrega 
will not produce any significant localised disturbances in the stress 
distribution of the inclusion. 
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Considering these points, a series of discs were prepared for the high 
strength mixes specified in Tables 3.1 and 3.2 (mixes A, B. C). River sand 
and river gravel aggregates were used. Disc details are shown in Figure 3.5. 
To eliminate the effects of early plastic shrinka~e the stressmeters 
were not applied until the specimens were eight days old. (The discs were 
pOlythene wrapped for seven days after casting before instrumentation and 
subsequent shrinkage in a known Inboratory environment.) The strossmete~ 
(length 1.5 in.,diameter 1.25 in.) were bonded in position in the usual 
'" manner ~Ti th a filled epoxy adhesive available commercially for this purpose • 
a constant radial thickness of resin was used (ft in •• equivalent to To for 
these stressmeters). 
Shrinkage \-1as measured with an 8 in. Demec gauge on both sides of each 
disc along four diametrical gauge lengths. According to the elastic analysis 
the stress disturbance caused by the inclusicn does not extend far enough 
to affect strains IDe"lSured on the Demec ~auge lon~h. (This feature was 
subsequently confirmed by shrinkage measurements on identical discs without 
stressmeters. ) 
3.5.1. Results 
The observed shrinkage cha~ges from discs with stressmeters are summarised 
in Figure 3.6. Laboratory temperatures and relative humidities were measured 
with a whirling hygrometer and hygrometric charts(83). For ~rcvity, only 
the results from rour representative gau~e lengths on each disc are shown in 
Figure 3.6. An example of a laboratory data sheet is given in Appendix 1 
(Table A.l.l) 
It can be seen that the shrinkage varied betweon 300 ~& and 500 ~& after 
65 days; in each case shrinkage proceeded at a slew rate after forty days. 
In general the readings showed the expected radial symmetry although an 
appreciable scatter occurred in the results from mix A. 
*Horstman "Twin Pack" Adhesive. 
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Although well-defined shrinkage changes were thus successfully produced 
no significant chnnges occurred in the stressmetcr fringe patterns. From the 
elastic calculation a change of at least +2.30 fringes would be expected at 
the inner edge (t = 1.0) assuming that the elastic modulus of each mix was 
approximately E = 5.0 x 106 p.s.i. In two cases (mixes A and B), the zero 
condition in the stressmeter was maintained throughout the observation period. 
An unidentifiable disturbance was produced in the stressmeter pattepn of 
mix C after approximately twenty days but the change could not be related to 
any internal or external system of stress. The isoclinics (indicatin~ 
stress directions) were discontinuous, and the low order isochromntics 
(indicating stress magnitudes) were erratically distributed. Such behaviour 
is consistent with stress variations in ma~i tude and direction thrC'uqh the 
thickness of the photoelastic test-ricco, (Frocht(28». It is not known how 
the disturbance would affect the response of this stressmctor to an external 
load but similar experiences ~.,i th other rock and concrete srecimens have 
shown that systematic behaviour is soon achieved once the stresses due to 
external load dominate the initial low order disturbances. 
These results have shown that the stress distribution predicted by the 
elastic analysis bears no resemblance to the practical circumstances involved 
in these tests, a conclusion which is consistent with comments made by 
previous users. If the stresses are absent from the inclusion the 
aElsociated stresses in the concrete must also :be absent. Furthermore, it would 
seem reasonable to expect that no significant response will be produced in 
more general conditions involving stressmeters applied in a similar manner 
to concrete mixes of lower strength. 
The test circumstances in this instance do not flllow any explanation 
for the observed results but they serve to emphasise that the time-eependent 
propel~ies of the combined concrete-epoxy system around the stressmeter 
probably dominate the shrinkage stress process. 
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3.6. Test-Pieces for the Superposition of Shrinkage and Loading Stresses 
Considering the absence of a shrinkage response in the disc tests it 
might be expected that the superposition problem will not exist in similar 
practical circumstances and the stress meter fringe patterns generated by 
external loads of short duration should be independent of preceding shrinkage 
changes in the host material. This point was verified in additional tests on 
rectangular specimens which were preparec ~efore the results from the disc 
tests became apparent. The response to shrinkage was again nc~ligible despite 
using double sensitivity stressmeter elements, but the rectangu~ specimens 
revealed two important subsidiary features concerning: 
(a) the uniaxial stress sensitivity factor of the annular stressmeter 
in an elastic low modulus material. 
(b) the behaviour of the epoxy resin adhesive at temperatures 
above SOoF. 
The first feature will be discussed separately in Chapter 5; the second 
feature may be relevant to future shrink~ge investigations and the test 
observations will therefore be described below. Clearly the performance of 
the epoxy adhesive is fundamental to any stressmeter application and the 
implications of these observations will not be restricted to shrinkage problems. 
3.6.1. Specimen Details and Observations 
A family of six identical specimens was prepared from a fine aggregate 
mix intended to show large rapid shrinkage strains. In this instance coarse 
aggregate was omitted from the mix to simplify the experimental conditions. 
Mix details are included in Tables 3.1 and 3.3 (mix F); specimen dimensions 
are indicated in Figure 3.7 
All specimens were polythcne wrapped for the first seven days before 
applying Demec gauge points to the two wide faces. At this stage access holes 
for the later stressmeters were diamond drilled and sealed off to restrict 
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drying from the hole bore. The specimens were then transferred to an 
automatically controlled test room maintained at 80or, 50 per cent relat5ve 
humidity. Before transfer one specimen was coated with a thick layer of 
bees wax to retard shrinkage. The wax contained a resin addi ti ve to improve 
handling properties. 
The subsequent shrinkage characteristics are sho"m in Figure 3.10. The 
open square points in this graph refer to the mean strain changes from one 
of the fully exposed srecimens (FI-2); no significant differences were 
observed in the other five test-pieces. 
It was originally intended to apply annular stressmeters at intervals 
in the shrinkage process so that consideration cnuld alsc be given to age 
effects in the stressmeter response to shrinkage and external load. The wax 
coated specimen was intended to provide a comparison base for age effects 
independent of significant shrinkage changes. The first stressrneter was therefore 
applied to one of the exposed specimens (Fl-l) after a steady state temperature 
condition had been achieved in the controlled test chamber. An identical 
stressmeter was applied to the wax coated specimen (Fl-6) noon afterwards. 
A low fringe order disturbance similar to that already described for 
the mix C specimen in Section 3.5, was observed in the Fl-l str~ssrneter 
after approximately fifteen days exposure to shrinkage. As before, the 
disturbance could not be related to any uniform stress distribution along 
the length of the glass element. During a similar time interval no change 
was observed in the FI-6 stressmeter; it was apparent by this time that the 
wax coating was suppressing most, but not all, of the shrinkage in this 
specimen. (Throughout the test period the shrink ago of the way. coated 
specimen was 20-25 per cent of the exposed specimens). 
A stressmeter was then applied to exposed specimen Fl-2 ~nd after 
forty-eight hours a compression load test was carried out in the rig shown 
in Figures 3.7, 3.8. This rig had previously been calibrated against a 
0-20 tons proving ring (Figure 3.9). It was immediately apparent that the 
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induced stress condition in the inclusion was unstable; the stressmeter 
fringe pattern relaxed continuously as the applied load wns increased or 
mai.1tained. The effect was conspicuous at an applied stress level as low as 
200 p.s.i. The same behaviour was observed in specimens Fl-l and Fl-6. After 
considering the load applied by the rig, the d~formation measurements on the 
concrete specimen and the known stability of the glass at this temperature, 
it was concluded that the epoxy adhesive was incapable of withstanding the 
interface stresses caused by the applied load. 
All specimens were thoref0re withdrawn from the test chamber and returned 
to the lower temperature environment considered for the disc shrinkage tests. 
(Specimen Fl-l was damaged during this operation and was eliminated from 
further load tests). Specimens Fl-2 and Fl-6 were reloaded forty-eight 
hours after transfer and the response was found to be entirely consistent 
with later results fl"om this series where the epoxy adhesive had not been 
exposed to temperatures above 72°F. 
In all tests at the lOHer temperature the inclusion fringe orders were 
observed to be stable and reproducible over the duration of loading. 
It is concluded therefore that a significant change of rigidity occurred 
in the adhesive within the temperature range 72-92oF. (This mayor may not 
be a particular property of the resin under consideration, but it seems likely 
that epoxy adhesives in general will show similar behaviour.) 
Since the adhesive is unstru)le in short-term loading at temperatures 
above 80°F the question of its long-term stability at lower temperatures 
must be raised. The limited evidence available from the field investigation 
(see Chapter 6) suggests that the epoxy adhesives can maintain stressmeter 
c boundary loadings for several months at temperatures below 72 F but more 
conclusive information will presumably be included in the full results 
of the independent creep invcstig.r.tions begun in reference(SO) • 
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As a result of the adhesive problem the effective shrinkage of the 
Fl series specimens must be restricted to the period after transfer from 
the controlled test room. The observed shrinkage during this time was 
approximately 350 ~& (see Figure 3.10), and it is to be expected from the 
disc test results that this change would be insufficient to produce a 
response in the stressmeter of specimen Fl-2 (this was the only inclusion 
exposed to the full change). Although the stressmeter sensitivity was 
doubled for the Fl tests (achieved by doubling the axial length of the 
inclusion) no shrinkage response was produced in any of the stressmeters during 
a total observation period of one hundred and twe~t7 days. 
Uniaxial compression tests carried out throughout this time revealed a 
reproducible linear response to applied st~ess. A typical result is shown 
in Figure 3.11. Longi tudinal deformations measured ..,1i th the Demec gaugC':ls 
were also linear over the stress ranGe considered (0-900 p.s.i.). It is 
shown in Chapter 4 that the 8 in. gauge length used on these specimens is not 
significantly affected by end conditions and the strain readings have therefore 
been accepted for the determination C'f YOtn1[';'s Hodulus. 
(The elastic modulus of the wax coated specimen Fl-6 was approximately 
10 per cent in excess of the observed values for the exposed specimens but 
the increase was not associated with a significant change in stressmeter 
response. The ooserved Young's Modulus for the exposed specimC':lns was 
E = 3.4 x 106 p.s.i. ! 6 per cent; the stressmeter sensitivit» factor was 
Sn = 185 p.s.i./fringe t 2 per cent (white lifPt illuminntion. 19 = 3.0 in •• 
f g = 1220 p.s.i./fr./in). These values did not change over the effective 
eighty fiVe days of the o!Jservation period. Frin:r8 order I'lIld c.eformation data 
is detailed in Appendix 5.) 
3.6.2. Thermal Strain Corrections 
One extra feature of interest in the results concerns the thermal strain 
increments of the apparent shrinkage deformations. 
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The thermal expansions and contractions were clearly shown at 
transfer to and from the controlled test room. The initial expansion of 
the exposed specimens was masked by the very fast rate of shrinkage and the 
net expansion was restricted to approximately 50 ~E (14°F temperature rise). 
The effect of shrinkage on the initial expansion of the wax coated specimen 
Fl-6 can be considered to be negligible and the coefficient of thermal 
expansion for this mix can therefore be deduced from the observed increase 
in strain (95~€ for 11.50 F temperature rise) 
= 
95 x 10-6 
11.5 = 
-6/0 8.3 x 10 F. 
The corresponding contraction observed on transfer to the lower 
tereperature environment gave: 
= 
-6 100 x 10 /oF 
17 = 
Shrinkage was not dominant in the contractions of the exposed specimens 
at the second transfer. the mean contraction from five specimens, including 
the damaged F1-1, was 117 1.l€. Thus: 
a F1-1 - Fl-5 
It would therefore seem reasonable to consider a value of a = 7.0 x 10-6/oF 
for this fine aggregate mix throughout the considered test perioe. This 
figure has been used to correct the apparent shrinkage strain readings 
to a common temperature base of 70°F. The corrected points for the exposed 
and wax coated specimens shew a good fit with the full line curvos given in 
Figure 3.10. Observed strains, corrections and net strains for specimens Fl-2 
and Fl-6 are given in Appendix Tables 1\.1.2., A.l.3. 
3.6.3. An Example of EXFerimental Shrinkpge Stresses 
The evidence so far shows that primary shrinkage of up to 350 1.lE: produces 
no significant response even in the double sensitivity stressmeter when the 
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device is bonded in pos! tion in the customary manner. This range will 
cover most of the shrinkage from many concrete mixes and it might, therefore, 
bel concluded that there is little chance of a significant response ever being 
produced in practical circumstances. Such a conclusion would be inc0rrect 
because significant fringe orders have since been o!.'served for a shrinkage 
change of less than 500 ~€ in a specimen originally pr~pared for another 
investigation (see Chapter 4). This speciMen (F3-4) was never exposed 
to the higher remperature of the controlled test room but it was identical 
in all other details, except age, to the Fl series rectangular slabs 
described above. 
The shrinkage history of specimen F3-4 is shown in Figure 3.12. A double 
sensitivity stressmeter (i.e. nominal length 3.0 in.) was ~rrlied thirty two 
days after casting and for the fc110wing twenty three days the srecimen was 
involved in the loading tests descril")cd in Chapter 4. Subsequently a fringe 
order distribution similar to that predicted by the elastic analysis was 
generated around the axial hole of the inclusion; the fringe orders were 
observed at regular intervals with a telemicroscc,e an'': diffused light crossed 
circular polariscope. A plane pc1~riscore corrbinaticn was als0 used on 
several occasions to verify the radial display of isoclinics. 
The development of frinp,e order with time at two positions at the edge 
of the axial hole is shown in Figure 3.12. The same fringe orders plotted 
wi th respect to shrinkage subsequent to the application of the stressmeter 
are shown in Figure 3.13. Experimontal data is given in Appendix Tubles 
A.l.4 and A.l.S. 
The radial distribution of fringe order is illustrated by Figures 3.14, 
and 3.15 which refer to the four radii of the inclusion parallel and 
perpendicular to the long axis of the concrete specimen. The distributions 
along other radii lay :.;i thin the lim! ting curves shown in these figures 
(the fringe orders for radii at 450 are given in Appendix Table A.l.6.). 
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In Figure 3.15 the observed fringe orders have been standardised for direct 
comparison with the theoretical parabolic distribution. A standardising 
factor Of~, has been applied, where Ns ' is the white lip,ht fringe order 
s 
I' 0 0 0 0 • 
at the points (b' = 2.0, e = 0 ,90 ,1130 ,270 ).Thesc pOl.nts 1-(ere chosen 
because of their remote positions relative to the inner and outer surfaces 
of the annulus. All experimental data is Given in Appendix Ta~le A.l.6. 
Several features are apparent from these results. First, the fringe 
orders at the points (r = 1.0, e = a and 180°) were significantly higher 
than the fringe orders at the corresponcin~ pesitions in the (e = 900 and 2700 ) 
direction. (The long axis of the rectangular specimen was uli~ned with e = 00 ). 
The maximum and minimum values of fringe order at the inner boundary consistently 
appeared at these four points and the circumferential distribution was thus 
elliptical rather than circular with respect to the axis of the inclusion, 
the major and minor axes of the ellinse being aligned with the principal 
axes of the Mllcrete specimen. As Figure 3.12 ShO'V1S, the eccentricity of 
the ellipse increased with time. This feature must be attributed to 
differential shrinkage (or a "shape effect"), an unavoidable possibility which 
had been appreciated when the rectangular specimens 1-TOre first prepared. 
Since no transverse or internal shrinkage measurements were made, the 
shrinkage gradients in this test-piece cannot be described quantitatively but 
this behaviour would appear to be consistent with the concert of a column 
in which drying predominantly occurs through the long faces. (The Demec gauge 
lines on this specimen \oTero originally prepared so that transverse strains 
could be measured with a 2 in. Demec gauge. These readings were 
reluctantly abandoned at a very early stage after repeated practical 
difficulties with the available 2 in. gauge.) 
Secondly, fringe orders showed a linear variation with shrinkage (see 
Figure 3.13) over the range covered by the effective fringe order observations, 
(275-500 ~€). Ignoring unknown shape effects, the elastic analysis also 
indicates a linear variation between fringe order and shrinkage but the orders 
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of magnitude are significantly different to the practical results. The 
observed values were approximately 40 per cent of the elastic values 
calculated by the method discussed in Section 3.2. The implication of this 
observation is that the "lag" in the inclusion stresses was produced by a 
relaxation process which varied linearly with stress. This would be 
consistent with the occurrence of creep in concrete(57) when the applied 
stresses are small in comparison with tho ultimate strength. 
It will be noted that within these comments no mention has been made of 
the time dependent properties of the epoxy adhesive which rresumably play 
some part in the relaxation process. Results given by Moore(84) show that 
the adhesive used in these tests can exhibit significant time Qependent 
deformation under the action of sustained c~mpressive stress but the stresses 
in the adhesive layer ~~d the properties of the epoxy rosin neec to he 
investigated in morc detail before the importance of this effect can be 
assessed. 
Thirdly,it will also be noted from Figures 3.12 and 3.13 that small 
negative fringe orders were measured at the eerre of the axial hole when the 
stressmeter was first applied. This indicates the presence of residual 
tangential tensile stresses produced during manufacture. they decreased 
rapidly with distance from the hie surface and the zero fringe order 
condi tion was achieved wi thin the distance f. ... 2.0. The residunl stresses 
;) 
will be responsible for a decrease in the shrinkage stresses produced at the 
bore of the stressmeter,th~ displacements of the highest fringe crder points in 
Figure 3.15 are probably explained by this effect. 
The actual shrinkage fringe order produced at the bore wns therefore 
the sum of the residual and observed fringe orders. Hence the maximum 
shrinkage fringe order produced during the observation period at points 
(~ = 1.0, e = 0° and 180°) was: 
• N
smax 
= 0.50 + 2.00 = + 2.50 fringes 
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The corresponding stress ae'r=b b~comes: 
, 
<19 r=b 
Ns x fg 
+-~--19 = = 
= + 1015 p.s.i. 
+ 2.5 x 1220 
3.0 
Referring this value to equation (3.8) for the corresponding interface 
stress: 
Ps = + 490 p.s.i. 
For equilibrium to be maintained, it has been shown that: 
(3.6) 
Assuming that the adhesive layer does not significantly modify the 
boundary stresses t a maximum tangential tensile stress ·-:;f 490 p.s.i. must 
therefore exist in the host matrix at the interface. This tensile stress 
is less than the nominal tensile strenf,;th of the material at the same age 
as indicated by the results of Brazil Tests on specimens from the Fl mix. 
(Figure 3.16 (data in Table A.l.?) shows that the tensile strength increased 
during the shrinkage ci)servation period. vfuen the stress~ter w~s first 
applied (day thirty two) the Observed tensile strength was ~lready in excess 
of 500 p.s.i.; an increase of approximately 20 per cent occurred during the 
succeeding seventy days). 
It may also be mentioned here that the measured inner diameter (2b) 
of the stressmeter was 0.015 in. higher than the value of 0.250 in. 
required by the standard annulus ratio of 5:1. This 6 per cent increase 
was consistently observed in the 1.25 in. diameter annular stressmeters 
used throughout the present teRts. Hi th the aid of the computer programme 
referred to in Chapter 4, it has been shown that the change in diameter produces 
no significant change in the inclusion stress distribution for uniaxial 
applied load, except in the immediate vicinity of the hole boundary. The 
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fringe order measurement points for uniaxial and biaxial loadings are 
sufficiently remote £rom this boundary for the sensitivity of the device to 
be unaffected. For convenience a strundard value of 2b = 0.250 in. has 
been used in the derivation of f terms quoted in the results of this Chapter. 
The fourth conclusion from the shrinka~e stress obsorvations refers to 
the radial distribution of fringe order. It is apparent frnm Figure 3.15 
that the distribution was not truly parabolic as predicted by simple 
analysis. Difficulties in experimental technique and the residual stress 
problem rrcvent any firm conclusions about the distribution in the immediate 
vicini ty of the axial hole but an increasing fringe order p.radient expected 
from the elastic analysis was clearly apparent. Tcwards the cuter boundary 
low fringe crders. and the consequent difficulty of aCC1 "':'atc res01ution, were 
necessarily involved but the observed deviations from the parabolic distribution 
are signific~~t. This feature shows that the boundary conditions are 
different from those implicit in the simplified analysis, a point which will 
be referred to again in Chapter 5. 
3.6.4. Experimental Superposition of Shrinkage and Loadins Stresses 
After a significant shrinkage fringe order change had occurred in the 
stressmeter. specimen F3-4 was loaded in uniaxial compression in the manner 
originally intended for the Fl series specimens previously described. In this 
case it was more convenient to use a universal testing machine rather than 
the loading rig of Figure 3.7; the test was carried out l~hen the initial 
shrinkage fringe orders had the magnitude and distribution already given in 
Figures 3.14 and 3.15. 
Fringe orders were measured at the edge of an opaque collar (external 
radius ~ = 1.40 after Dhir(20» on the diameter defined by e = 900_2700 • 
The rooaIl values of the fringe orders at the ends of the collar dlameter a:re 
shown in Figure 3.17; individual readings are given in Table 3.4. The 
observed fringe pattern profiles which appeared with increasing load are also 
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given in Table 3.4, using Dhir's notation. The elastic modulus of the 
concrete specimen was determined from longitudinal Demec gauge readings 
(giving E = 3.4 x 106 p.s.i.). 
In these test conditions beth the inclusion and concrete behaved as 
Hookean materials and the fringe order maasurements we!'\;! therefore expected 
to be linear with the external applied stress p. This ~V'as verified by the 
experimental points shown in Figure 3.17; the theoretical response predicted 
by the superposition equations (3.l4) (3.25) is also shown in this Figure for 
comparison. 
The following points refer to the arithmetical derivation of the theoretical 
response. Restating equation (3.25) for convenience: 
In this case q = 0, e = 900 and Pt = 0 (the constant test temperature was 
the same as the stressmeter datum temperilture; see Figure 3.12). Equation (3.25) 
can therefore be simplified: 
Using equations (3.24a), (3.7), (3.8) and the stress optic law: 
k 4Ps = (0' '-0' ') = - (0' '-0' ') res e r_ 
= 
_ NSfg 
1 
"T 
<':) 
Thus (0' '-0' ') 
N s .fg 
= (kl + k 2)p + 1 2 T 19 
1 1 
NT = (0' ' ~ 2 ' ) T i! ,= (k 1 + K2)P0i; + Ns 1 
(NT - Ns> 
• fg P = 19 (kl +K2 ) 
(3.26) 
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The term (kl +k2) must be determined separately; in this case it can be 
found conveniently by interpolation of data given by the computer programme 
of Chapter 4 (see below). 
From the computer results: 
Using numerical values for all constant terms. equation (3.25) becomes: 
= (NT - 1.06) x ~ 
p 3.0 x 1.71 
p = 238 NT - 252 (3.27) 
The line given by this equation represents the theoretical rcsronse of the 
stressmeter in specimen F3-4 to a uniaxial compression stress p superposed 
on the stated initial shrinkage condition. 
It can be seen from Figure 3.17 that the theoretical nne experimental 
lines agree to within 7 percGnt nnd this is unexpected in view of the wider 
discrepancies between theory and practice previously observed in the 
uniaxial tests of Section 3.6.1. (In the earlier tests fringe orders were 
measured at point 'r = 1.60, e = 45~); the results are discussed in Chapter 5.) 
Since fringo orders have been neasured on a principal radius of the 
stressmeter the shrinkage increment Ns and the external load increment NL 
are directly additive. The experimental NT line may therefcre be transposed 
as shown in Figure 3.17; by definition this line passes throur,h the origin. 
The sensitivity factor expressed by this line (5 = 222 p.s.i./fringe) is 
n 
in good agreement with the value deduced from Figure 5.6, which refers to a 
similar stressmeter and concrete specimen in an independent uniaxial loading 
test. 
The photographs of Figure 3.18 show the observed fringe orde~ profiles 
<without the opaque collar) at -two different increments of uniaxial load 
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superposed on the initial shrinkage condition. Without knowledge of the 
shrinkage fringe order distribution. these patterns would clearly be 
ambiguous with Dhir's illustrations for biaxial stress systems produced by 
external load without shrinkage (see Figures 2.1-2.5). 
3.7. Conclusions 
As a result of the preceding discussion the following prcli~inary 
conclusions can be made concerning the effect of shrinkage on the response ~f 
the annular stressmeter. 
First, the significant response predicted by a simple elastic analysis 
was not observed in specimens from three hir,h strength concrete ~jxes. Shrinkage 
changes of up to 450 ~€ over a perioe of sixty five days produced no measurable 
response in the inclusion; this implies that any fringe order chanGe produced 
by shrinkage could not have exceeded 20 per cent of the value expected from 
the elastic analysis. 
However, a prominent response was observed in a dom)le sensitivity 
stressmeter during shrinkage of 275-500 ~e in a special mix containing no 
coarse aggregate. Although differential or secondRrY shrinkaz,e effects 
occurred in the concrete specimen it is reasonable to conclude fram the 
observed distribution of frinGe orders that the response was largely due to 
primary shrinkage. Th~ magnitude of the observed response was approximately 
40 per cent of the calculated value using a short-term elastic modulus ~btained 
from separate loading tests. In comparison with this result, observations 
from an identical specimen in another test series gave no indication of 
a response to shrinkage of approximately 350 ~£; from these tests alone it 
is not possible to comment on the significance of the difference in behaviour. 
Secondly, the observed shrinkage fringe orders deviate from the 
theoretical parabolic distribution particularly near the outer boundary of 
the stressmeter. It is considered that this effect was caused by the boundary 
conditions provided by the concrete-epoxy adhesive combination. and since the 
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fringe orders were produced by an integration of principal stress difference 
through the axial thickness, it would appear that the anomaly was significant 
along most of tho length of the stressmeter. The test conditions do not 
allow further comment on the boundary conditions or the distribution of 
individual stress components in the glass. 
Thirdly, the expected superposi~ton of inclusion fringe orders 
produced by shrinkage and short-term external loads has been verified for 
a point on a principal radius of the stressmeter. This property provides 
a moans of correcting a stressmeter reading for the undesirable shrinkage 
increments. The effect was demonstrated satisfactorily for a simple uniaxial 
loading condition, but in ~cneral the load fringe order increment will ~e a 
function of biaxial stresses and a single observation of frinee order on 
the minor principal axis of the pattern will he insufficient to determine 
the individual applied stress components. 
The superposition of shrinkage and load increments in the stressmeter 
clearly produced fringe pattern profiles which were ambiguous with those 
illustrated by previous authorities for external biaxial stresses arplied 
without shrinkage. The patters profile method for identifYing the applied 
stressratio alone is therefore unsatisfactory when shrinkage is sufficient 
to produce a measurable response in the annular stressmeter. 
From the laboratory Observations it is clear that the shrinkage response 
in the stressmeter cannot be predictec with accuracy at the present time. 
However, it seems reasonable to conclude that no measur~le response will 
be produced in either the standard or double sensitivity strossmeters for 
shrinkage changes less than 250 ~e. This statement should apply to a wide 
variety of mixes including high stren~th concretes but it should be considered 
with caution until more is known ~out the relaxation process which clearly 
occurs around the inclusion during shrinknr,e especially in concrete at an 
early age. Attention should be given to the possiDlity of relaxation 
varying with environment temperature, particularly in view of the experience 
with the epoxy adhesive at temperatures above 80°F. 
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The environment temperature must also be referred to the mismatched 
thermal properties of the stressmeter and host material. The brief 
discussion of the fundamental similarity between thormal and concrete 
shrinkage problems has implied that the conclusions relating to shrinkage 
stresses will also apply to steady state thermal stresses, making due allowance 
for the possible state of tension which can be produced in the stressmeter 
by a rise in temperature. In short-term invostigations with restricted 
creep effects, the elastic thermal analysis should be sufficient, within 
the limitations cf the two-dimensional appro~ch. to calculate the thermal 
fringe order increment of a stI'essmeter rending. The method has not been 
tested experimentally in view of a current independent investi!ation. 
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CHAPTER 4 
The Stressmeter Subjected to Biaxial Stresses of opposite Sign 
4.1. Introduction 
Since rocks and cementitious materials can only tolerate relatively low 
tensile stresses earlier laboratory work by other investigators concentrated 
on the cali~ration of the stressmeter in simple compressive stress conditions. 
The resulting isochromatic patterns and sensitivity characteristics hays 
already been summarised in Chapter 2. 
In practice principal stress combinations of compression and tension 
frequently exist in rock and concrete; if an annular stressmeter is used in 
such conditions the resulting distribution of isochromatics will not 
necessarily be similar to cases which involve two applied principal stresses 
both of the same sign. 
The ability of the device to withstand tonsile stresses will also be 
brought into question since significant tensile stresses can be produced at the 
bore and relatively small applied stresses in the host material may cause early 
failure of the measuring element. 
At the same time tensile stresses will occur over portions of the 
interface between the stressmeter and host material and it is a requirl3llGJ;lt 
of the conventional theoretical analysis of the inclusion stresses that 
continuity is maintained at all points on this boundary. The stressmeter 
adhesive must therefore be able to withstand tensile stresses if the observed 
photoelastic patterns arc to ~e compared with the eKisting method of 
calculating the inclusion stresses. 
Given these circumstances it is worthwhile to consider the behaviour 
of the annular and solid stress meters in more detail. In theory the 
behaviour of the solid stressmeter should be knO\oTn from Dhir' s calibration 
data (see Figure 2.6). since the photoelastic response of the solid inclusion 
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is a direct function of the difference between the p.pplied principal stresses 
in the hest material. It is independent of the ratio between the magnitudes 
of the applied principal stresses. 
For the annular stressmeter the photoelastic response is not independent 
of the applied stress ratio and the presence of a minor tensile stress in 
the host material can significantly effect the magnitudes and profiles of 
the isochromatic fringes. 
Oppel(58) has described the effects of compression-tension combinations 
in the similar problem of the annular photoelastic strain gauge. It can 
be seen from Figure 4.1, that in annular discs of his rreometry isochromatlcs 
2 for stress ratios between 1:-3' and 1:-1 (i.e. " values of -0.67 and -1.0 
respectively) bear little resemblance to the isochromatic patterns ~iven by 
Dhir for the annular stressmeter, but for conditions where the minor tensile 
stress is less than one-third of the major compressive stress the pattern 
bears a 'listinct resemblance to the profile in Dhir's uniaxial stress condition. 
The theoretical isochromatic pattern in an annular stressmeter for any 
stated compression tension condition can be derived by substitution of 
appropriate arithmetical values into the Hiramatsu-Barrcnequation (2,2), 
This procedure becomes practicable with the aid of a computer although a full 
study of the various combinations which might occur in practice would clearly 
require extended computation directly similar to Barron's work (loc.cit.) with 
a two-dimensional compression stross system. 
On the other hand, experimental verification of the general problem could 
involve several difficulties of technique. For example, the loading 
system would have to be capab.le of applying infinitely variable combinations 
of in-plane compression and tension to a plate of dimensions consistent with 
the area of influence of the stressmeter. Such a system would clearly 
require considerable care and effort to develop and might in itself justify 
a separate programme of work. 
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As an initial a1 ternati ve a particular case can be considered by 
taking advantage of the singular combination of compression and tension 
which exists at the centre of a diametrically loaded disc. This system 
has the advantage of minimising the practical problem of load transmission 
to the test-piece, (the disc is loaded only through two diametrically opposed 
narrow bands at the rim) whilst the known theoretical symmetric stress 
distribution allows different measurement techniques to be used in comparison 
with the stressmeter method. In addition the disc test-piece may be turned 
in a vertical plane so that the load can be applied across different 
diameters. This property allows any directional bias to be detected ei thaI" 
in the disc material or in the instrumentation system under test. The 
disc test-piece has therefore been used in the first attempt at a study of 
the stressmeter in an applied two-dimensional state of compressive and tensile 
stress. 
In the investigation described aiow. both the annular and solid 
stress meters have been used at the centres of large fine aggregate concrete 
discs loaded across a diameter. Surface displacements at discrete points 
have also bec measured with electrical resistance strain gauges and a 
demountable mechanical gauge (the Demec gauge). Where possible experimental 
measurements have been compa~d with the appropriate theoretical values. 
4.2. Theoretical Stresses in a Loaded Disc 
The theoretical stresses in an elastic homogeneous and isotro~ic disc line 
loaded across a diameter have been discussed by several authors, notably 
Timoshen~o(54) and Frocht(30). For discs of concrete and rock where the 
assumptions of linear elasticity are necess~lyimperfect, the problem is 
continuously discussed within the context of the Brazil Test for the 
d t . . f h h Desayi(S9) and its e erml.natl.on 0 tensile strengt. A recent paper - y 
list of references may be quoted as an example. 
In the linear elastic case the rectangular stress components at any 
point are given by: 
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cr = i+ (R+y) 2 ~ (4.1) x -cr x 4 !'2 , 
cr 
+ 1E.'rR- y )3 - (R+y)3 1 J (4-.2 ) = --y '11"1 4 4 d r l r 2 
(R+y) 2 l (4-.3) cr = x xy 4 
r 2 J 
The notation is apparent from Figure 4.2,compressive stresses being 
~iven positive signs as before. Knowing these three stress components, the 
principal stresses at the point under inspection can be calculated aither 
from the followin~ equation or by the semi-graphical method usin~ the Mohr 
Circle for stress: 
p,q 
For points along the loading di~meter equations (4.1)-(4.3) can be simplified 
to the forms: 
= 
2P I 
cr 
- TrId x 
2pI 
+ 
2 -~ cr = +iTI ( d+2y) y (4.2a) 
T = 0 xy 
Fo!' the perpendicular diameter: 
cr 
2P I [012 -4x! T = 
- ";I'd x d2 + 4x" 
2P' [4~ j (J = + tld ,,-1 Y (d2 + 4/)-
t = 0 
(4.?b) 
(4.3b) 
xy 
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Equations (4.1)-(4.3) depend on an assumption of line loading which 
in practice cannot be ideally achieved. It is more realistic to consider 
the load distributed as a uniform radial stress over a short arc of the 
circumference. wright(60) quoted approximnt~ equations for the stresses 
on the princip~l diameters of the disc in such a condition; more detailed 
equations have since been derived by Hcndros(61) as follows (with minor 
changes in notation): 
For the loaded diameter OY: 
r2 2 
2Pr> 
(1--) sin 21Ji (1 +~) 
a = 
R2 
- tan 
-1 R tan tjJ -- (4.5 ) x '11' 2/ 4 r2 
(1- - cos 21Ji + !...) (1 - - ) 
R2 R4 R2 
2 2 
r 
sin 21Ji (1+7) (1 --) 
a + 2Pr 
R2 
+ tl".n -1 R tan 1Ji (4.6) = y 
-
'IT ··2 2r 4 r2 
(1 - 2 cos 21Ji + .!:.-) (1 - 2') 
R R4 R 
"C = xy o (4.7) 
For the perpendicular diameter OX: 
r r2 sin (1 r2 2p (1 --) 2 1j; - -) R2 -1 R2 a = + -.£ + tan tan 1Ji ( 4.8) y 
'IT tl 2r2 4 2 +"'2 cos 21Ji +~) (1 +~) R R R 
r2 r2 (1 --) sin 21jJ (1 --) 
_ 2pr R2 -1 R2 tan IjJ ( 4.9) 
a = 
- tan 
x 'IT 2r2 4 2 (1 + 2 cos 21jJ + .; ) (1 +.;.) 
R R R 
"C 0 
(4.10) 
= xy 
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For a small loading arc, as might be expected from a consideration of 
St. Venant's Principle, equations (4.5)-(4.10) are in close agreement 
with the corresponding line loading equations for regions remote from the 
loading points. At the centre of such a disc the two sets of equations 
agree exactly. 
The simple line loading condition predicts a uniform value of tensile 
2pI 
stress (magnitude - ~) all along but perpendicular to the loading diameter 
OY, even as the infinite stress condition is approached at the loading point, 
For loading alon~ a finite arc the tensile stress rapidly chanp,es sign and 
magnitude as the loading arc is approached but an almost uniform tensile 
stress still exists over much of the OY diameter. A particular condition 
is shown in Figure 4.3, which also includes the corresponding strain 
distribution along the principal axes for the plane stress condition. 
For both plane stress and plane strain conditions the stresses along 
and perpendicular to OY and OX axes take principal values since no shear 
stresses exist along these diametrical planes. At the extremities of the 
OX diameter all stress components are zero. The principal stresses at the 
centre of the disc are therefore given by: 
(j 
y = p = 
I 
+ 6P 
1Tdl (j = q x = -;! 
I 
The corresponding principal strains for the plane stress case can be 
found from the relations: 
1 
e: l = E (p - lJ q) 
= 
*-
E 
(q-J.P) 
( 4.12) 
(4.13) 
Equations (4.12) and (4.13) can clearly be applied to any point in 
the disc if the principal stressos are already known as a result of equations 
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For a given applied load the principal stresses and strains vary 
continuously in magnitude and direction with co-ordinate position in 
the disc. The maximum variations occur near the loading points where high 
stresses and strains exist simultaneously with much lower valu~s nearer the 
centre of the disc. 
The disc is not therefore an ideal calibration member for any stress 
or strain sensor. but conditions may be acceptable for practical purposes 
if the sensor has a small zone of influence or gauge length in comparison 
with the gradient of the function to be measured. For inRtance. careful 
selection of dimensions will allow the use of n small inclusion stressmeter 
at the centre if the disc is large enou~p to give a reasonable approximation 
to a field of uniform stress over an area which can accommodate the zone of 
influence of the meter. Resistance strain gauges need not be restricted 
to the same region since they are readily available with short gauge lengths 
and they can tht:.refore be applied over a much wider area of the same disc, 
with the qualification that discrepancies may be expected at points near 
the loading urcs where the strain gradients are severe. Similarly it is 
unreasonable tc consider the Demec gauge for r,eneral strain measurements 
on the disc although it can be applied satisfactorily in the special case 
where the two location studs are equi-spaced about an axis of stress symmetry. 
This feature is referred to below in Section 4.6.4. 
4.3. Test-Piece Details 
Three test discs of a low modulus fine agr,regate concrete were 
required to provide the optimum conditions for the stressmeter and compnrison 
strain gauges. The mix was therefore prepared to the F specification already 
described in Chapter 3. 
The discs were cast in fully enclosed shutters with the faces vertical; 
this ensured the same surface finish for the two faces of each disc. Silicore 
rubber dowels were bolted through the shutter to provide access holes in the 
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disc for the later installation of photoelastic stressmeters. This method 
provided minimum restraint to early shrinkage and the dowels were easily 
removed with the shutter after twenty-four hours. 
All specimens were then laboratory stored for seven days with a small 
quantity of free water inside a sealed polythene wrapping. Subsequently 
they were matured and tested in a known laboratory environment. 
The disc diameter was ~overned by the available testing machine; the 
thickness was determined by considering the strength of the disc in relation 
to the response of the central strossmeter, the aim being to secure a 
reading range of appro:;!mate1yO-4 frinp;es without risking a tensile or buckling 
failure of the disc. The resulting dimensions were 23~ in. diameter by 
3q in. thickness (see Figure 4.4). 
To provide a further calibration base for the measurement techniques 
two rectangular section slabs were prepared from the same concrete mix. 
These slabs were identical to those already described in Section 3.6.1., 
i.e. dimensions 15 in. x 8 in. x 3~ in. Instrumentation details ~re shown 
in Figure 4.6. The slabs were kept in the same environment as the discs 
throughout and were tested in uniaxial compression immediately before the 
discs. 
4.4. Instrumentation Details 
The disc instrumentation layout is shown in Figure 4.4. and appropriate 
co-ordinates are given in Tables 4.1 and 4.2. Both the annular and solid 
stressmeters were tested at the centre point of separate discs; resistance strain 
gauges were mounted at the centre point of the third disc. 
As a subsidiary demonstration of the strcssmeter response in conditions 
of non-uniform host stresses extra annular inclusions were used at discrete 
points in two of the discs. Since the photoelastic inclusion gives an 
integrated response to the surrounding stresses it will be appreciatec that 
the results from these extra stressmeters cannot be considered for general 
calibration purposes. 
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In every case the stressmeter was bonded into a l! in. diameter hole 
with an epoxy adhesive forty-eight hours before test. The adhesive has 
already been referred to in Chapter 3. The stressmeter dimensions were 
lq in. diameter by 3 in. length. 
With the exception of those gauges at the centre point of the third disc, 
the resistance strain gauges were bonded to the disc surface in 3-gauge 
45 0 rosettes which were matched on each side to reveal bending effects. 
For convenience the rosettes were placed symmetrically to the subsidiary 
stressmeters and the bridge circuit was arranged to give individual gauge 
readings (by the "null-deflection"method). 
The gauge length was selected by considering the shortest gauge which 
could be used without large errors from aggr~~ate effects in the concrete discs. 
In this case the coarse grit sand used as the aggregate had been purposefully 
graded below ~ in. (for grading details see Table 3.3). and since the 
majority fell within smaller size ranges gauges with ~ in. gauge length were 
chosen. (This gave a disc diameter-gauge length ratio of 47:1 which was 
considered to be satisfactory for the strain gr.adients theoretically involved 
at the instrumented points). 
It may be mentioned here that the conclusions of Binns and Mygind(62) and 
Cooke and seddon(63) for bonded wire gauges suggest that the! in. gauge 
length could involve serious erros but tho overall results of this test 
series seem to indicate that aggregate effects were not a major source of 
error. 
To minimise the effects of cross sensitivity foil gauges were used; all 
gauges were taken from one batch (resistance 120 n, gauge factor 2.18) 
and bonded to the specimen with a cold setting epoxy adhesive three days 
before test. 
The demountable strain gauge technique (B in. Demec gauge) was used 
primarily to monitor surface shrinkage before and during the test period 
The gauge lengths were matched on each side and diametrically arranged at 
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4So a~ound the centre of the disc. Subsequently two perpendicular gauge 
lengths from this series were made to coincide with the principal diameters 
by careful orientation of the disc in the loading machine. Extra deformation 
measurements were thus readily accessible for comparison with the resistance 
strain Gauge data. 
The discs- were numbered FS-l, FS-2 and FS-3 and the comparison slabs 
F3-2. F3-4. Centre point annular stressmeters were used in disc FS-l and 
slab F3-4; solid stressmeters were used in disc FS-3 and slab F3-3. 
Active resistance strain gauges were not included in slab F3-3 but this 
specimen provided the base for the temperature compensating gauges of the 
other circuits. 
4.5. Test Procedure 
The slab specimens were first tested to provide the basic uniaxial 
calibration data for all measurement systems used on the discs. (At this 
sta~ it is assumed that the stress-strain relctionship for the concrete 
is the same in compression and tension.) The loading arrangement for each 
slab has already been described in Chapter 3 (Figure 3.7). All readings 
were taken under increasing load on the specimen's fourth load cycle. 
Stressmeter fringe orders were obtained from a crossed circular 
polariscope (independent polariser and analyser) with diffused white 
light illumination. In the case of the solid stressmeter in slab F3-3 the 
00 and 900 isoclinics were easily confirmed in the early stages of loading 
by converting the circular polariser and analyser to a plane polariscope 
system. These isoclinics were clearly seen in orientation with the major 
axes of the slab. (The same effect was subsequently observed in the solid 
stressmeter of disc F5-3). 
In the disc tests the load was applied through a ball seating, flat steel 
platens and carbon paper strips. (An arc loading width of ~ in. ± ~ in. 
was indicated for the eight loading diameters in the test series.> All 
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loading areas were dressed and cleaned before use. In each case the 
disc required cRreful alignment in the testing machine to ensure loading 
only along the required diameter. Eccentric loading also had to be 
rrdnimised although as the results subsequently showed, this effect was never 
entirely eliminated. 
Each disc was first loaded in the 1-1 orientation, and as before, 
readings were taken under increasing load on the fourth cycle. Since no 
attempt was being made to study the failure characteristics of the discs 
or stressrneters. the applied load was restricted to a maximum value which 
covered the normal white light fringe order reading range of the centre 
point strossrneters (approximately 0-4 fringes). This maximum loading 
produced relatively small strains in the a.~as of primary interes~1 
deformation and fringe order measurements showed a linear variation with 
applied load. 
For the subsidiary stressmeters near the loading point in discs F5-1 
and FS-2 the polariscope system had to include a colour filter to identify 
the high fringe orders developoc at the 45° reading points (arrr0ximately 
7 fringes). An Ilford 606 yellow filter was used to produce a close approximation 
to monochromatic sodium lightt this filter was separately calibrated for 
fringe order measurements using the method described in Section 2.5.1. As 
expected the filter revealed fringe orders closely similar to those 
observed in sodium or white light for given conditions of stress and 
birefringence. 
For discs F5-l and F5-2, the load test in orientation 1-1 was repeated 
in turn for orientations 2-2 and 4-4. In the case of disc F5-2 the 
compa.ttbili ty requirement for the centre point could be checked by comparison 
of gauge readings in any two of the three disc orientations. This feature 
is discussed in tbe results. With disc FS-3 only two orientations were 
used; in each position the theoretical alignments of the 00 and 900 isoclinics 
were confirmed. 
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4.6. Results 
Experimental results are presented graphically in Figures 4.8-4.30; test 
data is tabulated in Appendix 2. 
4.6.1. Specimen HistoEY 
Figure 4.8 shCMs the observed surface shrinkage of the disc and slab 
specimens before and during the test period. Daily readings of laboratory 
temperature and relative humidity were taken with the whirling 
hygrometer referred to in Section 3.5.1. 
Throughout the twenty-three day test period shrinkage continued at a 
significant rate; all specimens showad a change of approximately 260 
micros trains during this time. Since simultaneous temperature changes 
occurred the shrinkage readings necessarily include thermal strain increments 
but they are clearly insufficient to affect the form of the general 
shrinkage curve. 
The shrinkage changes did not influence the stressmeter behaviour during 
the test period; this would be expected from the experience described in 
Chapter 3. Approximately ten days after application some of the stressmeters 
showed a small disturbance i8 their zero fringe orders but this could not be 
related to any surrounding stress sys1Sn or observed shrinkage change. In 
the slab specimens the disturbance did not produce a significant change in 
stressmeter sensitivity. (Subsequent to the completion of this test 
series significant fringe order changes were observed in the stressmeter of 
slab F3-4 but this has been discussed separately in Sections 3.6.3-3.6.4). 
It is of secondary interest to record that large shrinkar,e strains 
occurred in all specimens over the period of interest between ages seven 
and sixty days. A small variation in measured strains occurred between the 
three discs and values were always lower than the corresponding strains 
for the slab specimens. There was no difference between the measured strains 
on both slabs. 
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4.6.2. Uniaxial Compression Tests 
Figure 4.9 shows the solid stressmeter results and the longitudinal 
deformation measured by the Demec gauge for slab F3-3. (Experimental data 
is given in Appendix Table A.2.1.) It can be seen that the theoretical 
solution based on the Muskhelishvili equations (39) for the "welded 
boundary" condition clearly underestimates the response of the stressmeter 
to applied stress. In other words the average through-the-thickness 
principal stress difference created at the centre of the inclusion exceeded 
the theoretical value, the Observed difference being approximately 21 per cent. 
The fringe erder distribution was parabolic across the face of the inclusion 
the peak value occurring at the centre., (This feature is discussed in 
more detail in Chapter 5.) It will also be noted that the measured fringe 
orders were higher than the values predicted from Dhirts earlier experimental 
Observations (see Figure 2.6). 
The Demec gauge readings indicated a linear response between stress and 
deformation; a small degree of in-plane and out-of-plane bending was 
apparent. The slope of the stress-deformation line was in satisfactory 
agreement with the corresponding values from the similar slab F3-4. 
Figure 4.10 shows the annular stressmeter response from slab F3-4. 
(Experimental readings are given in Appendix Table A.2.2.) Again there is 
a significant difference between the theoretical and experimental 
sensitivities. In this case the measured fringe orders were 15 per cent in 
excess of the theoretical values; this result is in good.~~ement with 
the similar test-pieces described in Section 3.6.1. The theoretical results 
have been calculated from the Hiramatsu-Barron equation (2.2). 
The resistance strain gauge and Demec gauge readings are shown in 
Figure 4.11. If allowance is made for the cut-of-plane bending effect 
revealed by both series of measurements the results are consistent with 
each other and the Demec gauge results from slab F3-3. 
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Assuming that end effects did not cause significant errors in these 
test-pieces the results showed a linear compression stress-strain 
characteristic for this fine aggregate concrete within the range 0-1000 p.s.i. 
The three values of Young's Modulus deduced from these tests vary 
b tw E 3 5 106 • d E 3 06 . e een = .1 x p.s.~., an = .35 x 1 p.s.~. The corresponding 
Poisson's Ratios are 0.18-0.20. 
If the further assumption is made that tension conditions involve the 
same elastic constants, they can be applied to the measured disc strains 
for comparison with the calculated stresses, or alternatively the theoretical 
disc strains can be computed for comparison with observed values. Both 
methods are included in what follows. 
4.6.3. Disc Tests: Resistance Strain Gau~e Results 
Defore considering the strain gauge data reference should be made to 
the effect of the finite loading strip width on the disc stresses at the 
points of interest. Table 4.3 compares the principal stresses at the 
rosette points nearest the loading strip (where the most significant effect 
would be expected) with the stresses calculated from the line loading 
condition. There is no significant difference between stresses calculated 
from the two boundary condtions and the simpler line loading equations 
have therefore been used throughout the following discussion. 
Resistance strain~uge readings are shown graphically in Figures ~.12 
and 4.17-4.19. examples of experimental data are given in Appendix Tables 
A.2.3., A.2.5. A.2.6. The full lines shown in comparison with the 
experimental values represent the calculated gauge readings for an assumed 
isotropic disc with the stated elastic constants. It will be observed that 
the constants obtained from the preceding uniaxial compression tests have 
been modified before application to disc F5-1; the reason for this is 
explained below (see page 75). 
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Before considering the centre point strain gauges and the subsidiary 
rosettes reference may be made to Table ~.4, which shows the calculated 
gauge strains for each gauge at maximum test load in the three disc orientations. 
In some cases the calculated maximum strains barely exceed the lower limit 
of resolution for the strain gauge circuit employed, i.e. 0-5 microstrains, 
and many of the test readings from these gauges are likely to be of Ijmited 
significance. The results showed this effect and, in particular, the A 
rosette, orientation 2-2, has been excluded from this discussion since all 
three gauges were subjected to low strains. 
4.6.3.(i) Centre Point Strain Gauges Disc F5-2 
In disc orientation 1-1 these g~uges measured principal strains £1 
and £2; the results are shown in Figure ~.12tin comparison with the calculated 
theoretical values for an isotropic disc using the elastic constants obtained 
from the preceding uniaxial compression tests. 
On preliminary inspection the measured and calculated strains might 
appear to be in reasonable agreement but! allOWing for bending in the usual 
manner the stresses calculated from the measured strains do not match the 
theoretical values (see Table ~.5). Specifically, the minor tensile stresses 
differ by 20 per cent; the major compressive stresses show a smaller 
difference of 7 per cent. Despite these discrepancies in the individual 
principal stresses it is interesting to note the coincidental agreement 
between the measured and calculated principal stress differences (p - q). . 
As an alternative approach, if it is assumed that the measured stl dna 
are produced by the theoretical stresses, the calculated constants beco~: 
E = 3.55 x 106 p.s.i. ~ = 0.29. Although not unreasonable these values are 
somewhat higher than expected. 
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The actual constants applicable to tm discs were therefore checked 
axperimental1y by preparing rectangular elements from two discs after 
completion of the primary tests. The gauges were protected during the 
dissection operatian (carried out with a diamond saw) and the elements 
were capped before test in the manner already referred to in Chapter 3. 
One element carried the centre point gauges and smaller elements were 
prepared for the A,B rosettes (see Figure 4.15). 
The centre point strain gauges were thus retested in a condition of 
uniaxial compression at the centre of a slab element having the same 
dimensions uS F3-3 and F3-4. The results are shown in Fi~ure 4.13 (experimental 
readings are given in Appendix Table A.2.4.); they ~ive c0nstants E = 3.27 x 106 
lJ = 0.22. '!'hese values are in satisfactory agreement with the constants 
previously obtained from slabs F3-3 and F3-'~ (E = 3.25 x 106 p.s.L, lJ = 0.18) 
and the discrepancies in the disc centre pcint strains must therefore remain. 
(A further conclusion can be drawn from this rectangular element test. 
Demec gauge points were specially inco~porated to conform with the pattern 
used on F3-3 and F3-4. As Figure 4.13 shows the measured strains were in 
good agreement with the resistance strain gauge readings after allowing f0r 
bending effects. From this test it is concluded that end effects produced 
no significant error when using the 8 in. Demec ~auge on slab elements of 
this geometry.) 
There is another ~oint of interest in the centre point strain gauge 
results. By loading the disc along different diameters the nolO gauges are 
effectively turned nbout the centre of the disc and the readings in any two 
posi tions shOUld satisfy the fundamental comratibili ty requirement. Expressed 
algebraically with the notation of this test series, the condition for 
compatibility at the disc centre may be written: 
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This geometrical relationship must be satisfied on both sides of the disc 
regardless of any bending or inelastic behaviour. Fir-ure 4.14 shovTs the 
measured strains considered in this manner; on both sides of the disc the 
sum of the readings from any perpendicular point falls within a narrow band 
of results and this can be considered to satisfy the compatibility condition 
within the limits of the measuring system. Thus, it may be concluded that 
the strain gauges functioned satisfactorily at the centre of the disc. 
4.6.3.(ii) Rosette Readings 
The subsidiary rosette readings, represented by the mean observed strains 
at the maximum test load, are given in columns 4, 5 and 6 of Table 4.5. These 
strains have been obtained by plotting the readings from ench gau~e against 
disc load; for c0rresponding gauges from both sides of the disc lines have 
been drawn through the experimental points and the mean vnlue taken at 
the maximum test load. These values have been used to calculate the 
stresses at the rosette points for comparison with stresses derived from the 
theoretical equations (4.1)-(4.3). 
Of the several methods available for calculating the principal strains 
(64) from the rosette readings, a simple graphical construction due to Murphy 
has been used. The magnitudes and directions of the prlncipal strains are 
given from the Mohr Circle produced by this construction; using the constants 
available from the earlier uniaxial tests the principal stresses are then 
easily found from the relations: 
p = (4.15) 
q = 
E (4.16) 
(1 - i) 
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Table 4.5 shows that the major principal stresses derived in this manner 
are generally in reasonable ~greement with the theoretical values but 
significant differences again occur in the minor principal stresses. In 
four cases the orientations of the major principal stresses are also 
appreciably different. 
The subsequent behaviour of two rosette p~irs on dissected disc elements 
confirmed the assumed values of elastic modulus and Poisson's Ratio used 
in Table 4.5 (E = 3.25 x 106 p.s.i. ~ = 0.18). Details arc given in 
Figure 4.16. The B rosettes from disc F5-2 gave results (E = 3.25 x 106 p.s.i. 
~ = 0.19) in satisfactory agreement with the similar test ~n the centre 
point strain gauges from the same disc (E = 3.27 x 106 p.s.i., ~ = 0.22). 
The element with the A rosettes from disc F5-l gave constants E = 3.5 x 106 
p.s.i., ~ = 0.22. In the rosette calculations of Table 4.5, it has been 
assumed that the measured elastic constants apply in both compression and 
tension. 
Examples of the rosette strains measured during the loading tests are 
shown in Figures 4.17-4.19. It can be seen that in general the measured 
strains varied in a linear manner. (The lines through the experimental 
points have been used to determine the mean observed strains at maximum 
test load in Table 4.5 as mentioned above.) The most si,c;nificant discrepancies 
in the illustrated comparisons appear in the minor tensile strains at the B 
position orientation 1-1, i.e. gauges no. 3. Figure 4.18. 
In Figure 4.19 the calculated strain lines for the A r~sctte orientation 
4-4 have been corrected for the gauge "posi don effect". It is already apparent 
from Figure 4.4 that in each rosette two of the three gauges are offset from 
the point of interest and some error will therefore be produced when the 
three gauge readings are used to calculate the stresses at this point. The 
effect is most noticeable with the A rosette in orientation 4-4; as would 
be expected, the comparison between measured and calCUlated strains for gauge 
no. 2 is improved when allowance is made for the position of the gauge with 
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respect to the stated co-ordinate position of the rosette. The calculated 
strains shown in Figure 4.19 do not therefore refer to a single point on 
the disc surface. 
On the other hand Figures 4.17 and 4.18 show strains calculated for 
the stated co-ordinates of each rosette (see Table 4.1) and no significant 
improvement is achieved in the comparison with the measured strains by 
allowing for the offset positions of some of the gaup,es. 
4.6.3. (iii) Elastic Constants in Tension 
Because of the repeated discrepancies in the calculated tensile 
stresses for the discs a uniaxial tension specimen wus prepared from disc 
FS-2 to consider the elastic constants in tension. Axinl and transverse 
strain gauges were applied to the shutter faces of the rectangular element as 
shown in Figure 4.20. Loads were applied by a universal testing machine and 
the loading rate was matched to the theoretical tension lo~ding rate 
applicable to the earlier centre point strain ~auge measurements on disc FS-2. 
The results are shown in Figure 4.21 (see Appendix Table A.2.7.). 
Despite experimental precautions to maintain true nxial loading the 
longi tudinal strains clearly show a significant betlcUng effect and confident 
conclusions with regard to the effective elastic constants must be reserved. 
Nevertheless, these results show that the modulus of elasticity intension 
differs by· a small but significant amount from the equivalent value in 
compression. (The tension value is approximately 12 per cent below the 
compression value). 
The same test also reveals an even larger difference in Poisson's Ratio 
for stresses of opposite sign. This is significant because the value of 
Poisson's Ratio is fundamental to the minor principal stresses calculated from 
the rosette strain measurements. 
Assuming that the actual stresses in the disc are given by the theoretical 
solution. it is worth considering what effect the different elastic constants 
will have on the measured strains. In particular. consider the centre point 
strain gauge position of disc FS-2. 
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The principal stresses are given by equation (4.11), viz: 
, 
6P 
P = + iT'CiI' t q = 
Suppose that the elastic constants in compression and tension are (Ee• ~c) 
CET, ~T) respectively. Applying the principle of superpnsition, the 
principal strains now become: 
(4.17) 
Substituting with equation (4.1l): 
2pI ~+ ~ €l = 1Tdl IC- ET 
€2 = _~I[~ + , ~dl ET EC (4.17(1) 
Suitable numerical vaues fcr the elastic constants are ~iven by Figures 
4.13. 4.2J, viz: 
6 . 
= 3.27 K 10 p.s.~. ~c = 0.22 
6 
= 2.90 x 10 p.s.i. ~T = 0.09 
Considering the maximum test load, the disc terms become: 
pi = 2l,000 lb, d = 23.375 in •• 1 = 3.265 in. 
Therefore: = + 166 ~E: 
= 96 llE: (4.17b) 
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The ccrresponding strains calculated with the compression test elastic 
constants applied to both compression and tension are: 
= + 172 liE: 
(4.17c) 
The differences between (4.17b) and (4.17c) are seen to be small (~tl = - 3.7 
per cent and At2 = + 7.7 per cent in comparison with (4.17c» although 
the change in minor principal strain should be revealed experimentally. 
The mean strains observed experimentally (see Figure .1+.12) were: 
= + 162 )JE: 
(4.17d) 
Considering the inherent experimental errors in these tests the 
good agreement between (4.17d) and (4.17b) is possibly fortuitous to 
some degree but the comparison serves to show that different elastic 
constants in compression and tension could explain some of the apparent 
discrepancies in the strain gauge results. 
In the present circumstances the explanation should be regarded as 
possible rather than conclusive because of the limited experimental 
evidence of the elastic constants in tension. Furthermore, the argument does 
not successfully explain the comparison between the measured and calculated 
strains in the B rosette orientation 1-1 (Figure 4.18). This can easily 
be shown by trial calculation. 
4.6.4. Disc Tests: Demec Gauge Results 
The Demec points previously eonaiciered fer shrinkage readings were used 
to measure straiIll on the principal diameters of the three discs in each 
loading orientation. 
Since for any diameter the disc rtresses are symmetrical about the 
centre, the Demec gauge measured the radial strains at a point on the diameter 
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covered by the gauge location stud. For the principal diameters (i.e. vertical 
and horizontal diameters) the measured radial strain will be one of the two 
principal strains at the point in question. Assuming the disc has uniform 
elastic properties the theoretical radial strains are easily calculated 
from equations (4.1). (4.2), (4.12) and (4.13). 
The mean readings from both sides for discs F5-1 and F5-2 are shown 
in Figure 4.22; as an example of the experimental results,the readings from 
disc FS-l are summarised in Appendix Table A.2.S. Readings from vertical 
and horizontal diameters are plotted against disc load in comparison with 
theoretical values calculated with the elastic constants derived from the 
uniaxial compression tests described in Section 4.6.3.(ii). 
In every case the observed compression strains from the vertical diameter 
were less than the theoretical values whilst tension strains from the 
horizontal diameter were rrreater than expected from theory. The measured 
strains were essentially the same in three separate disc orientations and this 
would appear to indicate a satisfactory degree of mot rap ism in the disc 
material. In addition the presence of the stressmeters in discs FS-l and 
F5-3 did not have a significant effect on the Demec gauge readings ~nd the 
repeated trend of the results appears to be similar to that shown by the centre 
point resistance strain gauges in disc F5-2 (see Figure 4.12). 
In this instance it is not possible to derive reasonable alternative 
values of E and ~ from the observed strain behaviour. If the calculation is 
attempted from the basic assumption that the theoretical disc stresses 
occur at the stud location points, then the resultinr, modulii ta~e values 
E = 4.1-4 1 3 x 106 pls.i. and Poisson's Ratio varies between 0.42-0.54. 
No other measurements on this material infer modulus values in this range and 
more significantly, it is theoretically impossible for Poisson's'Ratio to 
exceed 0.5. 
These observations lead to a further consideration of the elastic constants 
of the disc material in compression and tension. At maximum test load, the 
calCUlated stresses for the gauge points are: 
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Vertical diameter (x = 0, yilt 4.0 in.), p = + 617 p.s.i. 
q II - 175 p.s.i. 
Horizontal diameter ( x = ± 4.0 in., y = 0): p = + 386 p.s.i. 
q = - 110 p.s.i. 
Applying equations (4.17) and the previcus '1urnerical vallles to disc FS-2 
the corresponding strains are obtained: 
£ = - 6.4 tie: 2x '" (4.18) 
(These principal strains do not apply to the same point; ely is the 
major principal strain at (x = 0, y = ! 4.0 in.) and e:2x is the minor 
principal strain at (x = ! 4.0 in, y = 0), i.e. ely and £2X are the strains 
measured by the Demec gauge in Figure 4.22) 
If it is assumed that the elastic constants determined in the 
compression tests also apply in tension then the calculated strains become: 
t11 = + 201 \.1£ 
&2x = - 60 ~£ (4.1Sa) 
Again the differences between (4.1S) and (4.18a) are small (6£ly = - 3.0 
per cent and 6£2x = + 6.25 per cent in comparison with (4.18a». 
The mean experimental strains from disc F5-2 for the maximum test load 
were: 
= + 167 ~e 
(4.1Sb) 
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It can be seen that the measured strain on the horjzontal disc diameter 
is consistent with the stated elastic oonstants applied separately in 
compression and tension but thE'~ is a clear discrepanoy between the measured 
and calculated strains on the vertical diameter. Specifically, the major 
strain £ly is approximately 16 per cent less than the value calculated with 
equal elastic constants in compression and tension, and even if Poisson'. 
Ratio is assumed to be zero in tension, the measured strain is still nearly 
12 per cent less than the calculated value. It has not been possible to 
deduce a satisfactory explanation for this relatively large disorepancy 
from any other experimental evidence obtained in the present series of tests. 
4.6.5. Disc Tests: Photoelastic Stressmeter Results 
4.6.5.(i) Solid Stressmeter in Disc F5-3 
The observed fringe orders at the centre of the solid stressmeter 
showed a linear variation with load in two diso orientations (see Figure 4.23 
and Appendix Table A.2.9.). Applying the sensitivity factor previously 
obtained from the uniaxial tests on slab F3-S. the principal stress 
differences at the centre of the disc are found to be within 5 per cent Jf 
the values predicted by the theoretical solution for the disc stresses. It 
will be noted that this result does not necessarily imply that the 
individual disc stresses at the centre agree with the theoretical values. 
The distribution of fringe order in the glass was the same as that 
previously observed in slab F3-3, i.e. the fringe orders were symmetrically 
distributed with a peak value at the centre of the observation face. The 
stress gradients in the central region of the concrete disc therefore 
appeared to have no significant effect on the average through-the-thiokness 
principal stress differences in the glass. 
If it is assumed that the theoretical principal stress difference occurs 
at the disc centre t~en another scale of ordinates may be applied as shown 
to Figure 4.23. With the same assumption, the theoretical response of the 
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stressmeter can also be included after calculation from the Muskhelishvili 
equations. A significant difference between experimental and theoretical 
response is then apparent; the average principal stress difference measured 
at the centre of the inclusion clearly exceeds the calculated value. This 
observation agrees with the preceding results from slab F3-3. 
4.6.5. (ii) Annular Stressmeter Results 
Readings from the annular stressmetor in three disc F5-1 orientations 
are shown in Figure 4.24 (see also Appendix Table A.2.9.). The pattern 
clearly showed symmetric fringe order peaks in the region of the 450 points 
and all readings refer to these positions. For each disc orientation the 
fringe pattern showed the same linear response to disc load and the 
isochromatic profiles were observed to be in alignment with the principal 
diameters of the disc in accordance with the photoelastic properties of 
the glass inclusion. The epoxy adhesive around the stressmeter appeared to 
function satisfactorily throughout the test. 
The fringe order profile showed some similarity with the uniaxial 
case and this was confirmed by the pattern computed =,,:,;m the Hiramatsu-Barron 
equations. Figure 4.25 compares the two systems; ttc ~heoretical plots have 
been obtained with the aid of the Fortran computer programme given in 
Appendix 3. The assumed elastic constants are stated in Figure 4.25. It 
will be noted that the observed frin~e order profiles in the disc tests 
show distinct similarity with the plotted values of principal stress 
1 0-33 
difference for the case ~ = 1: - "§' (i.e. T\ = - ~) (The photograph in 
Figure 4.26 is subject to the effects of a non-collimated sodium li~pt 
source plus a significant "space effect" (Frocht(29» and it is therefore 
unsuitable for precise comparisons with the theoretical plots of 
principal stress difference particularly at the inner boundary.) 
A comparison of the theoretical plots of principal stress difference 
shows that several features differ in detail in the two cases (see Table 4.6). 
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In particular. the stress concentrations at the inner surface of the stressmeter 
are increased in the compression-tension loading condition. Assuming that 
the adhesive bond can be maintained around the stressmeter throughout 
loading, the increase in tensile stress concentration at the points (f = 1.0. 
e = 00 and 900 )t will be responsible for an earlier failure of the glass 
annulus. In this instance the working range of the st%"essmeter (expressed 
in terms of the applied major principal stress) will be theoretically 
reduced by a factor of 52 per cent. 
Assuming that the observed fringe pattern is caused by the theoretical 
stresses, the experimental sensitivity of the inclusion can be described 
in terms of the applied major principal stress. From the slope of the 
line in Figure 4.24. the sensitivity becomes Sn = 148 p.s.i./fringe which 
represents a significant increase on the observed uniaxial sensitivity in 
the slab specimen F3-4 (Sn = 192 p.s.i./fringe). It can also be seen that 
the stressmeter is again more sensitive to applied stress than the theoretical 
solution predicts (the theoretical sensitivity factor deduced from the 
computed principal stress difference pattern is Sn = 173 p.s.i./fringe). 
Just as the strain gauge rosettes were subjected to further confirmation 
tests. the annular stressmeter from disc FS-l was also retested in uniaxial 
compression after preparing a rectangular element from the centre of the 
disc with the same dimensions as slabs F3-3. F3-4. The results of this 
test are shown in Figure 4.27 (see Appendix Table A.2.10). ThQ sensitivity 
factor is in very good agreement with the value already observed in slab F3-4. 
The axial strains measured by the Demec gauge were consistent with the 
elastic modulus E = 3.5 x 106 p.s.i. previously deduced from the A rosette 
,strain gauges from disc FS-l. 
4.6'.5. (iii) S\1bsidiary Stressmeter Results 
The subsidiary annular stressmeters at the M2. M3 positions in 
discs FS-l. FS-2 are shown in Figures 4.28-4.30. In each case the asymmetric 
fringe orders were observed to be aligned with the calculated principal stress 
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directions for the disc point corresponding to the centre of the stressneter. 
and this feature was consistently repeated for both discs in different loading 
orientations. It can be seen from Figure 4.5 that the M3 inclusion is 
positioned in a low stress condition in orientation 2-2 and taking into 
account the lower limits of fringe pattern resolution, no significant response 
can be expected in this case. 
In the M2 position orientation 1-1 the fringe pattern was symmetrical 
about the major axis in line with the loaded diameter of the disc but the 
two pattern quadrants nearest the disc loading point showed higher fringe 
orders than the other pair. The increase was approximately 10 per cent at 
the 450 points. This difference is consistent in a general sanse with 
the predicted stress gradients in the disc. 
TI-.e pattern is shown in Figure 4.26 and measured fringe orders are plotted 
against disc load in Figure 4.28. A conspicuous feature of these observations 
was the "fringe loss" on the maj or axis of the upper quadrants in the 
pattern. Beyond a meter reading of 6 frinpes the first frin~e was no longer 
visible on the major axis and a miscount of the integral fringe order at 
the 450 point could easily occur. Confusion need not arise if loads are 
applied incrementally as in this instance but this potential source of 
error should be considered when high stress levels are to be measured with 
stressmeters greater than the normal length of 1.5 in. 
Similar results were observed with the M3 stressmeter in orientation '+-'+. 
In :this case lower fringe orders were produced since the stressmeter was 
nearer the disc centre and therefore further away from the loading point and 
its associated hiBher stresses. Figure '+.29 shows the observed response. 
Stressmeter M3 in orientation 1-1 and stressmeter M2 in orientation '+--'+ 
take positions I1emote from the principal diameters of the discs. The stX'8sses 
in this region of the disc vary continuously in direction as well as magnitUde; 
the major principal stresses are also much larger than the minor tensile 
principal stresses. These conditions were reflected in the observed quadrant 
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fringe orders for each case. The patterns were aligned with the general 
directions calculated for the theoretical disc stresses (approximately CD = 
25 0 ) and the fringe orders were of the expected magnitudes. 
The observations from the M2 and M3 stressmeters clearly cannot be 
considered for calibration purposes. The results merely show typical effects 
on the annular stress meter response of surrounding stresses which v~y in 
magni tude and direction. Similar effects would be observed in practical 
applications with. for example, well defined gradients produced by bending 
action or stress concentrations. No further comments will be made on the 
subsidiary stressmeters in this test series. 
4.7. Conclusions 
The main conclusions from this investigation concern the annular and solid 
stressrneters and their response to the theoretical biaxial combination of 
compressive and tensile stresses at the centre of the disc test pieces. In 
this instance the strain measurements are of secondary importance although 
it is clear that this aspect of the results can be discussed at some length. 
It seems fair to assume that the theoretical principal stresses were 
produced at the centre of the disc specimens despite the fact that this is 
not at first confirmed by the corresponding resistance strain gaur,e readings. 
In this instance the assumption is supported by three other features of 
experimental evidence: 
(a) the similarity betweeR the observed and calculated 
fringe pattern profiles in the centre point annular 
s tressmeter • 
(b) the consistent results given by the corresponding 
solid stressmeter. 
(c) the satisfactory agreement with theory of the centre point 
strain ~auge readings when the fine aggregate concrete is 
assumed to have different elastic constants in compression 
and tension. 
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This being the case. the annular strcssmeter results have demonstrated 
two major features revealed by the theoretical calculation of fringe order 
order distribution. 
0-33 
First, the fringe pattern for the stress ratio n = -~ has some 
similarity with the uniaxial loading condition and the prescnce of the minor 
tensile stress could easily be overlooked with the simple observation technique 
recommended by previous authorities. This effect would be evon more 
o·~ 
significant wi thin the range of principal stress ratios n = ° to n = -~ 
Secondly. a well-defined fringe orcer peak still occurs in the region 
(f = 1.60. e = 45 0 etc.) and these can be used without difficulty as 
measurement positions but the sensitivity of the device is then different 
to the uniaxial case. Theoretically, the fringe orders should be increased 
by approximntely 25 pOI' cent for this particulnr rntio of the applied 
principal stresses C'.n<1 this h<lS been c()nfhmd by the experimental 
observations. HO\>Tever. the observed fringe crders in the disc stressmeter 
were significantly lc::.rger than tho theoretical v;llues. an observation which is 
similC'~ to that already mentionad in Chapter 3 for uniaxiallDading. 
These two features therefore provitlc an important limi totien to the 
general application of the annular stressmeter and its current method of 
interpretation. It is clear that a two-fold error could ~e produced by 
confusing a compression-tension fringe pattern with a fringe pattern produced 
by uniaxial loading. Unless further precautions canbe taken to minimise the 
potential errors in the determination of the applied stl~sses. the device 
should be avoidec in practical applications which mi6ht involve principal 
0-5.,3 
stress ratios in the ranee n = ° to n = -~. 
This disadvantnge is not shared by the selid stressmctcr for the present 
tests have shown that this dev~ce has the same response to both uniaxial 
compressive stresses and the compression-tension con(~tions at the centre 
of the disc test-pieCeS. In this resrect the rGsults are consistent with 
the theoretical behaviour of the solid stressmetar. but ap,ain, the Observed 
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fringe orders at the centre of the glass inclusion were higher than 
predicted by calculation; they were also higher than the values deduced from 
earlier published calibration dnta. 
Nevertheless, it is apparent that the solid stressmeter can be used 
satisfactorily, once the experimental sensitivity factor is known, to 
determine the difference between the applied principal stresses in mixed 
biaxial conditions. From this it may be inferred that the device could be 
used to advantage with un annular stressmeter if princiT'al stress combinations 
of compression and tension have to be considered in a practical application of 
the technique. 
Considering the resistance strain gaup,e results from the c~sc rosettes, 
several discrepancies are apparent between the measure~ and calculated clastic 
strains. The differences arc most o~vious when the disc strGsses are 
calculated directly from the rosette reaGings, rarticularly in the values 
of the minor principal stress~s. As far as the present tests have allowed, 
this feature has been investigated in some ~etail, anG as a result, two 
possible reasons for the discrepancies may be put fonTard. 
First, there is evidence to show that the elastic constants of this 
fine aggregate concrete are different in compression and tension; the d.ifference 
appears to be particularly siGnificant in the values of Poisson's Ratio. 
This feature can be used to explain some ~lut not all of the strain r;lluge 
,readings. Secondly, it is likely that some of the discrepancies arc 
features of experimontal t.achniquc, namely rr,eometrical imperfections in th~ 
disc specimens and the manner in which the diametricnl loac~ were applied. 
It woul<.l be 1esirable to substantiate these rease-ns with more experimental 
evidence but this HOule. require an extunC:ed study of the concrete properties 
and further refinements in test technique. 
On the other hand, the existinr, experimental evidence eliminates several 
other possible reasons which mieht be surr~sted for the discrepancies. For 
example, the results from the uniaxial compression specimens, the similar tests 
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on elements Cissected from the discs and the .compat!bility check at the 
centre (:If one specimen all infer that the gauges Here applied satisfactorily 
to the test-pieces. The same tests also in(~cate that the gauee readings 
were not influenced by aggregate effects from the un(~crlying concrete. 
In addition, the elastic constants applied to the rosotte readings 
would also appea.r to be satisfactory. fnr the same tests :revealed a 
consistent value of Young's Hodulus and only a small varintion was observed 
in Poisson's Ratio .• Furthermr:re, the Demec gau~e readings from the loaded 
discs infer that the deformation characteristics of the concrete ore 
independent of direction in the plane of the discs, i.e. the material can be 
considered to be isotropic. 
The position of the individunl go.ur:-es has also been consVered and it is 
apparent that, with cne exceptien. no significant improvement can be o~t~ined 
in the comparison between measured and theoreticnl str<1.ins by allowine for the 
off-set positions of some of the gaur,cs in indivi~ual rosettes. 
The [ossibili ty of different properties in compression and tension can 
also be used to explnin the Demec gaur:0' renJings en the hc,rizontal diameters 
of the loaded discs, but the readinljs ()n the vertical or leaded diameters were 
consistently smaller than pre(~icto(1 ~Jy calculatinn. Hithin the limitations 
of the present investigation it is not possinle to give a satisfactory 
explanatien fer this aspect of the results. 
The preceding remarks refer to the exnerimental measurements but the 
conclusions would be inccmplete without some reference to the choice of a 
diametrically loaded disc for a biaxial calibrntion coulli tien of compression 
and tension. It was pointed out early in the discussion that the disc is not 
ideal for calibrntion purposes but the stress distribution in the centr~l 
region of a li!I'p;e disc shou11 be sui table for the calibration of a small 
inclusion stressmeter to a satisfactory degree of accuracy.. In this respect 
the present testa appear to be satisfactory for they have demonstratec two 
fundamental features of the annular stressmeter resnonse to the theoretical 
.. 
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biaxial stress condition at the centre of the disc. It is considered that 
alternative experimental methods of achievin~ the same results would be 
considerably morc complicated. 
However. the results from the strain measurements have emphasised the 
necessity for a comprehensive knowledge of the stress-strain characteristics 
of the host material if the behaviour of an inclusion stressmeter is to 
be compared with convontional indirect methods of stress measurement. 
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CHAPTER 5 
Stress Conditions in the Solid and Annular Inclusions 
5.1. Introduction 
Reference has been made in Chapters 3 and 4 to the discrepancies between 
simple theory and experiment toThich have been observed in the response of both 
forms of stressmeter to uniaxial loadine. 
Using 1." 0 Dhir's measureMent point defined by (b = 1.60. e = 45 ) for the 
annular stressmeter ~ uniaxial sensitivity factor S = 185 p.s.i./fringe Z 3 
n -
per cent has been repeatedly observed for a 3 in. length mater in specimens 
with a Young's r10dulus in the range E = 3.0-4.0 x 105 p.s.L (Comparablo 
results have nlso been cOtained by the writer for 1.5 in. length meters 
in tests not described here. Examples of the present results can be found 
in Appendix 5, Tables A.5.l. A.5.2' t which refer to the F1 series fine 
aggregate concrete specimens alre3dy described in Chapt~r 3. Similar results 
are also shown in Figures 4.10, 4.27.) 
The fringe order readings given by the nnnular strossmeter in this study 
are thus a~proximately 17 per cent in excess of the theoretical response. 
An even larger discrepancy of approximately 28 per cent has been observed 
for solid stressmeter specimens (see Figures 4.9. 4.23). The response 
in the compression-tension tests of Chapter 4 was also higher than expected. 
Throughout the test programme there has only been one specimen which gave 
results comparable with the theoretical solution; this was the annular 
stressmeter of specim.;n F3-4 descrihed in Section 3.6.4. In this case fringe 
orders were measured at different d~tum points (~ = 1.40, e = 90°. 270°). 
It shculd be mentioned that compared with earlii..lr experimental results 
given by Dhir (see Figu~e 2.6). the nresent annular stressmetcr sensitivity 
factors appear to be satisfnctoty although a significant difference occurs 
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in the solid stressmeter results. (It is possible that the second feature 
could be axplained by an error in the material fringe value appropriate to 
Dh1r's solid stressmetar (fg = 1050 p.s.i./fr./in. compared with fg = 1220 
p.s.i./fr./in. of the ,resent tests) but this could only be checked by 
repeating the earlier calibrGtion tests.) 
As far as the present results arc concorned tilO consist..:.nt discrepancies 
between theory and experiment require further investieation :;l."ld in what follOt-ts 
the theoretical solutions and their under'lyin~ assUr.lptions are briefly 
discussed, with mention I')f two associated independent studies described in 
the li teZ"ature. Tho discussion of stress distribution. with one cxceptlon, 
will be restricted to values of average. through-tho-thicknoss !"rinci~al 
stress difference since this f~~on has heen conveniently available from 
existing test spGcimcns. A ~ossible explanation is sug~ested for t~e 
experimontal c~Jserviltions of the !'I'esent work. 
5.2. Theoretical Solutions for Strass'3~ In and Arcund the Inclusion 
The rolevant theol'c'Cical solutiC'ns refer to plane elastic conditions in 
which the axis of the cylindrical inclusio'l is rerpendicular tc- tho in-rlane 
loading of the host material. Th9 loads are uniformly Jistributed in u 
uni~al or biaxial sense remote from the incl~~ion. In this instance twc 
particular solutions are appropriato namely those due t~ i>1uskhelishvili (39) 
and Hire.matsu et ~l (36). These writers employ different mathematical 
methods. Muskhelishvi1i giving results for the solie inClusion only whereas 
Hiramatsu consi!.lers both the solid and annular forms. As mentionecl earlior 
in Chapter 1, the prohlem hus been f..i.scussed analytically by several ether 
writers • 
F01~ reference at this point the Hiramatsu two-dimensional solutions will 
bc restated. Usin~ the fo:regoing notation in ~olar c0-or<.linates the solution 
for a solid inclusion in a state I)f uniaxial stress r,ives: 
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Inclusion stresses; 
, , , 
a = 2Ao 2C,) cos 29 1"' .. 
ar, 
, 
= 2A ' + (l2A~r2 + 2C2 ') cos 29 \1 0 
't're 
, 
= (6A2 '1'2 + 2C2 ') sin 29 
Host material stresses: 
a 
I' 
as 
't're 
= 
= 
= 
2A 
o 
Be 2A 
--c 1'2 
6B2 
-(-4 
I' 
+ (~ 4 + 2C2) cos 26 
I' 
2D2 ) sin 2C2 +- 26 2 
I' 
(5.1) 
(5.2) 
(5.3) 
(5.4) 
(5.5) 
(5.6) 
where A • B • B2, C?t D2, o 0 .• a~e ccnstants depencine upon the 
elastic properties of tho two comr~nent system. Definitions are given in 
reference (36). (It should ~e notec that three of these constants I'lI'G stated 
" 1 " h •. 1 ,,. ubl"' (36), (37) ~ncorrect y ~n t e or~g~na an~ s\wsequor.t r ~c~t~ons • Th() 
corrected teI'TIIS calculated by the rresent writer nre given in A!,pencix 4, i:'.nG. 
wi th these corrections the Hiramatsu solution ap,l'ees \'1i th Muskhe Ush viU 's 
independent result). Dy applyinr, the ~rinciple of superposition equations 
(5.1)-(5.6) can be modifiec without difficulty to nccornt10date two-dimensional 
biaxial loading in the host material. 
The similar solution for the annular inclusion gives : 
Inclusion stresses: 
B/ I , , 2Ao' (SB2 2C2 
, 4D2 ) 
cos 20 a = +-- -+ +-r 2 4 2 
I' I' I' 
(5.7) 
B I (12~.'.r2 6D2' , 2Ac , 0 2C,,') cos ~e ae = -- + +- + 1'2 4 .... r 
( 5.8) 
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( ,2 = 6A2 r 
6B' 2 
--+ 4 
r 
2C ' 2 ) sin 2e (5.9) 
The host material stresses are again given by equations (5.4)-(5.6) 
althou~h the constants Ao' Bo' A2 ' ••• D2 ' generally take different values. 
It will be remember'ed from earlier remarks that the photoelastic 
response of a birefringent inclusion at any point in the plane of 
principal stresses nssociated with c
r
', ca', Tr8 ' Hence the Hiram~tsu stress 
solutions enable the resronse of the photeelastic stressmet~r tc be calculated 
fer applied uniaxial or biaxial stresses in systems of knOlm elastic properties. 
The aJove sclutiens ClSSUT.-:e the inclusicI1 nnd host material to. be in a 
state of "r.anem.lised plane stress" with a jointld or "",clded" intorface ~ctwcen 
the two m::1.terials. The external ~)ound::.ry ccnditinns for tha inclu·.3irm (s~a 
Figure 5.1) implicit in this descripti('·n nrc: 
(] , l' 
r (r=n)' r0 Ue = ue'(r=a) (5.10) 
An alternative extreme conditicn which mieht be considered fer the 
interface can be defined by: 
(j = (] , T 
r I' (r=a)' r0 (5.11) 
This definition implies that an "unbended" interf:lce exists which is incapable 
of transmitting shear and tanrr.ential stress components, i.e.the twc 
materials can be displaced tangentially wit, respect to each "ther em either 
side o.f the boundary. This si tu.."lticm mi!7,ht 00 approach3d by em "exact-fit" 
inclusion in radial contact with the hest materi2J. but ~1ith a lubricated 
interface to eliminat~ friction. The exact fit solutien to the stressmater 
problem is included in tho results described below. 
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For the more eenerally considered welded bOUIl<'!ary condition, the 
Hiramatsu solution does not take into account: 
(a) Inclusion nnd host stresses in the z direction (parallol 
to the axis of the cylinnric~l inclusirn) necessarily 
involvec. in an imperfect pla."1e Stl"IlSS si tuaticn. 
(1) The out-of-plnne restraint at the boundary which alan 
proc.uces a distribution of a • a ' stresses. 
z z 
(c) Th<;; inevitable finite thickness of em intcrfaco adhasi·lQ \oTith 
physical properties different to the inclusion ane host 
materials • 
5.2.1. The Plane Stress Approximation 
Hi th respect to the first point the concept of "gcnerc"l.lise . .1 pl.:tno 
stress" (first describe(~ by Filon (65) ~nd subsequently ap~lied by most othor 
wri ters in the theory elf elastici ty) ccns~.(:ors the ilvoraee v~lues of tho in-plane 
strGss components in i:l plane stress prc;:,lem nnd nSSU,1l0S thet lAIly oz, '(rz' 
'rez stresS0S c~n be neelecte(l. (When considering the stresses arounc a 
transverse holo in a thick ?1nne (a situation which hns some relevanca to 
the axial hole of the annular stressmeter) this concept produces an accept~le 
approximation in the calculation of O'l'" 0'0''(91.'' stre$ compcnents(66).(67)~68) 
although stresses are produced in the z direction ~y virtue of the variQb1e 
transverse contractions in the vicinity of the hole. Two exceptions nr:t?rorri~te 
to this example (assuminr; no out-of-plane restrnint .,t the boundary) would 
occur if the annular stres~meter was suLljecte~ tc isotro~ic extornal oxr~nsions 
or contractions,e.e. primary shrinka3e (see equations (3.7). (3.0»,or ~~o­
dimensional hydrostatic mechGIlical lOi1cing in the host material. In both 
cnses the term (or' + oat) remains constant nlone the thickness of the annulus 
and the idenl plane stross condition is CI.chieved. For the solie'!. stressmeter 
equations (5.1)-(5.3) show thnt (aI" + O'a') is also constant fol" sim~le 
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uniaxial loadinf, (A2 ' • 0, see Appendix 4) an~l it can be shown that this is 
true for general biaxial lO::lding as well ns ap,Uec. isotropic expansion 
or shrinkage.} 
Since the photoelastic observations in the p:lass inclusion are produced 
by an inteernted response throu2h the thickness .:1 ccneralised plune stress 
calculation should therefore give a sntisfactory explanation of stressmeter 
sensitivity as lone; as the rendinf, points Clre remote from the boundary. 
This reservation leeds to the second pnint. 
5.2.2. Out-oi-Plane Restraints 
The out-of-plane restraint et the ;)cundary is much more c:'..i::'ficult to 
assess. The assumption cf Cl wo11ed. ~0undary is inconsistent with the requireTlK3nt 
that no boundary restraint is produce~. in tho z '':irccti(')~ anJ localised stressas 
wi~l lid ~rcduced in ~)oth materials whenever different clastic prcr>ertie~ 
, 1 d Th' , h II' h' 'I, '1 db D 11,(69),(70),(11) are lonvo Vi!.. loS loS t c ~lnc lne effect i_es CrJ.DC y ure l. 
ru. thOUf!h the stressmeter problem for both shrinkaee ~n<.~ mcchmicnl loadin~ is 
consiJerably mera complicatec. t:1arl tha simplified eXi.\m:.-les (If ,inchinr; 
discussed in the literature. Th8 rrr~)lem is !'l.:'!rdr.lly illustl"'at~c l)~' 
• (72) Samrson 's exper~ment aIltl its possE;le app!'~ximnto solution us :9rorose(~ by 
. (73) Rh~nes • 
Sampson's model is shown in Figu-~ 5.2; the curin~ ~!'ccess of an annular 
epoxy resin elise involved themal shrinkaf7e which W;J.S rcstr'!:1.inec. by Cl ri~id 
circumferential ring. The elise wes 1!llowed to hon'.1 with the rinr: at the outer 
rim. 
Sampson gives results for the aI'" ae' (TrO' = 0 by symmetry) stress 
components determined photoelnstically from thG CUl"'ec. model. For the purpose 
of this discussion the results have !Jean race: l'ined to show dimensionless 
isochrom~tic fringe orders against rCldial position (see Fi3ure 5.2). In this 
form the results can be com;:>areJ "1ith the previously mentioned annular stress-
meter shrinkar:e frin,1e nrders (see Fi~ure 3.15) "dthin the limits of the 
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func.amental differences which exist between the two mo:~els. It will b\l 
observeu that the epoxy 1Jl(',del is bonded to a "ri[,,:ic1" host material "dthout 
an intormeciat~ adhesive. 
In both cases tho generalised pl~ne st~ss solutions rre(~ct a parabolic 
distribution of fringe order. TIll:! epoxy rnouel results are in reasonable 
agreement with this theory over most of thu radius but a lar,rr,e discrepancy 
appears at the outer boundary. In th~ annulnr stressmcter a discr€:pancy C!.lso 
occurs at the outer boundary but it is lass pronounced. (Comment has already 
been made on this !istri~ution in Section 3.6.3.) 
The out-of-plane r0straint in Sampson's model has subsequently been 
discussed l>y Rhines (loc.cit.) who :lrcposes th"lt the restraint prC(lUCll~: 
an averase out-of-~lane stress (J , which r:eci",-:;rcc cxponentirtlly wi tl"' dis tEl.nce 
z 
~nt6 the epoxy mod~l. 
(J , 
z = 
(5.12) 
where 8 is an assUnlEId (n"1>0n.;mtial c:'.;)C:l.y fnctor a11(~, A is .! constant tr; be 
determined from the boundary conc.itions (5.t is not t·:! >.~ confusr;(~ with tho;,; 
same symbol usee elsewhere 5.n the ~rcsent discussion). Equation (5.12) 
has been evnulated by Rhines to consido!' t"W'o cases in which (J , deca"J'od t('> z ~ 
1 per cent and 3 rer c~nt of its Maximum wl.lue at c. (~.ist,:mce from thu outer 
boundary equa.l to the disc thickness. r'bdi~fiau. in-I'lc:me aver1:Wo stresses t 
CJ' Ci' were then deri ve(~ for dire ct COrr.~_, arison with 
r' El 
Translated into terms of Jimensi~less pri~ci~al 
Rhine's "1 per cent solution" is shmm in Fip;uroe 5.2. 
Sa.mps()n '3 results. 
(Jl,-a,.,r 
stress r.ifference ( E'a'~ ) 
GClC'~1 a~reement is 
achieved \·lith the experimontc,l rlata. Rhinos therefore concludes that the 
prominent rise in the fringe order distribution near the outer botmde:ry of 
the epcxy model can be explCl.ined by the out-of-plone restraint at the interface. 
Rhines' methoc clearly cannot be appliec directly t(j the 2.nnular stress-
meter shrink:lp;e results but it scems Nascnablo tc c0nclude that the rise in 
fringe or<.ler distriL'ution nuar the outer J:'oun<13I'Y shc~m in FiSures 3.14, 3.15, 
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could be produced by an out-af-plane restruintccn~ition. The stressmeter 
~dhesive presents a complicatinr, fact0r in this instance. 
Of greater si~ificance is the fact that the out-of-plane effects 
appear to be ccnsii'.crroly diminishe(~ at the stressmeter rcading points remote 
from the cuter boundary. ,Uthour:h the inclusion stress r2istributicn prc-.c:'ucec. 
by mect~ical loadinr is, in goneral, different t~ that in the shrinkage 
problem,. it therefere seems unlikely that the out-of-plane 1)oundary restrnnts 
can explain the anomalies in the stressmeter loading tests of this study. This 
lanes to u. ccnsitlel"ation of the 1JounGC1.l"Y nc"hesive eff0cts en the inclusion 
stress(3s. 
5.3. Inclusion Stresses in Practice 
The weldel', boundary c(,m-1.ition defined '.Jy equation (5.10) is e.ssumed 
to be achiuvel1 when an inclusi()n r;aur.;e has been cr.st into a wet C0ncrete 
mix. Hhen this is not poss5.l-,le an,1 tho inclusbn hru; to ~)e applied to an 
existing structure or test-piece a. thin layer 'Jf ar.".hesivCl is assumed to 
provide the snmu conJition. 
As the dimensions of the inclusicn decrease it becomes mcro difficult 
tc maintail'l a IIthin" layer of aclhesi ve. i{i th the standnr(1 she cf photo<.:;lastic 
stressmetel" for instance (diameter 1.25 in.) a circumferential thickness cf 
i6' in. (~) is comLJC.nly use(~, as in this study; this thickness is a 
reasonabl~ minimum for the current applicntion technique nnd hns so f(1,r 
been <.lcceptec. ns satisfactory in view of Dhir's results(l9) Nith different 
thicknesses f~r a variety of e~oxy adhesives. 
At this point it is worthwhile to cnnsic:er the inclusion stresses 
produceJ in practice curing mech::micnl loadin,~ with or Hi thout the presence of 
an ::It''.hesive layer. ConsidGT."inp; the rh::-t0elastic stl"essmater cast into a 
concrete specimen f(')r test without an adh:;sive, the difficulty of supeI'posed 
shrinkage stress arises durin~ mechcmical loadine. From the discussion of 
Chaptel" 3 it seems unlikely thnt tho,; initial inclusion shrink:lge stl"esscs 
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could be simply define~ in such a s,ecimen and th~ test has not therefore 
!:leen attempted. HOHever, SOIOO indication of the inclusion stress 
distri!:lution might =e c.educed from a similar test with a copper inclusion 
described by Stephen and Pirtz(74). 
5.3.1. Bonded Inclusion:Stephen anr: Pirtz 
In this test a soli(~ cy1indrical copper inclusion was cast into i'l. fine 
aggreBate concrete srccimen very similar in mix cmG dimensions to the F series 
specimens described in Chapter 3. The prnblcms of surer~osed shrinka~c stresses 
durine uniC'.xinl mechanical loncing were eliminated lJy usino; a rhotoelastic 
coatine to measure the distribution of ::~rincipaJ. stress (;ifferencc in both 
materin.ls, the singlo !,icce coatin!3 boin.c; (\f-pliec:' to onu surfc-ce of the two 
component specimen iMmediately bE:.fore test. The nuthors claim that the coatin? 
satisfactorily re~roduced til" un::<3rlyinr strain cond:i. tic.ns in both muteri"'.ls 
althoueh the results nt the inclusion boun(:nry rrlr:;ht be questioned in this 
rospect. 
Tho results are reproducec in fir,ure 5.3 in comparison with the theoretical 
elastic distributions calcul11ted by the HuskhGlishvili solution equivalent tc. 
equations (5.1)-(5.6). Th€; ~r5.nci:r.nl strr,in ,:istributirms ware measl1r,:; .. ~ ",long 
the axes of symmetry; the stI'nin compnents e:r,€C in Fi~re 5.3 thus represent 
r>rinci pal s trains but the (r. e) notation has buon proserycd for clarity. 
In two-dimensional elastic conditions the rrinci~al strain Ciffercnce and 
principal stress difference are ~lnted by: 
= ~.G. (a1 - a2 ) = (~)(a - a ) E 1 ? (5.13) 
where G is the shear modulus fer the material. As the authors infer, thel'e is 
scme c10ubt about the validity of equntbn (5.13) for the meesul"Od principo.l 
str~in differences in the stross concentration zone of the host material near 
ilc incl us i ~n • 
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It can b~ seen that the stress distribution in the inclusion is approximately 
uniform over the contral ar~a but a sharp rise occurs in the principal 
strain differences ncar the boundary. It is not possible to deduce from the 
results "Thy the eeneral level of pdncipal strain Cifference is sir,nificnntly 
higher than theory predicts or why the experimental readinp,s are incolnpatibla 
at the centre point of the inclusion. On the e = 90° axis the sharp 
transi tion of principel strain difference at the interf<'!ce is not revealed by 
the coatins measurements. (It shouB be nGte(~ thnt in the orir;inal !,nper 
the calculated maximum shear strains at the ~oint are incorrectly ~ivcn direct 
equali ty. From func:euoontnl considerations I this cannot be thQ case. The 
appendix of the paper also wronr:ly states two cf the Muskhelishvili constcmts 
(x, xc) for this problem and rrives wr(")n,!,\, signs in the equetions for the hest 
stresses Te t Tre • The theoretical (~istributions of l'rincipal strllin r'ifforence 
in Figure 5.3 hav~ boen recalculate~ in the correct ~anncr.) 
On the major principal axis ( e = 0°) the r-rincipal strain Ciffcrences 
in the inclusion near the interf.:\ce are ;roON similar to thu rredicte-: values 
but in the host material the measurod values are si::(Tlificantly different to 
the calculated elastic distribution. On this I.'\xis the stress c.1.inturbC'.nce 
ext.3n,1s to at lenst four times the inclusion radius, on the min('lr :'lxis the 
disturbance would appear tc 13xtend to approximat'~ly half this v.::>.luc. 
From the point of view of this c'.iscussim the Stephen an,l Pirtz results 
are not entirely satisfactory, but it would appear that the concentration of 
principal stress difference in a rel<'.tively ric;id inclusion ):)onc:o<1 to tho 
host material without an a~hesive is si~ificantly hieher than the calculateu 
two-dimensional elastic valuo (approxim~tely ~o per cent hipper in this 
instance). As mi'ght be expected from previous considerations the maximum 
divergence between the theoretical and axperimentcl valUGs occurs near the 
interfaco; in this case the principal stress difference is hi~her than the 
central rc~ion of the inclusion. 
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5.3.2. l'.dhesive Bonded Inclusion: Soli[1 Photoelastic Stressmete::-
The distribution of principal stress (liffcrence in a solid inclusion 
adhesi ve bonded to the host material can be illustrated b~r the soli~. stress .. 
meter from specimen F3-3 alrea(l.y described in Section 4.6.2. 
FigUI'e 5.4 sh0'l18 principal stress <1ifferences (direct functions of 
fringe nrder)nlong the principal diameters as measured photoelastically ~)y 
Tardy compensation in c. diffused lip;ht crossed circular polariscope; a radially 
graduated graticule was introduced bctween the inclusion llnd analyser 
tc give reference pool ti~'ms and a telemicroscore wa:: incrn'P0ratcd in the 
analyser. 
Three values of applied tnlirodal comrrassive stress within th-J range 
0-900 p.s.i. were considcl'\-)d, the rusults :)ein[!: .:~i van in dimonsionless ferm 
in Figure 5.4. All Gxperimental dnta is r;iven in .!\rr,enCix Table 1\.5.3. No 
attempt "ms m,::.de to identify the inc:1 vlclu. .... l averar;e thrvur,h .. the-thickness 
stress components C1"r t, 110 t. As in the Stephen ruld Pirtz experiment these 
stress components aI") principal strusses fnr the diamoters considered. 
The stress distribution in the host mcteri~l around the inclusion ~as 
not determined experimentally; it "Tas c~nsi(~erer1 th"tt the theoretical maximum 
value of maximum shear strain (calculated to be approximately 330 ~€ at the 
points F = 5.0, e = 0°, 190°) l-1O.S teo small for satisfactory resclutic'n ":Jy 
readily aVlliliilile photoelnstic coating techniques. No conunent can thl-:n:tefore 
be made ubout the effects of the interfaco a.1hesive on the l(")cal stresses in 
the host matElrial. For reference purposes the stT.'t;;SS clistribution ;:;iven by 
the generalised plane stress solution for the tlIro cr;mponent syst(;JTl without 
an adhesive is shown in Figure 5.5. 
It can be saen from Fi~ure 5.4 that the nistribution of principal stress 
difference in the inclusion was aBain not constant alonr, the c~ameters as 
the plan", stress solution pre(1j,cts for a ~.,elced !.1oundary. Contrary to the 
Stephen and Pirtz experiment without an interfaca a·dhesive. the maximum value 
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of principal stress difference occ,~s at the centre ~oint of the inclusion 
and the function decr<3:lSes towards the inclusion-adhesive interface. In this 
instnnce tho minimum values occur at the interfac~ cn the major diamatar. i.e. 
parallel to tho direction of the ap!)lied stress r. Alone the minor diameter 
the curvature of the T.'rincipal stress difference line is less pronounced. 
At the c8ntr~. the princi~al stress difference is 28 per cent in excess 
of the calcul~tod plane stress solution. 
For purposes of comparison tho "exact fit" salltion to this problem h2.s 
teen included in Figure 5.4. This calculD.tion is mora readily accomplishod 
by direct substitution in the Muskhelishvili solution(3~) rather than by the 
Hiramatsu method. It is worth notin,r; thi1t if .:m exact fit 5i tuation was 
fensi!Jle in :!ractice for this s~rstem. rartinr; 'I'ould occur dU!'ing uniaxi:-1.1 
loading on the minor di(tl'OOter at tho interfncG. l' vr.lid stress culculation 
therefore has to include a symmotric rndl.al prestress to maintain continuity 
at the interface. If the localised rae.b.l -::rc:.cti("'ns are just suffident to 
maintain con tinui ty the O'r', cr '3' stresses tako za!'c values at the pcints 
( r 0 0 ~ = 5.0. e = 90 • 270 ) and h(;nce. as in this exam1"le. the curve of rrincl!'> ..... l 
;J 
stress difference passes throur,h zero at th'Jse pos! tions. (The curv() also 
passes thrcue-,h zero for the corresponclin~; points nn the maj or nxis ~ut in this 
= 0'0' .~ 0.) 
The frinee ~attern produced. in the inclusion by these conai tions would 
appeur ns a serios of concentric rinf;s decreasing in fI'in~e order ,1W,",Y fr'om the 
centre point, but in reality the ,;'lI'ovision of arrrorri~.te radial interf:=tce 
tractions would present some difficulty. 
5.3.3. Adhesive Bondee Inclusion: l\nnul~r Photoelastic St:r(~ssmeter 
The annular stressmeter of specimen Fl-3 (see Section 3.6.1.) has 
been considered in the same manner ;$ the soli,~ inclusion deflcribed ab(we. 
Fisure 5.6 shows the stu.ndarclisecl experimental ciistri!Jutions of principal stress 
difference alonr, the principal axes of th.:::~ inclusicn £"r unimdnl cC'rnp'!"essi('n 
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loa dine in the direction e = 00 • (Experimental reacin~s are givon in 
Appendix 5. Tci:) le A. 5.4.) • The overall fringe pattern product::ld in this 
stressmet~r is illustrc-.ted in Figllre 5.7. the <;enoral similarity with the 
theoretical full field. isochromatic distrH'ution can :)0 confirmed by con~arison 
with Fieure 4.25. 
Alon.:; the maj or axis the principal stress c.ifference a,r:ain decreases 
towards the glass-adhesive interface; at the lJoundury tho value is apprcximately 
one-third of the generalised plane stress soluticn. Moving in towards the 
inner free bcundary the experimental values differ from the theoretical 
distribution particularly in the ragion of f = 1.50 but it is possil1 1e that thG 
.., 
discrepancy is exagBerated by the inherent exp .. ~::,imental errors (of the non-
collimated polC'.riscope. 
At the inner ~oundery it is apparent that the tani!ential stress component 
is of the Silme c:r.dcr as that :rrQr.icta{~ by t.~e wel(lod :!:loundary theory ))ut it 
shoulc De reme1'l!l;er~h~ that localised rcsi.-:!ual stress an(l a rler,rec of cversizo 
in the axial hole is involved in this re~icn (SGC Section 3.G.S.). AlloHiI\~ 
for the oversize fnctcr (tho resilu~l stress cO~1'Icnent is inr:!.epcnl~ont (If , .. , 
O'A - a 
aJ;)pliGc1 loads) the theoretical value of (J r: I" ) becGmcs -1.83 c~mr·""red 
with the experimental values of -1.25. This cifference is incroase(: still 
further by the realisaticn that the taneential residual stress at this ~oint 
has the same sign as tha CIa' stress due to load (compression loadinr; sives 
I' C 0) tensile values of CIa' at 1 = 1.0, e = 0 • 180 • 
-) 
On the minor rods the experimental princi:[lnl stress (~ifference also 
decreases towards the outer boundary (limi tinr, value aI'proximately 40 per C€lnt 
of the plane stress sclution). At the innr.n" ~)ounclary the't'e is a larlJe difference 
be~.,.een theory and experiment; allcwinr:; for the oversiz8 f~ctcr. the theot'8ticlll 
a' a' 
value of ( e - r) becomes + 4.95 in co~arison with the experimental values 
r 
of approximately + 2.60. In this case the residual stress anG loading stress 
a t a' 
have opposite sense and low values of (6 I" )will thus be recnrded in p 
practice. 
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It is important to note that away from the inner boundary there is a 
reGion where the exrerimental principal stress difference is similar to the 
theoretical solution. At the points corresponc1inr. to Dhir's "collar edr,e" 
(defined by f = 1.40, G = gOa, 270°) the experimental and theoretical lines 
agree to wi thin 7 per cent. Comment has alre.:trly been made about the 
stressmeter response as measurec at this point (soe Section 3.6.4.). The 
effects of residual stress and inner bouncle.ry oversize diminish rapic!ly, 
bef~rc this point is reacbed. 
An "exact fit" solution has also been prer,ared for this annular stress-
meter by appropriate modificr-,tion of the Hiramatsu equations (5.4)-(5.9). 
The new ccfinitions of the constants A , B , •••• D2 ' in this case are ~ivan c c 
in Appendix It, for ref·3rcnce. It mil)T ~e noted that pr-.rting coos not nccur on 
the minor axis at the interface with the annular inclusion. This is consistent 
with a decrease in inclusion rigil:ity ;:roducc(: by the axial hnle, n feature 
",hiah is also reflected in the theo!'E!ticnl distribution of host material 
stresses on the principal axes. 7hc stren~C3 in the surrcunding material 
for beth the <"nnulm'" and solid inclusitlns (l.re rrosento.2 fe·r comr'arison in 
Fiq;ure 5.8. 
If required the full fielG. fringe pattern for the "exact fit" conditiC'n 
could be computed by substituting the ccnstants of Appen.:ix 4, into the 
programme of Appenclix 3. In the absonce of out-of-~lane l~straints, Ficrure 
5.6 shows that the "exact fit" fringe pattern in unimdal loadinp; \-lOuld display 
three isotropic pointG (defined by (al '-a2 ') = 0) on each somi-~~jor nxis nn~ 
one isotropic point on each semi-minor nxis D(:1f.lr thE: out,;:r btlundC".~J. 
5.4. Interim Conclusions 
It has been shown that the generally consic'l.ered two-dimensional welded 
bounu1'U'Y condition (~oes not allow a satisfactory calculation of the actual 
stress distributicn in the simple inclusion-host material systerrs of this 
study. 
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For both th~ sr·lid and annular adhesive bone-led inclusions considered. 
it is clear that the ~Irincipal str-ess differences in planes rerpendicular 
to the axis of the inclusion c:ecrease from the centre towards the boundary. 
In both cases the principal stress clifference distribution in the 1Jcundary 
!'e3i on appears to represent a situation l>atween the idoalised welded. and 
exact-fit condition. 
In the SC"llid inclusion the maximum value t ",hlch is sisnificantly e;renter 
than exrected. CCCllI'S at the centre point. This is contrary to rublishec. 
results for a ~)onded inclusion without an adhesive althr'ugh the centre point 
principal stress difference was then still hi~her tr.an the c3lculated value. 
On both axes of the annular inclusion the tan,o:ential str~ss concentration 
at the inner ~ounGnry is cClnsiderably lower than expected. a feature which 
will be bcm~ficiru. to the strength of the d(~vice in uniaxial loadin~. 
Along r-art of the minor axis t'lO experimental c.istrihution of principal 
str~ss ,1.fferunce approaches the thecr"3tical solution ann it is convenient 
that th.; "Collar et'!.c:,e" measurement ~oint fer ?)iaxial leading is locate~'. in 
this region. For these state test conditions it appears thQt the "collar 
edge" could be uset:1 satisfactorily for measurements in uniaxial lGac1in~ if 
comparisons with systematically calculated sensiti vi ty factors we requirec1 .• 
In principle this measurement !",oint shoulcl !Je re,P'Clr tlwd with caution because 
of the severe fringe order r,r1?diants in this r(;l,";ion. ~ut in practice the 
errol'S of measurement are unlikely to he comr,arable ",lith the existinp; sensitivity 
discreT.lancies at the "450 point" which cri,r;in[!lly prompted this ,:iscussion. 
The increasr3c1. vnlues of rrincipal strGSS c.iffaroncll at the "Ll·5° point" in 
the annular stressmeter reflectod in thd uni3xial sansitivity ncta contrast 
wi th the measured values nt the inner lloundury. Ther", neeu to no inconsistency 
in the fact that the principal stress diffel"ence is increased in one reeior. and 
decreaseu in enother, ruld in the present state of unc1erstanc'.inl! it seems 
reasonnbla to assume that the adhesive layer influences the point-to-point 
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stress distribution in the glass annulus. Since a finite thickness of 
ndhesive is inevi tuble for practical applications of the technique it is 
suggested that further attention be given to the ~ffect of the adhosive 
on the inclusion stresses t nO.7-inning ~d th the obvious rarameters of the 
layer thickness and physical properties. 
Although in practice the inclusion st~sses are three-dimensional. a 
two-dinxmsion~l o.pproach may givo a satisfactory approximate explanation of the 
observations t particularly in view of integra.tion effects thrcu[ih the thickness 
which a.re inherent in the photoelastic IOOllSurements. Experimentally t the 
inclusion stresses will need to De invasti[oted in ectail and there a~~ several 
improvemonts consistent with the estaulished photoGlastic n~tho~~ which shoulc 
be made to the simple cbservational techniques applicc: in this instance. 
However, :Jefore proceding with further exrerimentnl tests the proscmt 
results should be compLTcd with a mc:ili.fie:l two-(~.imcnsional Hiram,'ltsu solution, 
which incluo.os a stress ftmction for the 11(:ll1esiw lC'.yer with an initial 
assu.tI(ltion of welded boundary conditions in tho three ccmponent system. 
If e satisfactory approximation is nchiev~d fel:' the ir..clusion stresses in 
the I'C:lrricn of the measurement points it will then ~)e possible to e,eri"o 1.l 
general solution to which any given practical application may ~)e referre~. 
Implicit in this apprnach will :)0 an assumption of a linear elastic 
adhesive layer. This assumption is ~lXJ)&)ly not· unrea!':()na..)le in short-term 
observations vTith stiff adhesives, for earlier compression tests carried out 
by the writer indic<lte th<"..t there are several fillod ercxy resin formUlations 
which behnve in an' almost linear elastic manner over a stress rcmge which 
shOUld be ad~quate for the maximum adhesive stresses r,eneratec in a stressmeter 
C'.pplication. (Since those tests have so far beon of a preliminary und compnrative 
natura, they will not ~e CJ.scussed in J.etail here. They have heen concerned with 
uniaxial compression stresses in the ranee 0-2,000 p.s.i. with lo~dinf. rates 
of the order of 100 p.s.i./min. Th(;;l clastic constants appropriate to these 
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conditions fo~ a variety of filled resins proposed for use with photoelastic 
stressmeters occur in the. ranges E = 0.8 - 1.5 x 11)6 1'.s.i. and 
~ = 0.28 - 0.33.) 
However. it has already been ~oint(l(~ out in Chapter 3 that the epoxy 
adhesives can show significant inelastic ~ehaviour under sustained. compressive 
stresses and this should 1>e rcmemberec1 when a theol."'etical analysis is attempted 
which includes u finite thickness of ac1hesi vo. It should be mentione(: here 
that the cesir&,ility of a thin. layer of stiff adhesive has beun ap~reciated 
and applied in noarly all of the la!Joratory and fiold investigations so far 
considurec in tht:l development of the !,hotoelastic stressmeter. 
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CHAPTER 6 
A Photoelastic Stressmeter J\?plication in a 
Buttress Dam 
The present account of some of the characteristics of photoelastic 
stressmeters will be concluded by a description of a practical application in 
a buttress dam. In this instance the stressmeters formed part of a wider 
instrumentation programme under the direct control of the consulting engineers 
who designed the dam. In so far as the exercise allmls, the following 
discussion attempts to assess the performance of the stressmeters ~nd to make 
recommendations for the benefit of any future applicntions of a similar nature. 
Before discussing the interpretation of the str·3ssmeti'::r results, the 
circumstances of the problem will be outlined. 
6.1. The Dam Buttress 
The stressmeters were installed in one buttress of the Cl~rto:cdcg Dam, 
Mid-Wales, completed in 1967 to impound a river regulating reservoir. The 
dt1r.l is 237 ft. hie,h and at the time of its completion l'las the tnllest dnm in 
the Unitud Kingdom. The comrleted dam is shown in Figure 6.1. 
The structure consists of eleven round hoad buttresses; in e~ch case the 
o profile is based on a 60 eqc11~teral triangle. The three central ~uttr~sses 
are of equal height and one of these was used for the principal instrumentntion 
investigation. Since the dam is designed to spillover the full length of 
crest between the buttress sections the u~~strcam spnces between the webs 
are covered by stepped p~cast concrete spillway beams. The dam terminates at 
each flank in n short gravity section. 
The dcwnstream face is convex to make the best use of existing ~eoloeical 
foatures; these also provide a foundation "rhich cannot !)e considerec to be 
either uniform or homogeneous(7S) • 
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6.2. Calculated Buttress Stresses 
The design of the buttress included a conventional elastic stl'eSS 
analysis in the full G<1.Jn condition with a linear distribution of normal streeses 
on horizontal planes. A summary of the principal stress condi tiens along two 
particular planes is shown in Figure 6.3. 
To confirm the cesign stresses a finite element anC".lysis "Tas carried out 
b P .r:: Z' k" f h U' • f W 1 (76) Thi l' Y rOJ.essor ~en ~ow1.cz ate n~ vers~ ty 0 2.. es 4 s ~a YS1.S wns 
able to take into account a variety of elastic properties of the ~uttress ane 
foundation as well as stress conditions which might occur with the pres~nce 
of pore pressure in the loade,l buttress. In certdn conditions the analysis 
predicted tensile stresses in the buttress heel and separate c<1.lculations 
considered the stress distribution which would result from postulntec cracks 
in the h~el and f0t1tldat:i.on. (The possitlili ty of un(~esirc.ble tensile stresses 
provided one of the roas0ns for the lr,ter disposition of the internal str~in 
gauges - soo below). The results cf one c~lculation with the full water loa~. 
PON pressure nne I';ravit~r stresses. are illustrC".tec1 in Figure G.4. The finite 
element analysis alsc deri vue. strGSS compon(·mts for the empty rosol'voir 
condi tion. 
The maximum stresses in the buttress occur in the downstrelU!l tC"e ~n('. 
both methods of calculation rrodict compressive principal stresses of the 
order of 450 p.s. i. in this locality. It \'1111 be realiser} that neither 
method takes into account the incremental construction scileeule or the occurrence 
of thermnl and shrinka!!.e stresses during construction. Any knm'1lec1~e \")f such 
stress components will de~en(: entirely cn pr,~ctical observations. !n addition. 
thermal stresses ,.,ill necessr-.rily eKist during the life of the completed 
buttress nnd these cannot he calculnte<! without tln Clccurate knO\orled!!e of the 
appropriate thermal parameters. Any redistribution of stress ~roduced by 
creep alsu remains unconsidered. 
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6.3. Instrumentation' 
Hi thin the instrumentation rrogramme only t'AO techniques are cirectly 
concerned with stresses in tr~buttress, namely vibrating wire (senic) strain 
gallr:es and the photoelastic stressmeters. The chosen sonic gause positions are 
unfortunately n~t comparable with the stressmeter positions. 
G.3.1. The Sonic Strain Gauges 
The Davall sonic gau~es <'.re arrangod in fc,ur-eauge 45° rosettes in the 
plane of the buttress; only one rosette is situated in the (k.\<Tnstream toe, 
the remainder being rositione1' at the upstream face so ns to inclu~e re~cin~s 
of the possi~le tensile stresses. 
To eliminate the deforIIlci.tions causet'1. bjr non-stress c1eren(~ont rhenC'mcna 
isolated sonic gaurres nre embedded. in the concrete near each rosetto (see 
Figure C.2). The isolated sonic p;auge readinrrs thus provide bases for the 
rosette gauges. The creep incr8ments in the rasultinM' measured strai.ns havo been 
. 1 ... f . ,. . d II f II h' (75). (1) systemat~cal y alloHer~ or us~n?; 11 mOCl.f1.6 rate (" creer' mElt 1)(, 
the creep characteristics cf the buUress concrete ~eine cataI'IDined in an 
. d de l' . t' ,(77) l.n epen nt Cl.!.Joratory .lnves J..rr,atl.cn • 
The main features of the strcssmeter installation are doscribed t&low. 
The instrumentation pro["ramma als':) incluced measurements of buttress 
displacements, c~ncrete temperatures, secpar,c and uplift pressures ~e10w the 
dam. 
6.3.2. The Photoelastic Stressmeters 
The stresslOOter rosi tions aN indicated in Fir;ure C.5. They were 
installed in two stages at e~ch position, the first durine constructicn, 
the second immediately before impounding. The optic axes of the stressmeters 
are perpenm.cular to the buttress plane except at positions 204, 212. To 
allow clear access tha the stressmeters at pod don 204 are installed ~ri th 
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th .• 0 e~r opt~c axes at 60 to the buttress plane. The stressmeters at positinn 
212 have their axes perpsnGicular to the western face of the buttress head. 
The first stage instruments, which include~ nine annular and two solid 
stressmeters, were ~)onded with a thin layer of 0:i,l0K1j a~.hesi ve into gradec. 
8 in. cubes, (maximum a~Zregate sixe a in.) which were subsequently included 
in the appropriate ~uttress lift. The temporary supports shown in Figure 6.5 
were removed before the mix solidified, leaving the thin walled steel tubes 
to provide visual access from catwalks on the western face of the huttress. 
The principal d.etails of the conQl'\,.te used aremd thG stressmcters are ?,iven 
in Table 6.1. 
At anyone time, the readings of the first stal?e stressmeters clearly 
represent a l-.esultant concli tion from several (lifferent seUI'cee of stress. 
The second stage instruments ''lere therefore used as .:m attempt to simrlify 
the interpretation of the observe.l stress chanr;es :lurinr; the important 
period of imp()tmdine. These nine stressmeters were applied to empty cmes 
purposefully incluee2. in the buttress construction alongsic'..e the proccr:l.ng 
first stage strcssmeters. Ths I'rocedure involved a moclifioc. version of the 
simple setting tool previously clescribetl e1scwhere(17). 
The specification given in Fi~ur6 6.9 applies to the annular strcssmaters 
of both stages. The diameter was chosen for claar visibility ~f the photo-
elastic pattern, the lenr,th hein~ consistcnt~,'ith Cl required optical response 
of approximately 0-4 frinp.:es over the estimntcd stress rango of 0.900 p.s.i. 
(The maximum calculateri strosses WON ar!:li trc.rily mU1tipllec. by a factor af 
tHO to al1CM for tho unknOl-rrl stress conditions procuccd during construction.> 
The circular polarisine fi1tor fer each annular stressmeto~ was 
incorpornted with the plass element, illumination being ~rovided by a probe 
lip,ht source inserted by the observcr for each readinEi. The white light 
fringe orders were measured by Tnrdy compensation from a hanc1-helr2 a"'lslyser at 
. I' 0 0 points defined by (b = 1.40, e = 90 , 270 ). on the strossmeter pattern. 
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The principal stress ratios were estimated ".:Jy the pattern rrofile technique 
previously described. The ~ajcr stress directions were also visually 
estimated with reference to the upward vertical, the clockwise cil~ction in 
the western elevation being eivcn a pcsitive sign. 
The probe lidht source could not be used with the two solid stressmeters 
and in each case adc.u tional access was provided fr~m the east13rn side of 
the buttress for a lantorn containinr; the circular !,olariser. Schematic 
details for both forms of stressmeter are given in Figure 6.7. 
C.4. Stressmeter Inter'pretation 
Before Ciscussinp; the stt'€ssmoter readin~s it is worthwile to consider 
the various cnuses of strcssmeter res::,onse liithin the buttress ane: this 
consideration must necessarily include the possiDili ty of srurious readings 
associated with mismatched shrinka.':"e and thermal characteristics. The 
spurious eff~cts will ~e consiJere~ first. 
6.4.1. Shrinknge Effects 
The response of the nnnular strcssmetor topt:'i:-r..:>.ry shrinkaf)'J has nlready 
been included in Section 3.5, but it will be ;).pparent from thf'.t discussion 
that the Observed behaviour is not yet fully understood and for the time 
being, each practical application must J)e considered lo/'i th r'l3ference to its 
own particular circumstances. 
In this instance the shrinkage l)~haviour of the buttress concrete is 
indicated by the isolated sonic gauGes. Figure 6.1G shows the results from 
four such gau~es over a three year perioe. Frc)m this data it is conclude(~ 
that, after the first few ~1eoks of installation, a small degree of swelling 
occurred in the buttress consistent with a larn:e muss of concrete in which 
li ttle or no drying takes place. This feature is clGc!uced from the small 
upward trend of the gauge raadings, the cyclic ~ehaviour ~eine a function 
of the mismatched thermal properties of the r;<l.u)?,cs and surrounding concrete 
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(see ~elow). The small magnitu('.es and the sic;ns of the obser',ed strain 
changes will be note(1 from Figure f).lo. 
None of the isolatc~ gauses installed at nine sep~rate locations, 
reveal any significant shrinkage I3ffects and it is thercfcro further 
concluded that the stressmetcr' reaCings do not contain any increments 
causee. by primary shrink"l.ga. It is no't knewn if the readings involve secondary 
(clifferential) shrinknge increments !mt it seems likely that these woule. 
be sID:!ll becausl3 the outer faces of the buttress have generclly heen exposed 
to a hiE".,h am!Jiont hUlniUity ~)oth durin::r and .'lfter construction. (Humi.:.1ity 
measurements .in the spaces ])e~.reen com)!leted !mttr(;sses havl:l in(~icC\ter". 
relative humidities in excess of 90 pCI' cent.) 
C.4.2. Thermal Effects 
The mismatched thermal ?roperties of the stressmeter and concrete were 
consideree by refert.;nce to the simple analysis c.escri2Jed in Section 3.3. In 
the completed huttress it was consL:erol~ th1'\t temperature chMp:es wClulcl f .... ,llow 
C1 e;raclual seMenal variation of the order C'f :t 90F (:t 5°C). Also assumod 
were en effective modulus of E = 3 x lO~ p.s.i., Poisson's Ratio ~=C.20. 
. -G/o ( ~6/° ) anc.l a coefficient of linear expansJ.on a = 6 x 10 F lO.9 x lu C. 
Applyinr, these valuas to the calculation of Section 3.3 giv~s a 
possible spurious thermal frinee erder ~Nt = .:t 0.05 fro cccurrinp, Juring an 
annual cycle. This 5.ncrement is of the same ore.er of maP.Jlitu(:;.; as the smallest 
frin[':e ot'c.:er change which can he confidently mOClSurod ~y tha normnl technique 
and a systematic investigation of the thermal rr.ismatch :-'l'oblem l"ClS not 
therefore includ~d in the ~uttress instrument~tion. 
Subsequently, the inde[lendent laboratory investigntion of the buttress 
concrete revealed arithmetical terms E = 5.0 x 106 p.s.i. (see below), 
~ = 0.18 and a = G.4 x lO-G 1°F (ll.5 x 10-6/°C). The orir~innl estimates of 
season~l temperature variation were vorified Jy moasurements in the dam 
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(see Figures G.lE,. 6.17). A new calculation not·! shows a maximum !"ossible 
spurious frinr;e order incrcment of l1Nt = :!: 0.10 fro Although the effect has thus 
become more significant it will be appreciated that the calculation depends on 
an elastic analysis anJ it is not known if this a!'lproach adequately explains 
the practical situatian. 
There is net sufficient evicence from the rcmainder of the instrumentati~n 
pro[7'amme to justify mor>e dctaile<l comment and in this instance the problem 
must remain open to question. Nevertheloss, it seems reasonwle to 
conclude that the proble~ will not be sufficient to significantly effect 
the Dresent Giscussion of stressmeter rea~ings. P~liminary experimentAl 
results (51) appear to show that the clastic method of calculation over-
emphasises the effects of mismstchec thermal ~ror-erties. 
(In the precedin~ comments on shrinkar:e effects referen'ce was m!lde to the 
cyclic ~)ehaviour of the isolated sonic r:au~e' results ~ In this instance the 
behaviour illustrated a dllgree of "over-comr>ensation" ln1he sonic ~auges. 
Le. the effective coefficient of ex:,:,)ansicn of ench f!'au~e is I';rl;)ater than 
the concrete value and when the environment temperature rises a state of 
compression is induced ~n the ~au~e. The eff~ct is reveY.'sibl~. From the 
indepcnoont laboratory concrete ll.ata aIle.: the comments of Section 3.3, it 
is apparent that the photoelastic stre3smeter should be very sli!3htl~r 
"un<ler-compensnted" in this application.) 
6.4.3. Buttress Stresses 
The preceUin,fS comments refer to increments of the stressmeter 
readings which might ~je wronely translated in terms of :mttrcss stresses. 
It is now necessary to consider the real stresses in the ~)uttress; their 
principal causes have already been briefly referred to in Section G.2. 
To nasess the stressmeter performance it is cle~ly nec6ssary to 
identify those components of the readings which are associated with the 
calculated conditions and when gravity stresses are involved there exists a 
fundamental difficulty. 
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Immediately hefore impounclin~ the first star;e stressmeter readings 
inclUde gravity effects but at thnt time the response hc.s already baan 
complicated by additionill stresses occurring durin~ construction which 
cannot be allowed for by calculaticm. These adJi tional stresses are 
pl'oeuce~~ for instance by complex thermal and shrinkage effects as new lifts 
of concrete are ac1(:e ... 1 to the partially complete1 buttreGs, ane. together 
~d th the gravity stresses, thoy eventually form a systen of resic.ual stresses 
in the final structure. (The sienificant st!'t-3ssmeter rec.(lin?s observed 
before the beginning of impotmding will be seen later in Figure G .9-6 .15). 
Experimentally, it is not possi:,le to isolate the gravity stresses from this 
:residual stress con(~i tion before impounding an~l consequently the gravity 
stresses cannot bG included in the later comI'Jariscli between stressmeter 
readings c1.nd calculated stresses in the full dam con eli tion. 
It might also 10 argued that similar cornrlice.tions are procuced by 
thermal stresS8S and creep durinr; the irnrouncin,~ Deriod, hut by rnakinr.: 'tlil0 
addi tional assumptions, it is .!:'ossi~)le to ,l,eri vc increments fror.: the 
stressmeter reac:ings which can ~e attriJ)Utc(~ solely to the totnl water loa,",. 
rna calculation of correspondinr 1uttr~ss stresses presents no fundamental 
difficulty. The two assumptions are: 
(a) Croep anJ stress retlistribution (10 not signific ilI1tly 
effect the buttress stresses Gurine the im~cundin~ period. 
(b) Thermal stresses in the completed :"uttress nrc repeated 
in a rC8ular annual cjTclt:l. 
~lthoueh th~re is very little evidence to sup~ort it, other than the 
1 . , " -'1' h f' t t" re at~vely small stress levels pre(1~ctcc .)Y ,-esJ.gIl, t e ~!"s assurnp ~on lS 
provably not unreasona'11e. (It will alsr; ~)e implicit in any comparison which 
involves the original design or finite element calculations.) The second 
assumption is justified by practical~~sorvation (see Figure 6.17 and reference 
(75» and it im?lies that differences between annual stressmeter readings are 
independent of thermal stress conditions. 
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In this instance it is convenient that impounding took place in just 
less than thirteen months. The total water loa1 increments at a given 
posi tion can theref;,I'e be obtained by subtracting the readings taken 
immediately before impounclin~ from the first reading in the full dam 
condi tion. The resulting values for all stressmeters alant:, one horizontal 
plane in the buttress iU"e thon to be comnared \-li th a caloulated full dam 
stress distribution rroTl' which the era'li ty stress components have been 
removed. 
To minimise the arithmetical computation involve~ with the relatively 
ccmplicnted geometry of the ~uttress. the linear analysis has not proceded 
beyond the vertical normal stress components along the lower instrument leval 
(745'O.D.). This form of presentation also has the advanta?,e of not 
requirine further incependent assumptions for the distr:u"ution of shear stress 
along thebuttross cress-section which w('lul~l be necessary ~lefore a system of 
principal stresses could be derived. 
The distribution preclicted by the finite eler.1cnt calculation hac.! been 
found by subtracting the vertical stresses (lue t(' (,(l'(1vi ty only from the 
vertical stresses cue to r.;ravi ty an<l tctlll water le,nd. Linear interpolation 
has been necessary to del'i va stresses applica},lc to the cross-secti0n of 
intarest. FDr the sake of brevity, arithmetical t-lorkinr: has not been 
included in this accolIDt; appropriate values can be foUtle. in the indepanc.ent 
report(76). 
The corresponding vertical stress components in the stress meter rca~in~s 
have been obtained by applyinr; the Mohr Stress eirclf; construction to tho; 
readin.~ relative to a catum at the beginnin.s of impoundinp.;. 
The comparison of water load stresses outlined above represents the 
nec.rest approach t.rhich can be made to a func:amental assessment of stressrneter 
performance. The comparison must therefore be considewd as the r>rimary 
feature of the results and although some other aspects of the stressrneter 
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readings are included in what follows, these must remain secondary to the 
discussion of water load stresses. 
6.4.4. Stressmeter Sensitivity 
A note of explanation should be given for the sensitivity factor 
necassary to convert the stressmeter readings into !.>uttress stresses. The 
factor has been derived from Dhir 1s(23) ea~lier experimental data, taking 
into account the material frinr,e value for the Clywe~og strossmeter e1ass 
(see Figure 2.9), and the instantaneous elastic moduHi o!)served in the 
independent l~oratory tests on the buttress concrete (see Figure 6.18). 
It will be soen from the results that the stressmeter patterns indicate.l 
~Jiaxial stress conditions throughout the m(;1C'.surernent period. The n.pprcpriate 
sonsitivity factors for v['.rious comrressive principal str<3SS combinations 
have alreac.y been sUlllllariscr..: in Fi,srur'G 2.7, but in the pt'esent circumstances 
it seems re as onab 10 to apply a mean value for the vnri~le bimdal con<li tions 
of the huttress. The nrithmetio.:1.1 terms require .. : for the sensitivity 
factors of Figure 2.7 are f~ = 1220 n.s.i./fr./in. and l~ = 3.0 in. The 
... J'" ... 
mean sensitivit~r factor then becomes Sn = 213 p.s.L/fr., values for all 
principal stress ratios lying with :t 5 per cant of this fi.".ur~. 
The limited data of Figure G.l!) shows that the instantaneous elastic 
• 6 • 
modulus cf the concrete 1ncreased with time to a vnlue of E = 5.0 x 10 ;.s.~. 
thus exceeJing the original estimate ma(~e before the huttr~ss was constructed, 
and also the low modulus conCi tions implied in Fi~ure 2.7. Tho mean 
sensi ti vi ty factor shoul(~ therefore ~)e modified to aCC(";l1.ll'lt for the incrc;ase 
in concrete modulus. 
va th existing information the corl'ection can only be deduced 'JY 
assuming proportionality between the biaxial and uniaxial respense of the 
stressrooter for a given modulus con,li tion. The variation of uniaxial 
response with host modulus is indicated in Figure 2. G; the difference 
in sensitivity be~~een conctitions E = 3.0 x lOG p.s.i. 6 E = 5.0 x 10 p.s.i. 
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is seen to be small one after cor~ction for the higher modulus the mean 
sensitivity factor becomes Sn = 230 !".s.5../fr. Although it has not been 
possible to verify this fi8Ul~e in the buttress results,it has boen nppliec 
to all annular s tressrneter I'Cadings in tha fcllowin? iliscussion. 
After the comMents of SectionS. 3.3. concerning the fringe or(~er 
uistribution around the point (~ = 1.40, e = 900 , 270°) it mi~pt ~e 
argued that in this instance tho strcssmeter sensitivity feet or coulc1 !:ie 
calculatorl from the Hiram:l.tsu ~eneralised !1lane stress solution. Such a 
calculation in(licates a higher mean sensitivity fi~urc, :)ut at the present 
time its validity would depend on one laboratory test nnd it is more 
reasonable to rely on the v~lue which has ~oen derivod from a wider 
experimental back~rounll. Nevertheless, the possibility should be 
acknowleJ!?:ec. that the sensitivity of the buttress stressmetem coul::l. be 
exaggerated by the indl3penl.~ently dtlduced sensi tivi ty factor and this point 
woulJ clearly merit further attention in future investigations. 
6.5. Stressmeter Results 
Stressmeter reac..ings until Sprinrr" 1909, are shown in Figures G.9-e.lS. 
All reac"dngs are tabulat.:lG in Appendix Ta)les A.G.l.-A.G.9. For each 
station the observed fringo order, indicatec mnjor stress directi~n nnJ 
indicateti principal stress ratio are plotted a~cinst time. The devel0!1ment 
of buttress construction and '-later levels are shown in each Figure fer. 
purposes of comparison. The principal stressmeter constants are given in 
fiGure 6.9. 
It should be noted that since Novem.1)er. 1967, station 213 has been 
inaccessi!:ile on all but one occasion. Heters 210/21, 212/21, and 214/21 
have ceased to operate after a peri or'. 0f satisfactory use },GCaUse of 
failure of the polarising filters. Hotel'S 302/22 and 204/22 w.ere damaged 
durinp. t~c second stap,e installation procedure. 
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C.S.l. Readings curing Construction 
In general the first stage instruments gave readings approximately two 
months after installation and from the beginning, biaxial stross conni tiC'lns 
were indicated by the clearly defined sY"'letrical frinp;e patterns. In all 
cases both principal stresses were compressive and the magnitude of the 
minor principal stress was approximately three-qQ~rters of the major princiral 
stress. There W::lS some fluctuation of indicated principal stress c'!irections; 
these subsequently diminished once the buttress was subjected to a stm)le 
external loacing condition. 
The highest stresses appeared in th~ buttress web at position 208 ane 214. 
When impounCing !)egan the inrllcated major stress level at position 214 was 
approxima~ely G50 p.s.i. in a nearly vertical directinn, but elsewhere 
stresses Jid not exceed 450 r.s.i. anu were frequently much lower, e.e. 
in the buttress heael (position 204), tho buttross toe (position 213) and the 
upper level positions 3\)2. 30L~. In this rcs['oct th", distribution of stress 
rnagni tudes thl'OUgh the 1..uttro:Js coes not appenr to be unr~)asona~le but the 
absence of comparative meaeurernents prevents a criti.cal assessment of the 
stressmeter roadin?;s durinr: the com!llex str'3SS condi ti ms of the ccnstruction 
period. 
6.5.2. Readinl)S durinPj ITl!Poundina 
In ~eneral the net changos in the stressmeter rcadinrs durinr, this 
~eriod were less si~1ificant than the changes produced in the preccdinf periou 
of construction. 
It has not !loan rossible to tracc the developlYk:lnt of water load stress 
increments in the stress!neter readinr;s taken thr~1j[';hout impoun~:in;;; 1:ecause 
of simultaneous thermal stress changcs but the nssumption c.iscussed in 
Section 5.4.3. enables the th~rmal stresses to he eliminated on the 
occasion of the first full dam condition.. Usine this :lSsumption, the 
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vertical normal stress inc~ments im~licit in the stressmeter readinr;s 
~roduced solely 1:>y the total water 10a<.1 are summarisec! in Table 6.2. With 
the exception of the two stressmetors at thG higher instrument level 
(795 'O.D.) the vertical stress increments in the last column of Table C.2. 
are include ':. in Fi[';urc 6.19. 
llsinp; conventionnl eler.:entary l.>cam theory, the linear variCl.tion of 
vertical stress along the buttress section is .-:;iven 1>y: 
CJv = + (6.1. ) 
The appropriate definitions mld arithmetical toms are summarisec. in 
Figures fi .20, G .2l, and the :result is incluGod (line AB) in Figure C .19. The 
maximum and minimum values of CJv occur at the 1~nlstream and upstraam faces 
respectively. 
The foregoing solution aSSUJi1CS an imI,orvious ·:arn founcation; wht.:ln the 
huttress is subjectec. to uplift forces the c("'rros;-,ondin~ stresses nra 
derived in a similar manner. For the purp.:;scs of this c("lmparison, it has 
been assumed that upllft I)l'€ssu:r.e V<1.rics linonrly froT!: the full hyC:rostntic 
heCld to zero over the Dutt:reSS head (see Fi r:ure C. 22) • TIli::; would nppe ar 
tv iJe the worst case and in rGality the measured pressU%'CS on site have 
revealed a smaller effect. Ar'propriate terms are indicatel~ in Figure G .22; 
the resulting v~rtical stress clistributi0n is sho~~ Ly line CD in Figure 0.19. 
Also inclu~e(l in Fipure G.19 ;'ire the corrcsponcing results from the 
fini te element calculation; two ca::;es nre consic1ore ,!, the first for :m 
impervious darT' and f')undation , tho 9'0Con,'. for a fji vt)n con eli tion cf buttress 
pore pressure (which includes an implicit definition of ur1ift). The main 
reason for the Jifference jet"..reen these :resul ts an~. the linear th.;:)ory is that 
tha finite element method tnkes into account the stre:ss (~.istribution in 
the foundation (cxcludinr in-situ residual stresses). 
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Before commentinr; on the comparisons Nvealec by Figure 6.19, a further 
point should ~)e raiscd. It is assumed in the calculated stress distributions 
that the water loac.:is applied to a completed :')uttress :!Jut in reality 
this was not the case. At the bcginnins of impounrUnt" tbe highest buttross 
level was OGO'O.D •• nearly 70 ft. below full heif,ht nne construction of 
the buttress cap was eventuully complcte~ approximately seven Months 
afterwards. The cap represents a siGnificant prcportion of the total 
buttress weii~ht and consequently it ;?rovides a siGIlificant incrcment of 
vertical stress at the lO\-10rf4.5'O.D. level of interest. This increment is 
necessarily include~ ift the stressmeter results. 
In practice the adrition~l stress Jistribution cnused by the cap is 
unknown nOr can a possible snluticn 1>e doduceJ from existinc finite 
element data. Al tcrnati '.roly. C'c likely ordl3r of maad. tu<le can he dec.uce(~ from 
the preceding method of linear analysis. To rJd\.\co th,3 J.rithmetical 
computation the buttress cap hus llcen simplifie(~ to a comhinntLm of 
prismatic!l.l forms. This sim:)lification i.'3 purpcseful~y exal1.~eratecl; 
appro!,ril1tc terms arc sllmmnrised in Fi~ure :3 .23. EVf.'.luating anothor equation 
of the form (G.1) eives Cl. mrut.imum dCWl1strenm vertical stress increment of 
50 p.s.i. with .:l minimum upstream value of 24 r.s.i. SupcrI'csinr: the line 
lefined by these b'TCl v::t1ues onto the preccdine (:istri1>utions. the lines EF. 
GH are o1>tni.ned in Figure C.l.'3. 
It can :)e seen that the distril>ution is still sir,nificnntlY different 
from the streSStletcr result <mel although improvements m(7ht ~e r.1.:1de to the 
precec:ing rep""'I3sentntion of the ~)uttress C<11". furthsr insrection shows that 
it is not possi;;le to deri YO e. lin..;:>.r ·:1istrEmtion of vertic.:'!l stress which 
r!,ives stress components sir:lilal" tc the strcssmeter results. 
It is possible that the comparison coulJ be improved by n separate finite 
element calculation which 1"U!'posefully consi~c!'S the construction of the 
cap durinG the impouncUne period. Until such a calculation is made. thf) 
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clivergence betwe:~n stressmett.'!r results and the calcul<'lteL~ strass (:'is~ihution 
must remain, and in the circumstances of this exercise it is not possible 
to say whether this is due to some feature of stressmcter technique 
or the the unrealistic nature of seme of the assuIDrtions which are im:lici t 
in the theoretical calculations. 
The preceding remarks t'0£er to the stress components produced solely by 
the total water loa':". In abSolute terms ?;t the end of impoundinl':. the 
comparisons between stressmeter readinr:s an ,1. calculated conditions are 
illustrC'.tGc; >y Table le.4 and Figure f) .24. It can J)C seon th.::t the indicatec! 
stress magnitu~es are suUstantially hieher than calCUlation rreclicts, althoup,h 
tlwreis an encouraf'ing agreement in stress r1.i!'9ctions. The indicntc,:l minor 
compressive principal stresses are still conspicuoQs. 
6.5.3. Re::'.(lin!~ ~fter Completion (",f I!!lPotmdin(~ 
Since the comrletion of im~Joun(lin~; the 1.lUttre.'3s has been s\ll')jected to 
an approximately constant vTnter 100.01. There are not yet sufficient stressmeter 
readings avcilable to comment on the si:r,t1ificance of ti10 chmr:;es ~.;hich have 
occurred durinG the full GelID conGi tion (see Fi:;ures r·, 0-:' .15) • 
G.5.4. Stressmeter 213/21 
The annular stressmoter 213/21 is situntec in the vicinity of the hip.pest 
buttress stresses produced by water Cll1~: gr~vi ty loa,lin:;. It is elso the 
nearest stressmeter to a sonic strain f,aur:e r-.'sette (no. 1\)2). The results 
from this stressmetcr curine the impoun\Unp rcrioc~ are therefcre of S0me int~rest. 
The rendings 1".re shown ()n Figure 6 .13 ~)ut for rurpcses cf comparison with 
calculated stresses, it is necessary to consider the reaJin~ with reference 
to a datum level nt the beginning of it1poundin'T,. The stress condition on 
22nc1 December. 19GG. hns therefore been subtr<..ct~d from the subsequent 
readines to give the relative principal stresses anJ directions shown in 
Figure G.25 (Also see Appentlix Tuble A,fi.lO). As before. this excluc.vs the 
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gravity stresses, but the relative princip~l stresses will incluue the 
effects of thermal stresses and thebuttress capping operation. As a 
result, the stresses given by the stressmeter readings do not necessarily 
increase in phase with the changes in ~-later level. 
Also included in Figure 6.25 are the corresponcing results given by 
the 102 rosette' strain gauges (see Appendix TclJle A.6.11). (The results 
have Leen obtained from t.'1e nata shown in FiL;"ure 6.17 in which the sonic 
gauge stresses have already been ccrrecte~ for creep but not Beometric 
compatibili ty. In conunon with the method use,; in the inJependent assessment 
of the strain Bauges, the error in compatibility, (O'Gl+O'G2 ) - (oG3+C1G4) has 
?)een distributed equally between the four stresses bof0re cerivinr: the 
principal stresses of Figure 6.25.) An alternative method of comparison 
is shown in Figure 6.26. In this case the rrinciL'lal stress conditions of 
Fip,ure 6.25 have been resolved into normal ~d shear stress components in 
vertical und horizontal planes (usinr. the notation /loV' 60'h' tI-rVh)' 
When observing the differences between the stre~smeter and strain eaup,e 
results, allowance should be made for the dissimilar instl"'ument r.ositions 
in the buttress. The p;eometry of the cross-section is different 
in the two cases ane. in the indeptml'.ent instrumentation report it has alse-
been concluded that the 102 rcs~tte rcncin~ have been influenced by the clifferent 
thermal properties of the concrete and foundation. (The strossmeter is installeC'. 
in the downstl~am ~ilaster (width 12 ft.) of the uuttross, whereas tho sonic 
gauge rosette: is si tuateJ in the lower stNsse.j rel1ion of the uuttress 
footing. The maximum width of the footins. which is intende rl to reduce the 
stresses in the foundation belN the buttress, is 30 ft.) 
'The significanco of the low reacin~ shown uy the stress meter in 
November, 1967, is net known and its occurl'~nce emphasises the importance 
of fr~quent instrument readings in the final'stages nf impounding. A reduction 
in compressive stress could !.>e predicted (luring winter months by considering 
the restraint provided by the main bo1y of the buttress to cooling of the 
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exposeu c.lrn-m.::tream face. The f;:xistence of a temperature gradient in this 
region is confir~d by the isolated sonic gauges 209/11. 211/11 (see 
Figura 6.26) but approximate calculations show that it is an unlikely 
explanation fer the stress docrease indicated in FicrUX'es 6.25. (-).2(" This 
deductii:m is supported by the reading in March. 1968, for the same 
reasoninJ would also predict a stress value significantly lower than that 
actually observed. 
Since the 213/21 stressmeter was inaccessL~lo on the occasien of the 
first full dam (January, 1968) the March, 1':J6n reaG.in~ is the ooly one 
available fer comparison l.rlth the total wnter loul.: conditi('m. From the 
measured concrete terr.~eratures it is reasenable to. tr~slate the March 
reading in terms of the first full dam condition althour;h, ilS ])ofore, this 
approach aEsumes that creep pl'o~luces a ne?;lirible rellistribution of stress 
during the two month interval. 
Considered in this manner, the relative maj or princiral stress from 
the stressmeter result is at least 30 per cent hip,;~~ than predicted 
Ly calcUlation. , a feature which is already apparent from Sectien 6.5.2. 
In (P, q,e B) notation, the stressmater result is ~370 r.s.i,~39 ~.s.i., 
+1500.). (It is interesting to note that, making due allowance for buttress 
g~ometry, the relative major principal stress indicat':H~ 1>y the sonic ea~e 
rosette is a.lso hiehcr than expected '.Jy roughly the same amount.) 
TI1C angle of the relative major stress is clearly sntisfllctory, Rn~ 
although equilibrium dictat~s n zero value of the minor princi~al stress 
at the downstream f3ce, it shoul~ be note~ that the instrument is situate~ 
approximately' 2 ft. from the free surface and a small miner principal stress 
might therefore be expected. The sir;nificanco of the results from this 
stressmeter could be imrreved ~y X'OP:aininf'; access for further wservations 
in the full dar.! conci tion' • 
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6.5.5. Stressmeters 208/21 anj 214/21 
The response of stressmet~rs 208/21 and 214/21 to the total water load 
has ulready been includel~ in Section 6.5.2. but thc5.Y.' results throurr,hout 
the impouncing period are of some int'3rest because of the assumed plene 
stress loalling condition in the buttress web. Meter 200/21 is situatec 
on the buttress centre line and although 214/21 is close to one of the free 
faces both instruments would be expecte( to show similar bel1aviour in the 
assumed absence of stress variations through the thickness of the web. 
(Although the two positions ciEfer by approximately 20 ft. along the 
buttress section the finite alement calculations rrecict ."'nly very small 
differences bet'V1een the stress conditions at ench foint.) It shoulcl also ~)e 
mentionod that the indapendent report(75) conclui~es th9.t n:; significc::.nt 
stress differentials occur thrcugh the tl1ickness of the completed web ns "-
result of thermal or shrinkar;e effects, although the measurements for this 
deduction were not made in t'1c vicinity cf the two . stressmeters. 
It is apparent from Figure 6.27 that in prnctice no consistent similarity 
exists between the response of the two s~~essmeters. (Datn is given in 
Appendix Tal)les A.6 .12, A.G .13) In this ~sentution the instrumont reaninp,s 
have been referred to a datum level o.t the beeinning of impoun(:ing c.nc. the 
o~served principal stress' conditions have been rosolved into ncrmal and 
shear stress eom~onents in vertical a~d horizontal planes. As before. it is 
not possil)le to say whether the ciffercnces ~o due to some feature ~f the 
strcssmeter technique or the uctual stress ccnflitions in the we~. 
~iO additional points might be raisad here. First, stressmeter 2l4/21 
is situated very close to a "flnt jack" pressure transmitter and it is not 
known how this affects the inst:,,"umcnt re :.dinr;s • (The flat jack consists of 
a thin flcxivle steel onvelope which is only rarely pressurisac for dvmonstration 
?urposes.) Secondly. the lower access gallery through the buttress web 
passes between the two instrument positions and it might ~)e postulated that 
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this aperture could be responsible for a dissimilar redistrD)ution of stress 
in the vicinity of each stressmeter. 
On further inspection, this explanation would appear to be unlikely; 
the finite element calculaticn purposefully consi(~(;)rec. the elastic stress 
concentrations around the gallery and the results predict~d negligible 
effects at the stressmeter positions. In acdition, there is evidence in the 
literature to question the occurrence of elastic stress concentrations arounn 
apertures in concrete(78),(79) and it is possible that even the finite 
element calculation does not realistically represent the effect of the rallery. 
6.5 .E.. The Second Stage Stressmeters 
ThE; results from the second stage stressrooters (shoHn by the coc.e numbers 
204/22, 206/22, etc.) ara included. in Figures i3.9-G.15. 
During impounding and the early part of the full (!am condition the 
indicated changes of major principal stress, principal stress ratio and stress 
direction generally differecl from the correspon Hng changes in the first 
stage instrument reac.ings. A proper" com;:nrison is the~fore difficult to 
visualise from the presentation of Figures 6.9-6.15, anel the indicate:.! 
principal stress conc~tions are best resolved into com~onents in vertical 
and horizontal cirections. 
1m example is given in Figure 6.28 which sho~'TS norme.l and shenr stress 
components in the plane of the buttress as implied by the two annular 
stressmeters at ~osition 206. (see Ap~3nJix Ta~les A.6.l4, A.6.l5). The 
stress oomponents have been Obtainec directly from the indicnted prinoi~nl 
stress conditions of Fieure 6 .1C. SimilFLl:' comparisons h.:!w Deen made at 
positions 200 and 304; the results show similar features to position 2;J6. 
From the first stage instrument (206/21) it can ))e seen that the 
significant changes in the vertical normal stross oomponent ocourred before 
impounding and the subsequent fluctuations were relatively small in 
magnitude. The horizontal normal stress and shear stress oomponents appear 
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in a similar manner althoup,h the later fluctuations are more significant 
in relation to the initial values when impounding began. 
From the second stage instrument r~acings the vertical nerreal stress 
component increased throughout impounning and at the full dnm condition this 
stress component had achieved a value corresponding to that indicated 1>y the 
first stage stressrneter. Subsequently, ~oth stressmcters indicated similar 
values of vertical normal stress. The horizontal normal stress components 
followed a similar pattern, although towar(\s the end of impoundinp;, and also 
in April, 1969. the second stage stressmcter indicated a hieher value than 
the first stap;e instrument. The significance of this feature, and the 
associated differences in shear st~ss components, is not understood but it 
seems likely that most of the differences could be explained by experimental 
e~ors in the stressmeter readin~s. particularly in the estimation of the 
principal stress ratio n. 
On this evidence the ~ehaviour of the second stare stress meters is 
inconsistent with the concept of an clastic inclusion applied to an 
isotropic elastic host material. This o~servation is not entirely unexpected 
since the Duttress c·oncrete cannot be describcc. in rurely elastic torms ever 
lone periods of tim~t the time dependent deformation characteristics being 
more relevant to linear viscoelastic ~ehaviour. 
The problem of a rigid inclusion in these circumstances has se far 
receiveJ little attention. HUlt(OO) has briefly discusser} one aspect of 
the proDlem which involves the state of stress in a ri~id inclusion ~aur.e 
a}"lplied to a linear viscoelastic material already subj ected to a constant 
r1 • (ill), 'J)..:I' •• 1 f th external leaJ. Berry an _ FaJ.rhurst uescrl.. ell t11() prl.ncl.p es 0 e 
same problem with particular reference to a solL: cylindrical inclusiC'll. 
Both contributions show, in specified conditions t thnt the stress in the 
inclusion increases until it reaches a level required l}y elastic 
equilibrium. In other words, the gauge reading will increase continuously until 
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it "catches ur" with the reading from a similar device which has experienced 
the full loaninB history of the viscoelastic material. Thereafter, the 
inclusion str(;ss lovel stays constant as lone as the host materiC'.l stresses 
remain unch::mgcd. !~ limi tee. experimental verification of the phenomena 
has recontly ~een descrueu by Hawkcs(52) with particular reference to the 
photoola.:;tic strcssmeter applice! to frozen SCln(:. 
The perioe". of time required for the "catch-up" process will depend upon 
the craep r:nrarneters of the systum and in the present state of unllerstan(~inz 
it is not possible to pre(~ict the times l-rhich might })e rcqui%le(: at the wlrious 
s tress meter positions in the 1uttress. From the evidence of Figure G. 28 
the process appears to have occurl"e:l Hi thin twelv.:.: mcnths at pesi tion 206. 
This relatively ~h(\rt ~crioc1 of time clenrly rrovents interpretation of 
the secone stage: stressmeter readings, as ~Tas orir"inally hoped, scloly in 
terns of the !Juttress stress chCl.np.;es durinr-- impoundinr;. 
Subsequently, the readines shoul~ ~e reliable as duplicates of the first 
stage stressmeter results although it would ))e desirable to l.mprov~ the 
comparison by continuin r:t observations at frequent intervals in the full dam 
condition. 
Similar comments apply to the results at th~ other ~ositions where both 
stressmetsrs are still operative, e.g. 2nO, 304. It is also interesting to 
note that the failure of stressmeters 21~/21, 212/21 may now be less si~ificant 
for stru)ility apparently exists in the corresponding secone sta~e instrument 
readings (F4:gurc 6.12). From the above discussivn it M~y be possble to 
justify interpretation of these second star,e readinr;s after impounding 
in terms of buttress stresses. The major princirnl stresses and the 
stress directions derived by this approach aprear to ~~o in reason~le ar-rreement 
with the results frcm the other stressmetersin the butt~css. 
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G.5.7. The Solid StressmeteI'S 
The limited re~dings availabl~ from the two solid stressmeters at 
positions 206/23 ~C 200/23 are given in Ta~lc A.6.S, Appendix G. 
Throughout the programme these instruments could not he used 
satisfactori.ly. Illumination c"lfficulties occur-roC!. in 1'oth cases and at 
pos:i:tion 208/23 it "Tas not possible to rectify an eal:.'ly fault in the lit",ht 
uni t. When readings were available. the observed fringe orders "rare erratically 
distributed in the r,lass inclusion anel Tardy compensation coult~ nlJt "e 
applied with confidence. 
This behaviour "ms inconsistent "Ti th earlier ldJoratory tests cmd in a 
strict sense it is not possible to make a comparison with the cOITespondinp; 
principal stress differences deduced ~om the neieh~ourin~ annular stress~eter. 
If SUcll a comparison is ~ttemptad. as in A~pen~ix T~)le A.C.5., the general 
lack of agreement is immediately apparent. 
6.6. Conclusions 
The followinp: conclusions may be urawn wi thin the limi taticns of the 
results so far available: 
(1) The isolated sonic strain ~auge results show that shrinka~e can make 
no sir,nificant contribution to the strcssmeter res:;onse in this application. 
From the observed concrete temperatures it Houle: also nppear to be 
unlikely that mismatched thermal characteristics hava any significant 
effect. Although the thermal char~cteristics of the stressmeter 
require further investip:ation , it must be conclu('.ed that, as far as 
present infc-rmation allows, the clenrly c:lefined symmetrical frinr,c 
patterns can only be interpreter; accordin~ tc the procedure describe~. 
~y previous investigators. 
(2) The stressmcter readings ~urinr, the construction ~erioJ therefore 
indicate the presence of significant ~iaxial comrressive principal 
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stresses in the plane of the buttress, and in some cases, their 
m"\~:.;nitudes exceod tha subsequent calculated stresses in the 
loaded structure. In the abscnco of ccmparati ve me as UNments , 
the true significance of these stressmeter readings cannot be 
assessed and the l"'esults must await comparison with similar 
applications in the future. 
(3) The significance of the construction stresses was reflected in the 
stressmeter readings at the end of impClundinr:; when the 
indicated absolute principal st:ress~s clearly exceede(~ the 
calculated values. The two stressrnetdI'S nonr the centre of tLe 
web at the lower instrument level incicated the hi~~est strusses. 
the maximum value Dcinrr ap!1roximately twice the hi:~hest stress 
level in the buttress pre<lictec. l)y calculaticns which ir::nore 
the stress history awing the construction periC'c.. At th\:;: same 
time the inc~catec minor compressive ~rincip~l stresses were 
hir,;her than expectec1 ~)y calculation ~)ut des?itc these 1iffcI':mces 
in stress maenituce, the indicated stress directions after impound_i.n£; 
were similar to the calculate~ conditions. 
(4) The increments of the stressmeter readinGS at the lower instrument 
level produced solely hy the total \orateI' load imply a distribution of 
stress which does not ap;ree with calculated distributinns. J\.lthou[':h 
the comparison has boen hindered by the final stages of buttress 
construction. no sutisfactory exrlanation can yet be ~iven for 
this fundamental aspect of the stressmeter results. 
(5) It is not possible to trnce the develnpment of water louu stresses 
wi thin the series of stt'E.ssmetcr readings obtainc,1. durinp.; 
impoundine since there is insufficient data to ~ll~-T scrarFltion 
of the varyine tht\!'Tlki.l and water load stress increments. Similarly 
more instrument readings are required ~efore detailed comments 
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can be made abcut stressmetar ~,ehavicur curinr: the approximately 
constant water load con(ition which has existed in the ~)uttress 
s1.Dsequent to impounuing. 
(6) The two stressmeters near the centre of the weh at the looor 
level ~o not demonstrate the plane stress loadine con(liticns 
during the ir:lpounCine perioe. which arc assumec in the calculations. 
There is no indepencent experimental evidence of the plane stress 
assumption an<.l it is thercfcre difficult to make further comments 
c~out the significance of these two stressmeter results in this 
respect. 
(7) 'The be:haviour of the two solid stressrooters was unsatisfactory 
throughout the programme; the reaoinr difficulties experienced in 
this first Hele: applicaticn appear to :.'u featut'.:.;s of practical 
teChnique and further developJllE.mt of the r:cvice is clearly 
necessary • 
(0) Tho second staGe C\.."1l1ular strossmcter rl!oclings during impounding 
do not agree either with the earlier stressmeters or the expected 
buttress behaviour. In all cases the res:,onse appears to be 
consistent with that of an inclusion applied to a linear visco-
elastic material which is already scl1jected to lonfl-te~ loadinp. 
The problem requires fundamental investigation; in this instance, 
clarification would he improved by further readings. There is 
sufficient evidence to show thnt the s~cond sta~e instruments have 
been unsuccessful in uniquely identifyin~ 't.~e stress changes which 
occurred during the impounding period, but it is exrecteJ that the 
subsequent readings will ~:;e avcilcililc for compl.rison with the first 
stage stressmeters. 
(9) Cantinued observ.:'.tions in the buttress would Le justified. A 
particular objective should be to dltain a closely spaced series oi 
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readings in all the operative stressmeters throughout at lea~t 
once cemj?leto ClIlnual cycle in the full dam condition. It will then 
be possible tc attempt a separation of the thermal a'1c. water load 
stress increments. 
(10) The details of practical technil.que empllY~(·. ':11 this exercise appear. 
to have !:leen generally satisfactory and those failures which have 
occurred in the annular stressmeters "',re UDrlerstc:)G and could !Jc 
prevented in future work. The probe light source provided n simfle 
nna reliable means of illuminating the annular stressmet~rs 
ulthough its assembly and r1.ismantline; acccunte{l fer a siBIlificant 
pr'oportion of the total si to wsorvation time. In this resI'lcct the 
light source employed with the solid mGtcrs is mere ccnvenient, 
althour;h it requires ndCitional access to th<iJ ether sice' of the 
buttress. The mcthocl of cas tin!!, in emrty cUJes. or briquettes, 
durin3 construction also presr.mts nIl economical and simple means 
of access fer later stressm~ters nnd the method could :)e used to 
advantage in tests requirinG the invcstir;ation of stress 
increments produced by short-term loading. 
(11) TOO results of the programme are such that it is not possible tc 
comment on the practical techniques used in measuring fringe orders, 
principal s tress ratios and stress directions. However, it is 
clear that in fi01d applications of this natura an assessment of 
strassmeter performance will depend on observed changes in tho 
stressmeter fringe pattern rather thnn the absolute conc',i tion at 
any given time. It therefore seems reasona'Jle to conclude that the 
value of the annular stressmeter could be improved 1.Jy further 
developments in the o~servational techniques which are currently 
employed with the device. 
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6.7. Recomrnend~tions 
Several recommendations can be mado for obtaining the addi tonal data 
necessary for a s~;stantial assessment ef stressmeter perrcrmence in 
future investigations of this nature: 
(1) There is an immediate need for direct comparisons benreen st~essmeter 
results and a conventional in-situ strain or stress measurin[~ technique 
to confirm the nature of the l.li.3Xial stress condi ticns indicated by the 
stressmetel~S in this application. 'The obvious recommendation would be 
to install at leust one stressrnoter in the immeciate neiehbourhood of a 
strain gauGe rosette (which should alSe incluc.e transverse f.;E!uges to 
all~i evaluation of the iull three-dinensicnal state of strain). If the 
comparison position was situated new the 0.ClIImstre1'lm f~ce of a buttress 
there would alSo be easy visual access for a second stressmeter installec. 
perpendicular to the first, thus suprlying further cornparis()n c.ata. 
(2) More q1.Ulnti tntive evidence is clearly desirable fClr the response of 
the meter in concrete subjectud to long-term stresses. In some respects 
stressmeter interpretation 5.s more complic?lted thun cr-rrventicnal strain 
or stress sensing methods in so far as the stressmeter is a ~iuxial rather 
that a uniaxial device. Attention should be paid to its response in b~th 
uniaxial and biaxial applied stress conditions. 
(3) An in-situ cali~ration facili~J could ~e used to distinct advantage. 
This Hould provide realistic experimental evi(~ence of the stressmater 
sensitivity factor l-Thich, as in this instance, mir;ht othan-lise have t~ be 
deduced from earlier independent lahoratory cali~)ration data. In principle 
a uniaxial test facility could be provid.ed ')y a simple modificntion of the 
isolated strain gauge install~tions emrloyed in the Clyt'Tedog buttress, the 
stress source being a "flnt jack" pressure transmitter motmted l:letween the 
top of the concrete column and the roof of the chamUer. 
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By including an annular stressmeter. torether with axial and transverse 
sonic strain gauges in the concrete column, the ac.vnntages would :)e: 
(a) Regular stressmeter cnlibrtltion tests could :)e carried out 
throushout the life of the buttress in rei1listic conditions 
of tempt:;rature nne. moisture content. The uniaxial 
sensitivity factors so indicat.3(~ would also ena'l)le the 
biaxial sensitivity factors to be determined "lith 
consider:J:Jlc confidence •. 
(!J) The snme tests would indicate the variation of instantaneous 
clastic modulus and Poisson's Ratio with time. This sonic 
gau~e d~ta would also provide independent comparative 
evidence for the suprortinr, l~)oratory crec~ tests, etc., 
required by the strain gauge rosettes in the dam. 
(c) In the periods between calibration tests the str'(:ssmeter 
could ba observed in the froe sti'1n~.in~ column to provi(~e 
for the possibility of spurious fr.'inge orc~ers cnusec'1. by 
shrinkage, swellin? or mismatched thermnl rroporti~s. 
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CHAPTER 7 
Conclusions 
The individual conclusions from the investi~ations described in this 
account have nlread)' been ~iven at the end of ench chapter, but it now 
becomes ~ecessary to review their implications to the photoelastic 
stressmeter technique as a practical method of measuring stresses in 
concrete. !Ilthour-h several fundamental features have been beyond the scope 
of the present investigation, the overall conclusions arc perhaps best 
referred to the appropriate requirem:mts of an ideal stress ,~au~e which were 
stated at the beginning. 
The first requirement concerned the ability of the device to resrond 
to stress changes in the host material \'1ithout oonfusing effects from what 
have been~called extraneous deformations. In this respect the only na~ 
evidence from the present discussi,'m concerns some of the effects c£ 
shrinka~e on the stressmeter readines. although one qs~ect of the creep 
problem has also been revealed by the buttress dam me~surements. In 
addi tion some other featUres of the stresses in the incluf::ion have bQen sho~m 
by the laboratory work with shrinka~e and stresses from external loads. 
As far as shrinkage is concerned, it is clear that the stressmeter 
can be influenoed to a significant Jezree, although the effects ~~rear to 
be much smaller than predicted by conventir.nal clastic calculation. FrC'm 
the experimental observations with e speciman subjected tn shrinkn~e and 
uninxial compression, it must be concludod that considerable errors of 
interpretation will be possible if the existinr, methods of takinr, readings 
are ~elied upon to identify the u~o principal stresses in the plane of the 
stressmeter when lar3C shrinka~e strains occur arounc the devico. Sracifically. 
the superposed effects of shrink aBe end stresses from external loads can 
produce stresslOOter patterns which aI'e ambir;u0us l'lith ether patterns rroduced 
by external biaxial stresses alone. 
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To remove this ambiguity improvements should be made to the 
interpretation technique so that the shrinkage increment of the stress-
meter fringe pattern can be isolated ane thus allow measurements on the 
fringe pattern which can be intery3:'eted solely in terms of the two applied 
princi~al stresses. Due allO\'lance must be made in this procedure for the 
differences revealed earlier which can occur between the calculated and actual 
fringe order distribution in the inclusion. 
However. it must be admitted that the above remarks are based on ouly 
one experimental test-piece; other results from the shrinkaee tests were 
inconsistent with this examrle in that most of the specimens showed nn 
si~ificant res!"onse in similnr circumstances (these "no response" specimens 
were pre!'lared from concrete mixes both vith ~nn without ccarse ag~gate). 
The reascn for the inconsistency remains to be ~roved ~ut it is possible that 
the adhesive layer behaved inconsistently throurrhout the series of test 
specimens. At the sarna time. creep unr, relax~tion rresumably occurred 
in the concret~ around the inclusion, hut the relative sir,nificance of the 
adhesive and concrete properties on the stressmeter response cannot be 
determined from the existin~ results alene. This feature could be clarified 
in future work by carryinl1 cut ccmparwle tests Hi thout 11 boundary adheai ve. 
The importance of the adhesive layer on the stressrneter response to 
shrinkage can also be deduced from the comparison between the observed 
and calculated distribution of frince orders in the one specimen l>lhich 
showed the significant, shrinkar:e response. It is recommendec. therefore t 
that the properties ,and effects ~f the adhesive layer should be considered 
in any future study of the stressmutcr' s response to shrinkap:o. Such n 
study should also include the n~ssible effects on the photoelastic pattern 
of shrinkaGe which occurs in an axial direction around the inclusion. In the 
meantime applications of the annular stress meter which are likely tc involve 
a siGIlificant der,ree of shrinkaGC should be considered with caution or he 
supported by pu~oseful tests to allow for the possible extraneous response 
of the inClusion. 
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As far as the effects of mismatched thermal properties and creep 
are concerned, these have not been investir,ated here and the only extra 
evidence from the present work concerns the stressmeter response when' 
the device is applied to a concrete structure already under load. The 
buttress dam measurements have 'shmm that readings taken over a lcn3 periee. 
of time cannot be simply interpreted in terms of concrete stress changes 
which occur subsequent to the application of the stressmeter. Since this 
could be a relatively common situation in structUI"al applications of the 
technique this aspect of the creep problem clearly requires further 
consideration. 
On the other hand, it seems reasonable to infer that ~"e device coulti be 
used in a structure already under load if th~ stross changes to ~e measured 
are of short duration only. In addition it mir,ht also 06 suggested 
that an inclusion type stress ~auge could be useJ to determine the absolute 
state of stress in concrete already under lo;::::.d. Elssumine that sufficient time 
would be available for the 8~uge readings to reach equilihrium. However. 
this second int3resting possibility has yet to be demonstrated conclusively 
by the experimental readinp,s in the dam. 
Reference must also be made to the inclusion stress conditions 
oDserved in the laboratory loading tests. In both the shrinkage and disc 
loading tests it has Deen shown that the ~enernlised plane stress 
solutions for the inclusion stresses dL: not fully ap;ree with the experimental 
observations, and of three features discussed to explnin these effects, 
the one which appears to be most likely c·:.mcerns the presence of the 
adhesive layer at the outer bound:lry of the strcssmeter. It is consi::1.ered 
that this aspect of the results could be clarified for both the soliJ and 
annular stressmeters by extending the existin~ theoretical sclutions to 
include the presence of a finite thickness of adhesive. Since in this 
instance the measured fringe ardors were sir,nificantly different from the 
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calculated values at tho centre of the solid stressmeter and at the 
45 0 points of the annular stressmeter, this feature should be considered 
in further detail. 
In the same context the pl~sent results appear to be in reasonable 
agreement with earlier results r;iven ))y Dhir as far as the annular stress-
meter in uniaxial lOudin~ is concerneJ, but a si~ificant difference 
occurs in the solid stressmeter observations. It has elsa been pointed 
out that Dhir's results for the biaxial sensitivity of the annul~r stress-
meter do not agree with the theoretical values and anomalies also occur in 
his fi~ures for uniaxial sensitivity in high modulus materia:ls. Althourrh 
the last point is not important for ri~id inclusion conditions, the anomalies 
require explanation. It would ~e desirable to repeat Dhir's experimental 
work and extend the range of tests particu18.rly in the cases of the annular 
stressmeter biaxial sensitivity factors and th~ soli~ stressmoter data. 
However, these features of the stressmetor do not of themselves prevent 
the application of the device provided that the a?proprinte calibration 
factors can be determined experimentally for a given situation. 
The second fundamental requirement 0f an ideal struss gau«,;o concerne,'! a 
well-defined directional response and in this context tho annular strossmeter 
appears to have c. distinct advanta~ over other devices. As far as the 
present results arc concerned the self-orientating pro~erty of the device 
and the immediata visual in(:ication of the applied stress directions have 
been clearly demonstrGte~ in both series of laboratory tests; the stress-
meter readings in the buttress dam also appear to be satisfactory in 
this respect. No othar contemporary instruments for internal stress 
determinations in concrete possess a similar characteristic. 
The third requirement referred to the des~rable response to small tensile 
stresses. This aspect of the photoelastic stressmeter has been discussed 
in the account of the loaded disc investi!:,:ation where the tension was 
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produced as a minor principal stress in COITbination with a major principal 
compressiv~ stress. 
The results hnvc shown that the current method of tcldnp, stressmeter 
readings is not entirely suitable for use in these circumstances becauso 
a double error is possible in the stress determination. First, the stressmeter 
fringe ·pattern is similar to the uniaxial cnse and the presence of the 
tensile stress could be overlookec. Secondly, the stressmeter sensitivity, 
as determined at the 45 0 points of the pattern, can be significantly different 
to the uniaxial value and thus the maj or principal stresses deduced from 
the frinGG ordor measurements would then also be in errer. 
This conclusicn applies to conditions in which the magnitudes of the 
tensile stresses arc less than on~-third of the associated compressive 
stresses. Conditions outside this range have not ~een considerec but 
other evidence in the literature su~p,ests thnt the appearance of the 
stressmcter fringe pattern then chan:;es approciably. If necessary, ti.o 
appropriate theorGtical frin~e orcer profile can be calculated from the 
Hiramatsu-Barron solution for the inclusion stresses, hut in practice the 
stressmeter response will depend on the tensile strenrths of the glass 
and the circumferential bond. 
On the other hand, the laboratory results show that the existing 
method of taking readings is satisfactory for tho soli(~ stressmeter in 
compression-tension conditions. This conclusion is consistent with existing 
knowledge of the solid stressrneter's response to biaxial comrressive stresses 
although as mentioned previously, the sensitivity factor needs to be 
clarified in ri~id inclusion conditions. It is unfortunate that the first 
field application of the solid stressmetcr in the buttress dam did not 
vindicate the potential advantages of this device. 
The dam ap~lication has also revealed several desirable features of 
practical convenience possessed by the photoelastic stressmeter. For 
instance, no difficulty was experienced in applyin~ the stressmeters to the 
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buttress both during and after concreting and readings have been taken 
with a minimum of ancillary equipment over a relatively long period of time. 
The simple construction of the device and its ~ccesscries is an advanta~e 
from the point of view of cost and also for lon3-term applications, 
althourp in this instance several instruments were lost after the polarising 
filters were destroyeu by moisture. ~ rocent design modification will 
eliminate this problem in the future. 
However, there is one feature of practical technd.que which may be a 
disadvantage in some circumstances. In the present state of development 
the stressmeter has to be visible to the Observer and in this sanse the 
technique only provides semi-remote Observations. (The possibility of 
remote observations from ~hotoelastic transducars is considered in a current 
project(47) .) 
As far as the fundamental features of the buttress measuremants are 
concerned, there are several inconclusive features in tho results which make 
it difficult to assess the accuracy of the stress conditions in~~cated by 
the photoelastic stressrneters. In this instance it has not been suffici~nt 
to compare the stressmeter results with theoretically calculated con1itions 
and it seems reasonable to conclude that in applications of this nature 
a satisfactory assessment of stressmeter performance will only be achievad 
by comparinf, the results with stresses determined by other in0~pendent 
experimental techniques. Nevertheless, the experience derived from the 
buttress Jam application is sufficient to justify further similar 
investigations and several recommendations have alrondy been made \'Thich 
should allow a clear~r demonstr~tion of the photoelastic strcssmeter's 
characteristics in a future application. 
In summing up this discussion it may be said that the present work has 
demonstrated several features of the photoelnstic stressmeter which have 
not been considered by previous investigators. Some of these features have 
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encorseu the potential adventages of the technique whilst others must be 
a<lded to the existing prablerr.s requirin~ further study which were referred 
to in the s umnary of earlier work. 
Of thu outstanding prOblems, the stress distribution in the inclusion 
and i ts pro~)able dependence upon the boundary aclliE;sive is considered to 
~e particularly significant since this clearly affects the sensitivity 
of the (~evice as 0. stress transducer. At the srune time, more quantitative 
informaticn is necessary for the response of the stressmeter in concrete 
subjected to creep in both uniaxial anc. biaxial stress conc.itions. 
TIlose two problems are considered to he the most important of those 
mentioned in the discussion. All top,ether, the several outstanding 
problems provide ccnsiderable scope for fUrther study if n comprehensive 
assessment. is to be made of the photoe1astic stressmeter as a practic3l 
device for in-situ stress determinations in concrete. 
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TABLES 
Maximum 
Mix Aggregate Size (28 
in. 
A ~ 
B ~ 
C 3 8 
3 
F i6 
TABlE 3.1 
Details of Concrete Mixes used in 
Shrinkage Tests 
(For Grading Details, see Table 3.2) 
Design Aggregate/ Strength Water/ 
day x 6 in.cube) Cement Cement 
p.s.i. Retio Ratio 
7500 2.6 0.36 
6500 2.7 0.40 
5500 3.4 0.45 
-
1.4 0.44 
Observed Strength 
(Average of 3x6 in. cubes) 
p.s .i • 
7 Days 28 Days 
8600 9800 
6730 8200 
5760 7200 
7500 8800 
TABLE 3.2. 
Aggregate Gradings used in Concrete Mixes A, B, C. 
Percentage Passing 
Sieve 
Number Coarse Fine Combined Grading Grading Line 1 Line 1 Aggregate AggI'Elgate Aggregate (Ref.82 ) (Ref.82) 
1 in. 100 
i in. 85 100 89 100 100 
3 . 16 J.n. 0.5 97 25 30 45 
7 90 23 20 33 
14 83 21 17 26 
25 68 17 13 18 
52 24 7 5 8 
100 2 1 0 3 
Grading tests carried out in accordance 
with B.S.812; 1967: "Methods for Sampling am 
Testing of Mineral Aggregates, 
Sands and Fillers". 
TABLE 3.3. 
Aggregate Gradinss used in Concrete Mix F 
Sieve Percenta~e Passing 
Number 
F1 Specimens F3, PS Specimens 
3 . 98 100 100 100 100 100 i6 Jon. 
7 92 92 91 86 92 91 
14 86 85 83 73 84 82 
25 73 73 70 57 72 67 
52 26 29 34 19 36 32 
100 3 9 7 3 8 7 
200 0.5 1.5 1 0.5 1 1 
Test procedure is r.efcr:r.ed to in 
Table 3.2 
TABEE 3.4. 
Superposition of Shrinkage and Uniaxial Compression Stress 
Fringe Orders - Annular Stressmeter, Specimen F3-~~ Day 106 
Specimen details: See Tables 3.1. 3.3. and Figure 3.7 
Stressmeter Dimensions: 1.250 in. diameter x 0.265 in. diameter x 2.992 in. 
fg = 1220 p.s.i,/fr./in. 
Initial Shrinkage Fringe Order at <f = 1,40) = + 1.06 
Long-Strain White Light Fringe Order at 
Specimen Applied ~r <~ = 1.~0. 6:90°_270°) 
Load Stress (Average of 
lbs. p.s,i. 6 Demec M.l"n Corrected 
Readings) e=900 a=2700 Value Value 
NT (NT-NS) 
0 0 0 1.10 1.04 1.06 0 
3000 115 33 1.55 1.45 1.50 0.44 
6000 231 65 2.15 2.18 2.16 1.10 
9000 346 97 2.66 2.60 2.63 1.57 
12000 462 133 3.24 3.18 3.21 2.15 
15000 577 170 3.67 3.87 3.77 2.71 
18000 693 200 4.12 4.05 4.08 3.02 
21000 808 235 4.97 4.83 4.90 3.84-
t 
All fringe orders have positive signs - associated with (oe t o ) 
r 
stress differences. 
Observed 
Pattern 
praftle (Dhir 21» 
1:1 
1:1 
l·l 
.4 
l:~ 
l:i 
l:! 
l:~ 
1:~ 
TABLE 4.1 
I~trument Centre Pejat8 - Disc Rectangular Co-ordinatea 
1-1 Orientation 
II 
Diac DOe • Dimenaiona in lnehea 
1'5-1 "5-2 "5-3 
Diameterr 23.437 23.315 .. 23.431 Point 
'Dlic1tneBa • 3.265 3.265 3.265 
. 
x ~ 1'1 1'2 x 7 1'1 r2 x '7 1'1 1'2. 
A +5.625 -5.625 18.312 8.250 +5.312 -5.312 17.815 6.250 
- - - -
B 0 -8.406 20.125 3.312 0 -8.375 20.068 3.312 
- - - -
C •• 
- -
.- 0 0 1l.687 11.687 - - - -
Meter 1 0 0 11.119 ll.m 
- - - -
0 0 11.119. 11.719 
Meter 2 0. +8.468 3.250 20.187 0 - +8.562 3.125 20.250 
- - - -
Mete 3 -5.625 +5.625 8.125 18.250 -5.550 +5.550 8.210 18.101 
- - - -
TABLE 4.2 
Instrument Centre Points - Disc Rectangular Cc-orcinates 
Orientations 2-2, 4-4 
Disc F5-1 - Dimensions in Inches 
Point Orientation 2-2 Orientation 4-4-
x y r l r 2 K y r l 
A +7.954 0 14.163 14.163 0 -7.954- 19.672 
B +5.945 -5.945 18.637 9.287 -5.945 -5.945 1(3.637 
r·leter 2 -5.990 +5.990 8.280 18.701 +5.9g0 +5.990 8.280 
Hater 3 -7.938 "·0 14.181 14.181 0 +7.93[1 3.7fll 
Disc F5-2 - Dimensions in Inches 
Point Orientation 2-2 Orientation 4-4 
x y r 1 l"2 x y r l 
A +7.511 0 13.093 13.893 0 -7.511 19.198 
B +5.923 -5.923 18.579 8.265 -5.923 -5.923 18.579 
Meter 2 -6.050 +f.050 8.'270 10.781 +6.050 +6.050 8.270 
Meter 3 -7.043 0 14.001 14.081 0 +7.043 3.044 
r 2 
3.765 
8.287 
lC.701 
19.656 
r 2 
4.176 
8.? 65 
18.781 
19.531 
TABLE 4.3 
Campariaon ot Calculated Stresses near Disc Loading Point 
Diac di .. tere: 1'5-1 - 23.315 in., 1'5-2 - 23.431 in. 
~ickne8at ' 3.265 in. 
Width ot Strip Loading: 0.625 in. 
Load: 21.000 lb. 
Calculated Principal Strea.ee - p.a.i. % Ditference 
(a) Strip Loading (b) Line LOading (~b) x 1~% Point Diac Orientation (Hondroa Equations) Conditions 
p q p 
. 9:. P' q 
A 15-1 4-~ +1ll5 -111 +1123 -115 .0.1 -2.3 
B JP5-1 1-1 +1256 -110 .. 1266 -175 -0.8 ,-2.9 
·A '5-2 ~ +10'13 -172 +1020 -175 -0.1 -1.8 
i I 1'5-2 1-1 +1252 -168 +1266 -115 -1.1 -4.2 
Rosette 
A 
B 
C 
A 
B 
C 
A 
B 
C 
TABLE 4.4 
Disc Strain Gauge Rosettes 
Calculated Strains for Disc Load of 21,000 lbe 
Calculated Strains - ~€ 
Disc Disc F5-1 with Disc FS-2 t-1i th Orientation 
(Vertical E = 3.5 x 106 p.s.i. E = 3.25 x 106 p.s.!. 
Diameter) ~ = 0.22 ~ = 0.20 
~auge 1 Gauge 2 Gauge 3 Gauge 1 Gauge 2 Gauge 
1-1 +60.5 -17.0 -8.5 +7l~.0 -13.0 -7.0 
1-1 +373 +121 -130 +400 +134 -132 
1-1 
- - -
+171 -85.0 
-
2-2 +11j..3 -16.5 +14.3 +18.2 -19.5 +18.2 
2-2 -15.0 -5.0 +61.0 -15.0 -3.0 +66.0 
2-2 
- - -
+43.0 +43.0 
-
4-4 +105 +283 +122 +103 +277 +120 
4--4-
-15.0 +50.5 +61.5 ~15 .0 +53.5 +66.0 
4-4 
- - -
+43.:> +43.0 
-
3 
TABLE 4.5 
Cgmpari80n of Rosette Point Stresses at M&ximum Test Load 
(E • 3.25 x 106 p.s.i., u • 0.18, p. ~1,OOO lb., d = 23.315 in., 1. 3.265 in.) 
, Calculated Stresses - p.s.i. % Differences 
Rosette Disc Mean (~a) x 100% Point Humber Orientation Observed Strains (a) From Observed (b) From Disc Theory 
liE: Strains 
G1 G2 el3 P q 8]) p q eD P q 
C F5-2 1-1 +162 -92 
-
+489 -211 
-
+5~5 -115 0° +6.9 -20.5 
A F5-1 1-1 +61 -20 
-9 +221 -55 +18.5° . +273 -43 +25.5° +19.0 -28.0 
A F5-2 1-1 +76 -19 -7 +'277 -49 +18.5° +310 -31 +25° +10.6 -58.0 
B F5-1 1-1 +390 +12~ -110 +12115 -133 +20 +126G -175 0° +1.7 +29.7 
B F5-2 1-1 +360 +140 -98 +1150 -111 _1° +1266 -175 0° +9.2 +36.6 I 
B F5-1 2-2 -16 -6 +67 +244 -42 +18.5° - +236 -32 +~7° -3.4 -31.3 
B F5-2 2-2 -14 0 +12 +256 -27 +170 +237 -34 +?io -8.0 +7.6 
A F5-1 4-4 +111 +274 +u8 +972 .104 0° +1123 -175- 0° +13.1~ +40.6 
A F5-2. 4-4 +93 +263 +115 +905 -77 - 5° -..). +10?0 -175 0° +11.3 +56.() 
B F5-1 4-4 -20 +50 +66 +228 -50 _290 +236 . -32 _27° +3.4 -56.3 
B 1"5-2 4-4 -14 +58 +12 +256 -29 _280 +?37 -34 _210 -8.0 +14.7 
1 2 3 4 5 6 1 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
TABLE 4.6 
SummaEY of Significant Features from Computed 
Principal Stress Difference Patterns in the Annular Stressmeter 
(~ = 5, E = 3.5 x 106 p.s.i., E' = 10 x 106 p.s.i. 
jJ = ll' = 0.20) 
Applied Stress Ratio n 
Feature 
Tangential stresses at inner bounda~r: 
(a) Haximum tensile stress 
(b) Maxi~um compressive stress 
(e = 0) 
(e = 900 ) 
Minimum principal stress difference on mnjor axis 
(6 = 0): 
( n) 11agni tude 
(b) Position.!. 
b 
l1inimum principal stress difference on minor axis 
(e = 'JOO): 
Hagnitude 
Position .r. 
, b 
r Co-ordinates of optimum reading point:b 
e 
Principal stress difference at optimum reading point 
o 
1.2Gp 
4.03p 
O.30p 
1.40 
1.17p 
5.00 
1.60 
450 
1.B3p 
-0.33 
2.61p 
4.45!' 
c).SSp 
1.60 
1.42p 
2.0S. 
1.60 
500 
2.36p 
TABLE 6.1. 
Detnils of Concrete used around Stressmeters 
Class of 0 in. Cube Strength 
Concrete Maximum W/C A/c Cement Averap,e and Mix Size of Ratio Ra.tio lbs/eu.yd. 7 Day 28 Day Density Design Aggregate Strenffth Strenr:th lhs/cu.ycl. 
Number p.s.i. p.s .i • 
C - 29 3" 0.66 9.S 372 2700 4000 153.5 
(Av. of 15) (Av. of 15) 
C - 31 3" 4 0.63 0.5 514 2950 45()() 152.5 
(Av. "f 2) (Av. of 3) 
A - 53 li" O.GO 7.14 4no 2350 4330 152.,; 
(Av. of 28) (P.v. of 26) 
A - 57 :I" !i 0.58 6.02 540 27()f) 32 f)() 151.5 
(Av. of 3) (Av. of 3) 
C - 44 3" 0.61 9.55 375 2950 4450 153.5 
!% (Av. of 3) (Av. of 3) 
Flasti-
ment 
C - 3" '-' !" 0.63 G.3 514 405C 5950 152.0 (Av. of 2) (Av. c,f 2) 
C - 55 3" 0.66 9.45 375 2550 3[lS0 ISS.I") 
(Av. cf 3n) (Av. of 27) 
C - 58 a" (';.f,C (i.5 499 2550 3925 150.,'" LI 
(Av. of 6) (Av. of f,) 
Ti\DLE 6 .l( a) 
t1ixes used around Stressrneters 
Mix Design C 55 - 3" C 44 - 3" C 55 - 3" 
Number C 31 - ;l" C 38 - 3. " C 58 - a" Lf 4 
Strossmeter 214 211") 208 
213 206 
204 
212 
TABLE 6.2 
Vertical Stress Increments trom Stressmeter ReadinE! 
Due to '.rota! l-7ater Load 
I 
Indicated Principal Stress Condition I Vertical BOl'!!18.1 Stress Units - n.s.i. 
Position - Stress - °v /I.. V 
I Enpty Dam Full Dam p.s.i. p.s.i. 
l' q eBo p q &BO EMpty Dam Full D8J!1 
, 
204/21 295 221 55 313 235 100 246 237 -9 
206/21 403 302 165 487 ~44 I 160 395 458 65 , , 
208/21 391 195 110 690 172 I 160 398 633 235 I I I I 213/21 235 176 60 54e I 274 150 191 479 288 
I 
I 
, I 214/21 611 1 458 15 860 430 r" 603 786 183 ) ... , 
302/2~ 92 69 10 288 1~4 145 92 240 148 
304/21 115 58 50 I ?O2 151 Ih5 83 186 103 I , I 
All terms take poeitift s1gDs unless otherwiae atated. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
TABLE 6.3 
Calculated Vertical Stresses at Upstream and Downstree.m 
Faces for Total Water Load 
Buttress Level 745' O.D. 
Vertical Stress 
Assumed Conditions r· s •i • (Lines AJ;-GH shown in Fi~re 6.19 ). 
Upstream Downstream 
Face Face 
Linear analysis, im:;->ervious dam and 
foundation (line AB) + 6 +139 
Condition (1) includinr, buttress car 
(line EF) +30 +189 
Linear analysis with uplift 
(line CD) 
-56 +169 
Condition ( 3) including buttress car 
(line GH) 
-32 +219 
Finite element analysis, impervious dam 
and foundation -74 +129 
Finit.:3 element analysis with pore jiressuI'Cs 
and uplift -86 +154 
TABLE 6.4 
Comparison between Observed and Calculated 
Stress Conditions at 745' O.D. ~fter Impounding 
Finite Element Analysis, ~= ¢ E l\bso1ute Stressmeter 
Position Impervious Dam Uith Pore l1ressure Readin:; 
T"I q SBo P .. CJ. aDo p (J enD 
204/21 160 0 150 160 .. 18 150 313* 235* 100* 
206/21 350 8 150 350 -20 146 487 243 160 
208/21 315 7 150 320 6 150 6::10 172 160 
210/21 290 25 150 310 20 150 _. 
- -
213/21 345 5 150 380 15 150 547 273 150 
214/21 336 G 150 330 4 148 860 430 155 
*Out-of-plane values - s'-)e paces 109-110 
A~i terms take positive signs unless otherwise stated. 
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APPENDIX 1 
Data for Chapter 3 
Age 
(Days) 
7 
8 
9 
12 
16 
20 
24 
29 
36 
40 
45 
50 
57 
65 
TABLE A.lol. 
Surface ShrinkaBe ResdinD! for 
Concrete Mix A 
Mix Details 
Specimen Details : 
See Tables 3.1, 3~2 
See FiRUre 3.5. 
Conditions Surface Shrinkage - Microstrains 
Front Face Back Face 
Temperature % 
Gauge Lengths GsURe Len~ths 
Or R.H. 4 1 2 3 1+ 1 2 3 
66.5 40 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
66 40 45 35 30 20 80 100 30 
66 45 105 95 50 40 100 115 60 
66 45 190 180 125 105 150 170 130 
66 42 255 230 180 160 195 205 175 
65 40 270 255 2~O 175 205 210 190 
70 32 315 265 240 215 250 250 240 
67.5 39 325 280 245 225 260 260 255 
68 38 3GO 310 200 255 295 295 290 
66.5 38 370 330 290 260 310 300 300 
69 35 375 325 300 265 315 305 31'1 
72 30 390 335 315 200 325 315 320 
68.5 51 300 330 3~5 270 315 325 315 
70.5 40 390 335 31t) 280 325 330 325 
4 
0 
30 
60 
135 
185 
195 
245 
255 
295 
305 
315 
325 
320 
325 
Age 
(Days) 
7 
7 
0 
9 
II 
14 
17 
20 
24 
28 
30 
35 
35 
36 
38 
42 
46 
52 
60 
G5 
71') 
73 
70 
84 
~93 
1;}4 
112 
1-
TABLE A.l.2. 
Observed Longitudinal Surface Strains and 
TeMPerature Corrections - Slab Specimen r.-2 
(a = 7 x 10-6/or ) 
Laboratory Average Conditions Correction Observed to 700 r Strain 
Temperature % lJE: lJE: 
OF R.H. 
69 .. 0 -7 
02 51 -3(') +04 
02.5 50 () +07 
02 51 +50 +114 
8? 53 +125 +04 
04 50 +200 +9:) 
fl2 50 +270 +04 
83 51 +325 +91 
82.5 55 +390 +07 
83 52 +450 +91 
04 52 +475 +90 
03 51 +545 +91 
66 35 +6£0 -2fl 
69 40 +670 -7 
70 40 +670 0 
66.5 34 +745 -25 
65.5 39 +775 .. 32 
65 45 +830 -35 
64 41 +870 -42 
66.5 36 +885 -25 
70.5 32 +995 +2 
6'J 42 +905 -7 
G· ... 39 +930 -14 u 
66.5 34 +950 -25 
7-0.5 40 . +985 +2 
70 40 +lO('),J 0 
71 39 +1015 +7 
Net 
Shrinkage 
at 700r 
lJE: 
-7 
+54 
+fJ7 
+134 
+?~)9 
+293 
+354 
+416 
+477 
+541 
+573 
+636 
+C32 
+663 
+G70 
+720 
+743 
+795 
+r.20 
+OGO 
+e~J7 
+999 
+916 
+925 
+967 
+1000 
+1022 
Age 
(Days) 
9 
9 
10 
11 
14 
17 
20 
24 
28 
30 I 
35 
35 
36 
30 
42 
46 
52 
60 
65 
70 
73 
78 
04 
93 
104 
112 
TADLE A.l.3. 
Observed Longitudinal Surface Strains and 
Temperature Corrections - Slab Specimen Fl-6 
(a = 7 x 10·6/or) 
Room Average Correctec! 
Temperature Observed to 70°F 
of Strain 
lJ£ 11t: 
71 0 +7 
02.5 -95 +87 
02 .85 +84 
82 -70 +84 
84 -75 +90 
02 -60 +84 
U3 -45 +91 
82.5 -25 +n7 
03 -10 +91 
84 -5 +90 
fl3 +20 +91 
66 +120 -2C 
69 +125 -7 
70 +130 0 
66.5 +155 -25 
65.5 +170 -32 
·65 +205 -35 
64 +224 -42 
66.5 +215 -25 
70.5 +200 +2 
69 +215 -7 
6f) +225 -14 
66.5 +255 -25 
70.5 +245 +3.5 
70 +255 0 
71 +265 +7 
Net 
Shrink~ge 
at 70°F 
lJE: 
+7 
-0 
-1 
+6 
+23 
+24 
+46 
+62 
+01 
+93 
+111 
+92 
+110 
+130 
+130 
+133 
+170 
+102 
+190 
+202 
+208 
+211 
+230 
+249 
+255 
+272 
Age 
(Days) 
7 
10 
12 
15 
18 
22 
26 
29 
32 
36 
40 
45 
51 
50 
64 
71 
80 
89 
97 
106 
116 
125 
133 
TADLE A.l.4. 
Shrinka8@ Fringe Order Data 
Annular Stressmeter in Specimen F3-4 
Specimen Details 
Stressmeter Dimensions 
See Tables 3.1,3.3, and Figure 3.7 
1.250 in. dia. x 0.265 in. Cia 
x 2.992 in. length 
1220 p.s.i./fr./in. 
Conditions Shrinkage 
\-1111 te Li,o,ht Fring-e Orr.ar 
Hean No at £. = 1· () .• 
Temperature % 1l£ b (Avernr,e of OF R.H. 6 Readings) o = 0°_1000 0 = 90°.270° 
74- 35 0 
65 35 140 
65 3n 105 
60 46 245 
70 43 300 
71 42 360 
70 40 445 
71 1./.2 1./.90 
71 45 540 -0.50 -0.60 
71 50 590 
72 48 640 
70 40 695 
70 40 750 
67 30 825 +0.80 +0.S6 
66 40 070 +1.00 +o.on 
66 42 8B5 +1.30 +0.90 
70 32 910 +1.45 +1.08 
67 30 9fiO +1.72 +1.23 
60 34 990 +1.£15 +1.35 
70 35 1010 +2.03 +1.5() 
70 40 1020 
70 46 1050 
70 42 1045 +2.08 ... 1.58 
. 
Ap,e 
(Days) 
33 
58 
64 
71 
no 
89 
97 
lOG 
133 
TADLE A.l.S. 
Annular Stressmeter, Specimen F3,4 
Shrinkage Fringe Orders at ~ = 1.0 and Relative 
Shrinkaae Changes 
(Data Derived from Figure 3.12) 
Specimen Details 
Stressmeter Dimension~ 
ft': 
;.J 
Shrinkage 
u£ 
(6) 
See Tables 3.1, 3.3, and Fif,uro 3.7 
1.250 in. dial x 0.265 in. dia. x 2.992 in. 
1220 p.s.i./fr./in. 
66 Whi t3 Li?:ht Frin~ Order 
(6 - 550) at 1:. = 1.0 
lJ£ 
Datum: 7 days Dat1.D'll: 33 cays o D o = 0 -100 o = 90°_2700 
550 0 -0.50 -O.CO 
325 275 +0.n3 +0.f-6 
OG7 317 +l.C)7 +O.f!() 
900 350 +1.27 +0.92 
945 395 +1.53 +1.12 
975 425 +1.73 +1.25 
093 443 +l.()S +1.35 
1013 4(33 +1.05 +1.4(' 
1050 500 +2.10 +1.6,') 
. 
r 
inches 
0.132 
0.156 
0.1£\0 
0.250 
0.375 
0.500 
0.625 
TADLE A.l.6. 
Shrinkage Fringe erdar Distribution 
Annular Stressmeter of Specimen Fa-4, Day 106 
Specimen Details 
Stressmetcr Dimensions 
fg 
r 
b 
(for nominal 
a 1- = 5.0) 
.., 
0 45 
1.06 2.05 1.02 
1.25 1.90 loGO 
1.50 1.33 1.20 
2.00 0.tl3 0.75 
3.00 0.50 0.47 
4.00 0.50 0.43 
5.00 0.50 0.43 I 
See Tables 3.1. 3.3, and Figure 3.7 
1.250 in. dia. x 0.205 in. dia. K 2.g92 in. 
1220 r.s.l./er./in. 
~1hi te Lir.)lt FrinR6 Order. +Ns 
+ Ns a (00' - C~') 
<3 Value in Dep,roes 
90 135 100 225 270 315 
1.52 1.55 2.00 1.02 1.50 1.~5 
1.40 1.40 1.GO 1.60 1.30 1.55 
0.97 C.97 1.25 1.20 (').00 1.13 
0.50 C.G0 0.75 0.75 0.45 O:t> 
0.35 0.30 0.40 0.45 0.21) 0.45 
(I.ao J.25 :1.36 0.35 ~.2:: ~.4-0 
0.25 0.25 0.3f'") a.3Cl 0.?0 '').40 
TADLE A.l.7. 
Brazil Test Data - Mix Fl 
Mix and His tOI'V 
Cylinder Details 
Platen Details 
Loading rate 
a ~ tens 
See Tables 3.1, 3.3, and Figure 3.10 
Nominal length 1 = 4.0 in. 
Diameter d = 4.0 in. 
Flat steel ~latens plus paper layer 
4400 lbs ./nun. 
- 2pl 
,Tdl 
Hominal Tensile 
Age Length Failure Load Strength 
(Days) 1 pi C1tens inches lbs. p.s.i.. 
4.00 11950 475 
7 3.J5 13550 545 
4.00 15200 605 
3.90 12500 510 
20 3.90 13000 530 
4.00 14200 565 
3.95 1355(') 550 
44 4.00 14300 570 
4.00 15700 625 
4.05 15100 595 
70 3.95 15150 610 
3.95 16000 645 
4.00 15050 600 
102 4.00 16200 645 
4.05 17050 670 
APPENDIX 2 
Data for Chapter 4 
TABLE A.2.1. 
Slab F3-3 Solid Stressmeter ann Demec. Gauge Data 
(Slab Cross-Section:26.0 sq.in. fp, = 1220 pos.i./fr./in. 
t-ieter lenp,th : 3 in.) 
Demec Gauge Readin~s 
Meter Fringe ~ficros trains 
Total Applied Order 
Load Stress (Centre Point Front Dack 
lbs. p.s.i. 
-White Li~t) 
Ll L2 L3 Ll L2 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3000 115 0.38 35 30 35 30 35 
6000 231 0.85 65 65 70 70 75 
9000 346 1.32 105 10('1 110 105 110 
12000 462 1.70 145 135 140 140 145 
15000 577 2.25 1(3(') 170 175 175 180 
18000 692 2.60 215 215 205 220 220 
21000 on!) 3.11 250 245 245 250 265 
24~JOO 924 3.52 290 285 290 295 300 
Fringe order and strain readin~s. have positive signs. 
L3 
a 
40 
90 
125 
160 
19() 
230 
270 
305 
TABLE A.2~2. 
Slab F3-4 Annular Stressmeter and Deformation Data 
(Slab Cross-Section t 26.0 sq.in. I g • l220 p.s.i./tr./in. Meter Length 3 in. 
Fringe Orders (White 1i8ht) Measured at 450 Points in Stressmeter) 
Resistance Strain rrauge Readings - liE Demec Gauge Readings - liE 
Load Applied Fringe 
1b_. Stres. Order. Front Baek Ji'rOllt Back pea.i. +N 
I G1 G2 G3 G4 01 G2 G3 04 Ll . 1.2 L3 Ll L2 L3 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3000 115 0.55 +32 0 +26 0 +40 -16 +28 -4 +40 +20 +25 +15 +40 +40 
6000 230 1.22 +72 -10 +60 0 +74 -18 +10 ..a +70 +50 +50 +55 +75 +10 
9000 345 ~.75 +107 -23 ' +90 -12 +112 -20 +104 -10 +100 +90 +75 '+95 +115 +100 
12000 460 2.44 +138 
-25 +118 -15 +150 -30 +138 -10 +130 +130 +110 +135 +150 +140 
15000 575 3~ob +169 -28 +145 -16 +184 -36 +110 -24 ·+180 +170 +140 +185 +190 +180 
l.8000 690 3.~5 +201 _42 ·+:175 -28 +?20 -44 +208 -36 +210 +190 +170 +215 +220 +205 
21<XX;l 805 4.16 +238 -48 +208 -28 +255 -48 +245 -36 +245 +220 +210 +265 +260 +250 
24000 920 4.84 +268 -52 +242 -36 +292 -60 +280 -40 +280 +260 -+250 +305 +295 +280 
• 
Disc 
Load 
1bs. 
0 
3000 
6000 
9000 
12000 
i5000 
18000 
21000 
TABLE A.2.3. 
Strain Gauge Rosette Data 
'0' Rosettes Disc F5-2 
* Observed Strain ReadiuBB in Microstraina 
1 
Disc Orientation 1-1 Disc Orientation 2-2 
Front Back Front :Sack 
G1 G2 01 G2 01 02 (;,1 G2 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
+22 -10 +20 -14 +6 +0 +4 +8 
+!:2 -24 +48 -28 +10 +15 +6 +10 
+76 
-42 +70 -42 +16 +20 +10 +16 
+96 -52 +90 -56 +22 +23 +16 +20 
+120 -64 +112 -66 +26 +28 +22 +26 
+146 
-76 +134 .80 +36 +32 +~7 +30 
+164 
-90 +160 -94 +42 +36 +30 +34 
Disc Orientation 4-4 
Front Back 
Gl 0.2 01 G2 
0 0 0 0 
+8 +10 +8 +1~ 
, 
.l2 +18 +10 +6 
+14 +19 +14 +16 
+18 +25 +18 +20 
+27 +31 +21 +23 
+32 +36 +26 +30 
+40 +36 +33 +36 
TABLE A.2.4,. 
Centre Element trom Disc F5-2 
Uni.axl.a1 Compression Test 
I 
Observed Strains in Microstrcins 
(Element Cross-section Area: 26.6 sq.in.) 
Resistance Strain Demec Gauae Re~in~s Total Applied Ga.uge Readings 
Load Stress 
1bs. p.s.i. Fr.ont Back Front Back 
:(ll G2 G1 02 Ll L2 L3 Ll 12 L3 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3000 113 +34 0 +34 -12 +34 +36 +36 +34 +36 +32 
6000 226 +62 
-21 +70 -12 +60 +66 +66 +72 +72 +76 
9000 339 +93 -20 +:1:10 -26 +90 +94 +98 +J.12 +116 +114 
12000 452 +130 
-28 +150 -32 +124 +126 +132 +139 +142 +150 
15000 565 +160 -42 +181 -34 +160 +156 +157 +J60 +183 +185 
18000 678 +197 -46 +220 -43 +188 +191 +196 +231 +230 +216 
21000 791 +231 -58 +260 -50 +220 +220 +234 ~261~ +265 +252 
24000 904 +262 -66 +290 -58 +254 +26h +266 +298 +302 +204 
i 
Disc 
Lo&4 
lbs. 
G1 
0 0 
3000 +12 
'000 +22 
9000 +32 
12000 +41 
15000 +50 
18000 +62 
21000 +70 
TABLE A.2.5 
Strain Gauge Rosette Data t t A' Rosettes Disc F5-1 
Observed Strain Readings in Microstrains 
Disc Orientation 1-1 Disc Orientation 2-?' 
Front Back Front . Back 
G2 G3 Gl G? G3 Gl G2 G3 Gl G2 G3 G1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
. 
0 0 +8 0 0 0 0 +4 0 0 0 +2~ 
0 0 +14 
-6 0 0 0 +8 +6 0 +2 +36 
-5 -4 +24 -8 -2 +4 -6 +10 +6 -6 +4 +66 
-9 -6 +28 -11 _4 +4 -8 +12 +10 -10 '+6 +78 
-14 -8 +39 -16 -6 +8 -10 +16 +10 -10 +8 +loo 
-16 -.8 +44 -18 -6 +10 -16 +18 rt-14 -12 +8 +118 
-18 -12 +52 -21 -6 +10 -20 +18 t+-12 -111 +10 +136 
Disc Orientation 4-~ 
Front Back 
G2 G3 01 G2 03 
0 Q 0 0 0 
+3~ +22 +12 +40 +18 
+76 +38 +28 +84 +42 
+114 +58 +44 +126 +52 
+154 +68 +62 +1:60 +70 
+188 ... 84 +72 +204 +92 
+230 +94 +82 +240 +102 
+266 +112 +100 +280 +118 
TABLE A.2.6. 
Strain Gauge Rosette Data t 'B' Rosette. Di.c P'5-1 . 
Observed Strain ReadiDgs in Microstrains 
Di.c Orientatian.~';'1 Disc Orientatian 2-2 Disc Orientation 4-4 
Disc 
Load Front Back Front Back Front Baclt 
lb •• 
G1 G2 03 G1 G2 G3 01 02 G3 01 G2 G3 P1 02 03 G1 G2 G3 
I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 • 0 0 0 0 
-:3000 +54 +24 -30 +66 +20 -10 0 0 +1.0 00 0 +10 0 +6 +14 0 +10 +41 
6000 . +110 +50 
-40 +120 +30 -24 .6 0 +18 0 +2 +20 0 +16 +26 ~6 +20 +161 
I 
9000 +150 +60 -50 +180 +46 -40 -6 0 +24 0 +2 +30 -4 '·+16 +30 -6 +22 +26 ' 
l2000 +210 +84 ';70 +240 +70 
-50 -12 0 +40 -6 0 +42 -12 +28- +40 -6 +30 +32 
15000 +260 . +98 -84 +306 +82 
-68 -18 0 +50 -8 -6 +54 -12 +38 +54 -18 +40 +46 
. 
18000 +300 +120 .104 +360 +100 -80 -18 -4 +54 --8 -6 +64 -20 +38 +60 -20 +48 +56 
21000 . +360 +130 -120 +440 +liO ~100. -20 ..a +56 -16 -10 +72 -20 +40 +68 -24 ·+54 +60 
.. 
Tensile 
Load 
11>s. 
0 
180 
370 
560 
740 
920 
1110 
1300 
1430 
1660 
TADLE A.2. 7. 
Uniaxial Tension Test 
Element from Disc F5-2 
(Element Cross-Section: 7.42 sq.ins.) 
Strain Gau8e Readings 
Applied Mi cros trains 
Stress Front Dack p.s,i. 
Gl G2 Gl 
0 0 0 0 
-25 -6 0 -10 
-50 -14 0 -22 
-75 -20 +2 -32 
-100 -26 +4 -40 
-125 -36 +4 -50 
-150 -44 +4 -60 
-175 -46 +4 -60 
-200 -57 +9 -79 
.. .. 
-225 Failure 
G2 
0 
0 
-2 
.. 2 
+4 
+4 
+2 
+6 
+6 
Disc 
Load 
lbs. 
0 
3000 
6000 
9000 
12000 
15000 
10000 
21000 
TABLE A.2.8. 
Observed Strains an Principal Diameters of Disc F5-1 
Demeo Gauge Readings - Miorostrains 
Disc Orientation 1-1 Disc Orientation 2-2 Disc Orientation 4-4 
Front Back Front Back Front Back 
Dl D3 Dl D3 D2 n4 D2 n4 D4 D2 D4 D2 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
+25 -10 +30 +5 +25 -15 +~o -10 +30 -15 +30 -5 
+45 -20 +45 -10 +45 -15 +40 -20 +45 -25 +55 -20 
-+70 
-25 +65 -20 +70 -30 +G5 -30 +65 -40 +90 -25 
+90 
-35 +85 -30 +100 -4n +85 -40 +05 -50 +115 .40 
+120 
-50 +115 -4c .125 -60 +100 -50 +105 -65 +140 -55 
+140 -60 +135 
-55 +150 -65 +120 -65 +130 -70 +160 -65 
+170 -70 +165 -65 +175 -75 +150 -80 +160 -80 +190 -75 
TABLE A.2.9. 
Discs FS-l and FS-3 
\Vihite Lir~t Fringe Order Data 
Centre Point Stressmeters 
(Meter length = 3 in, f~ = 1220 p.s.i./fr./in.) 
,.) 
Annular Stressmeter Disc F5~1 Solid Stressrneter Disc F5-3 
Fringe Orders at 450 Point FrinC!e Orders at Centre 
Disc Orientation Disc Orientation 
Load Load 
lba. 1-1 2-2 4-4 llis. lD-lD 2-2 
0 a 0 0 0 a 0 
3000 O,SO 0.48 0.53 2500 0.32 0.30 
6000 0.98 1.03 . 1. ()4 
I 
5000 0.60 0.63 
9000 1.58 1.54 1.57 7500 0.93 0.9(, 
12000 2.07 2.04 2.07 10000 1.21 1.24 
15000 2.S2 2.56 2.53 12500 1.52 1.52 
18000 3.03 3.05 3.01 15000 1.84 1.83 
21000 3.55 3.54 3.57 17500 2.13 2.18 
20000 2.45 2.42 
22500 2.77 2.80 
Frin~e order readinps have positive si~. 
TABLE A.2.10 
!entre Element from Disc F5-1 
Uniaxial Compression Test 
Annular Stressmeter and Demec Gauge Readinp,s 
(Element Cross-Section Area: 26.0 sq.in. f~ = 1220 p.s.i./fr./in 
" Meter Length : 3 id.) 
Demec Gau~e ReadinFs 
Meter Fringe Micros trains Total Applied Order Load Stress N Front Back !bs. r·s •i • (Hhite Lip.:ht) Ll L2 L3 Ll L2 L3 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3000 115 0.50 ·40 .25 ·30 35 40 30 
6000 231 1.18 .75 ·70 70 65 ·-65 ·60 
9000 346 1.77 110 110 ·105 -100 ·100 ·95 
12000 462 2.40 150 145 145 135 130 135 
15000 577 3.01 100 175 ·170 165 165 160 
18000 692 3.61 215 210 210 205 200 195 
21000 800 4 .. 23 ·245 245 2~O 235 230 235 
24000 924 4.74 290 285 200 270 2GO 265 
Fringe order and strain readings hava positive sims 
APPENDIX 3 , 
Theoretical Isochromatic Fringe Patterns 
in the Annular Stressmeter 
Theoretical distributions of frin,l5e order in the annular stressmeter 
and stressmeter sensitivity factors have been calculated for uniaxial compression 
and the mixed biaxial loading conclitoons discussed in Chapter 4. The 
calculations are based on the Hiramatsu-Darron stress solution for the 
inclusion; they have been carried out with the aid of a FORTRAN 1900 computer 
programme and an I.C.T. 1907 computer. 
The pro~ramme input conditions were as follows: 
(a) Pi = 3.1415925 
Strassmcter external radius = 0.625 in. 
Stressmeter internal radius = 0.125 in. 
Glass E' value El = 10 x 10
6 p.s.i. 
~lnss ll' value AMUl = 0.24 
Glass fg value = 1230 p.s .1./fr./in. 
Glass annulus length = 3.0 in. 
Concrete E value E2 = 3.5 x 106p •s .i. 
Concrete II vl'llue AHU2 = 0.18 
Loading condition p = +570 p.s.i., Q = o. 
(b) As in (a) above but with AMU1 = AMU2 = 0.20 
(c) As in (a) and (b) above but with P = +520 p.s.i., Q = -173.3 p.s.i. 
(d) As in (a) and (b) above but ''lith A = 0.628 in and D = 0.132 in. 
The specimen programme 8i ven below refers to cases (n) and (c1) with 
Poisson's Ratio values of case (a). The approprinte flow cliagrnm is a1&,o 
given. 
It can be seen that the pro~amme includes the computation of the 
constant terms in the Hiramatsu equations (3.15)-(3.17); definiti~ns of 
these constants can be found in references(36), (37) or (38). 
The accuracy of the programme has been confirmed by an independent hand 
calCUlation for several discrete (r,e) positions in the case (n) condition. 
JOB MI4STRESS,1907MI4C,ATKINSON 
FORTRAN l,CRO(MI4PRES),300,9400 
*"''''* DOCUMENT MI4PRES 
LIST(LP) 
SEND TO (ED,RUN.FILE) 
PROGRAM(HI4~il907MI4C) 
INPUTl=CRO 
OUTPUT2,(nONITOR)=LPO 
TRACE 
END 
MASTER ROSE 
E3.=3.5 
E2=10 
AMU1=0.18 
AMU2=O.24 
PI=3.1415925 
A=O.625 
B=O.125 
25 AO=AlrIr2 
BO=B**2 
AP=A**4 
BP=B*tc4 
ES-AO/BO 
SE=AP/BP 
TE=AO/BP 
TB=AP/BO 
TC=BP/AP 
TD=BO/AP 
TF=A/BO 
EN=El/E2 
EP=l/A 
EQ=l/BO 
55 WRITE(2.40) 
40 OFORMAT(66Hl ALPHAl BETAl 
1 GAMMA2 III) 
CA=3-AMUl 
DA=l+AMUl 
FA=l+AMU2 
AD = l-AMUl 
AC=3+AMUl*AMU2 
AE=3-AMU2 
AF=AMU1-AMU2 
AG=1-AMU2 
AL1=CA/El + FA/E2 
AL2=~ir(1-ES) 
ALPHA1=ALlIrAL2 
BE1=2/AO 
BE2-CA/El 
BE3=1-SE 
BEI.Io=FA*SE 
BE5=BE4+AE 
JE6=BE5/E2 
1)E=BE2icBE3 
llET=DE-BE6 
DET,\l=DET*BEl 
GAHMAl= ~4/El . 
ALK= TC -l.IoicES +3.0 
ALKl=tli , ;iCIrES 
ALK2 =2,'fCA *TC 
ALK3=Q~D!I. 
ALKlf.=ALK2 -ALK3 
ALK5=ALK4*FA 
GAMMAl ALPHA2 BETA2 
ALP=ALl</El 
ALP1=ALKl +ALl<S 
ALP2=ALP1/E2 
ALPLj.=-2*DA"CA 
ALP3=ALP"ALPLj. 
ALPHA2=ALP3+ALP2 
BT=TD-TE 
BT1=AC*TE 
BT2=FA*CA"TD 
I'T,3=3"AF/AO 
BT4=BT/El 
BT5=BT1+BT2+BT3 
BT6=4ttBT5/E2 
BT7=2*ALP4 
BTO= BT1*BT4 
BETA2=BTO+BT6 
GAMMA2=S"DA/El 
GA=ALPHA1" BETA2 
am=BETA1" ALPHA2 
Gl=BETA2"GAHMAl 
G2=BETA1"GAMMA2 
G3=Gl-G2 
G4=GA-GB 
C2=G3/G4 
G5=ALPHA2"ruu~1 
G6=ALPHA1*GAMMA2 
G7=GS-GS 
GO=GB-GA 
D2=G1/GO 
Vl=AG"TF 
V2=FA/A 
V3=Vl+V2 
V4=V3"EN 
V5=EP-TF 
V6=DA"V5 
V7=V4-V6 
BO=-A/v7 
Al<=2~':C2 
A1<1=D2"EQ 
A1<2=Al<+AKl 
A2=-Al<2*EQ/3.0 
BK=2*D2"EQ 
Bl<l=C2+BK 
B2=-BK1"BP/3.0 
WRI 1£ ( 2 .Lj.5) ALPHA1, BET Al. GAtofloiAl. ALPHA2 • BETA2. GAMMA2 
Lj.5 FORMAT(3X,FO.Lj..3X.FO.3.3X,FO.S.3X.FO.4,3X,ra.3.3X.FO.6) 
lffiITE( 2.50) 
50 OFORMAT( 9Ci11 C2 D2 DO 
1 A2 B? III) 
~mlTE(2.60) C2.D2.BO,A2.B2 
60 FOm~AT( 3X,F15 .9,3X.F15 .9.3X.F15.9 ,3X.F15.9 .3X.F15 .9) 
WRITE(2.90) 
98 OFORMAT( If)9Hl Xl X2 X3 SIGMA 
1 rnINGE P Q R THETARII !) 
P=- 570 
Qr';.'\ 
65 THE'I'A=O.O 
66 R=O.125 
60 Xl=2*BO/R**2 
Rl=R"'''2 
R2=R**4 
R3=1/Rl 
RLj.=1/R2 
Wl=A2"Rl 
W2=B2"'R4 
W3=D2itR3 
W4=Wl+l'12 
HS=Hl-W2 
X2=4it ( 3itl~4+C2+l~3) 
X3=4*( 3*WS+C2-t-13) 
PE=P+Q 
PF=P-Q 
THE =2 "'THETA 
SG=Xlt'rPE 
SG1=X2"PF"COS(THE) 
SG2=X3"'PF"'SIN(THE) 
SG3=(SG-SG1)it"2 
SG4=SG2*lt2 
SIGMA=SQRT(SG3+SG4) 
FRINGE=3ltSIGMA/1230 
THETAR=THETA" lOO/PI 
WRITE(2.100)Xl,X2.X3,SIG~~,FRINGE.P.Q.R.THETAR 
100 OFORMAT(3X.F10.7,3X,F10.7,3X.F10.7.3X.F20.0,3X.FS.S.3X.F6.1.3X.F6.1 
1.3X.FS.3.3X.F6.1) 
IF(R-0.37S)110.120.120 
110 R~R+O.025 
GO TO 60 
120 R=R+O.12S 
IP(R-O.625)60.60.140 
140 THETA=THETA+ 5ltPI/100 
IF(THETA-PI/2)66.66.190 
190 A=0.628 
B=B+0.0075 
IF(B-0.136)25.25.200 
200 STOP 
Elm 
FINISH 
"ltlt" 
STAF\'T 
Input' vo\UU cJ 
E,!, £2., AMU I, AMU2. 
P1,I\,& 
Compul-a. &0,"" t 
.', E.S , $E. , Tf. , 1'6 , 
TC:, TI, TF, EN, It .. 
Eel 
Compu h1. ~L.PHA I 
lETA I t GI\MMI\ I, 
AL,PHA 2. , lETA 2-
~AMMA 2. , hU\cc.. 
Cl. , 02. , I~, 
1\2. , 82. 
4 
s~op~----------.------------, 
1\.0·02.6 
I ..... 0·00.,5 
THE.TA. 
THLT~+ SPIt 110 1-----1 ..... -<. 
""ITE XI, X1, Xl, 
FRINGr. SlGII.1A, P 
a. ," TME'T'AR 
COMpura. Xl, ~3. 
"'<lII.1A ,FRINGE. 
THETAA. 
P. 520 
Q.: 0 
THETA = 0 
Compurcz..r F"low Diasram. 
APPENDIX 4 
" , 
Mechanical Loading of Inclu.ions in Thin Plntes 
(A) Solid Inclusion 'With a "Heldcd" Intcrftlce 
(D) Annular Inclusion Nith an "Exact-Fit" Interfncu 
(A) S()lid Inclusion in a Thin Plate,Mechanical Loading - "Welded" Interface 
The Hiramatsu sOlution(36) bc~ins with Airey Stress functions for the 
Jomnins r ~ a (host material, i.e. the thin plate) and r < a (inclusion): 
For r ~ a: 
2 D2 2 ~ = Aor + Do log r + (:2 + C2r + D2) cos 29 
r 
This leads to equati()ns (5.4)-(5.6) for tho stress components or' ~a ' t r6 
and displacement components. Ur. Us ~iven by: 
For r ~ a: 
cos 29 
'E 
(A.4.3) 
This leads to equations (5.1)-(5.3) for the stress components ~r', ~O', TrO' 
and displacement components ur ', uo' o,iven by: 
(A.4.5) 
In uniaxial loading the host material external b()und~ry conditions nrc: 
(Or)r:_ = .n. (l + cos 20) 2 
(O'O)r=co : .£ (t1. - cos 20) 2 
( TrO)r=- = p sin 2G (A.4. '7.) --2 
For a "welded" internal boundary equalities (5.10) also apply. 
Cnnsiderin~ equations (A.4.1)-(A.4.7) and (5.1)-(5.6) all the constants 
Ao 
D2 
D2 
= .E. 
4 ' 
= 
E'(l+~) 
E I( 3-lJ) 
= 
E(1+I:!' ) 
E' ( 3-lJ) 
- E(l+~') 
+ E(l+lJ i) 
- E'(l+¥) 
+ EC1+J.I ) 
2 
.E!... 
• 4 ' 
pa2 
• 2 
• p. 
C2 = 
A ' = 0 2 
_.2-
4 
,', 
The solution r,i van above sntisfies equilibrium and stated boundary condi tiona; 
it a~rees with Muskhe1ishvili's alternative derivation(39). The errors in 
HiramQtsu's paper appear in the definitions of n2, D2• C2'. 
(D) Annular Inclusion ia a Thin Plate Moch<mical Loadin,~ - "Ex.Ilct-fi ttl Interface 
For the host material, the stress and displacement components are ~iven 
as before by equations (5.4)-(5.6), (A.4.2)-(A.4.3)i the external boundary 
conditions for uniaxial loadinp, (A.4o.7.) also ~pply. 
In the inclusio~ the stress components are p,iven by equations (5.7)-(5.9) 
and the displacements may be written: 
J) , 
{4lJ'A 'r3 - 2(1+lJ'~3 2 I' 
(A.4o.8) 
u ' e 
sin 29 
E' 
Considering lIihe new interface bmlI1.clary conditions: 
a ' I' = a ' I' • (r=a) 
Lre = 't'ra' = O(r=a) u = U t I' I' (r=n) 
(A.4.9) 
(5.11) 
simultaneous equations for all the constants An, Do, D2, C2 ' D2 , Aot, no'. 
A2 " D2 ', C2 ', D2 ' may be obtained. Their solution gives I 
Ao = .2 
4 ' 
2 Do = a 
2D '(a2_b2) C2 .. .E. D2 
1 4 4 
= = - {C2 '( 11 -b ) + 4 ' 2 2 
Ao' 
A ' 2 
C ' 2 
Do' 
= - -. 
2b2 
= _ . .....L [2C ' 
3b2 2 
= ra' 
as'-a'f3 ' 
a 
Bo' = _ .l?!. {( 1-)l , ) a T 
E Eb2 
, 
= rS' 
aa'-a'a 
2 
where a = - ['4 2 2 6 671 {E~ (3a -b )+~'(a .. b 2J 
b 2 
y = 3E ' 4b2 a .p 
(1+)+ , ) 
E'a 
4 
~} T 2 
(l+H\! .. ~ )} -1 
E a ,2 
!) 
at = 
The inclusion stress components can now be written for the p,eometry under 
consideration. The principal stress difference at any point can be 
conveniently obtaineu from the relation: 
(0' ' - 0' ') ='/(0" _ 0" )2 + 4'[ ,2 1 2 r e r6 (3.22) 
PPPENDIX 5 
Data for Chapter 5 
TADLE A.S.l. 
Annular Strcssmeter Data 
.i 
Slab Specimens Fl-2 and Fl-6 in Uniaxial Compression 
(Meter len~h : 3 in. f~ = 1220 p.s.i./fr./in 
~, 
Specimen details: see Figure 3.7.) 
White Light Fringe Orders at 450 Points 
Gauge Slab Applied 
Pressure Load Stress Specimen Fl-2 Specimen Fl-6 (wax coated) 
p.s.i. J..bs. p.s .i • 
Day Day Day Day Day Day Day Day Day D1\y 
37 50 74 94 112 37 50 74 94 112 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0.05 0.02 0 0.10 0.20 0.26 0.30 
700 3050 117 0.65 0.63 0.61 0.66 0.50 ().G4 0.75 0.64 (').90 0.92 
1400 6300 242 1.33 1.31 1.30 1.35 1.37 1.35 1.44 1.57 1.59 1.65 
2100 9550 367 1.97 1.95 1.98 2.r)Q 1.98 2.05 2.11 2.32 2.42 2.30 
2800 12750 490 2.71 2.68 2.67 2.70 2.62 2.7G 2.83 2.98 2.95 3.05 
3500 15950 613 3.32 3.35 3.28 3.42 3.40 3.38 3.46 3.52 3.60 3.GI') 
4200 19200 738 3.98 3.95 3.97 4.J5 4.01 4.05 4.14 4.24 4.2G 4.33 
4900 22500 B65 4.73 4.GG 4.64 4.70 4.80 4.69 4.64 4.£A 4.90 5.00 
Sensitivity:p,s.i./frinee 184 186 185 185 184 102 102 101 103 184 
All terms have positive si~s. 
Line 
Fl 
F2 
F3 
TIl 
n2 
D3 
Mean 
(E Value) 
TADLE A.5.2. 
Lonsitudinal Strain Data: Slab S~ecimens Fl-2 and Fl-6 
in Uniaxial Compression 
(Demec Gauge (8 in.) Sensitivity: 10~£/division 
Specimen Details: see Fi.gure 3.7) 
Slope of Line from Demec Readings - r.s.i. l( lOr; 
Specimen Fl-2 Specimen Fl-6 (Wax Coated) 
Day Day Day Day Dny Day D:"..y Day Day Day 
37 50 74 94 112 37 50 74 94 ll2 
3.74 3.80 3.31 3.135 3.41 4.00 4.03 4.05 4.20 4.10 
3.70 3.78 3.24 3.56 3.37 3.89 3.97 3.9/3 4.0S 4.()2 
3.5C 3.70 3.21 3.41 3.32 3.03 3.92 3.92 4.00 3.9C 
3.45 3.54 3.71 3.54 3.55 3.GO 3.73 3.74 3.03 3.31 
3.41 3.50 3.50 3.52 3.(,4 3.Gl 3.73 3.72 3.77 3.74 
3.34 3.41 3.50 3.77 3.6r) 3.57 3.Go 3.69 3 .~;8 3.71 
3.5 3.6 3.4 3.6 3.5 3.7 3.n 3.n 3.9 3.9 
Radial 
TADLE A.5.3. 
Frinee Order Distribution alone Principal Axes 
Specimen F3-3 Solid Stressmeter - Three Uniaxial Load Levels 
Glass fringe value: fB = 1220 p.s.i./fr./in 
Thickness: 19 = 3.0 in. 
Ambient Temperature: 70°F 
White Li~~t~Fringe Order (0 ' - a t) e r 
N p 
Applied 
= Nf, 
IJl 
Position Stress -N +N Major Axis Minor AXis Major Axis Minor Axis (Si,~s -ve) (Si~s +ve) r p.s.i. 
- (p) a 
e=l')° 0=1800 0=900 6=270° B:()o 9=1900 9=900 ~=27')o 
410 0.90 1.10 1.25 1.50 0.92 1.12 1.25 1.49 
1.00 640 1.55 1.56 1.86 2.15 0.98 0.99 1.18 1.37 
855 2.26 2.18 2.49 2.81 1.08 1.04 1.10 1.34 
410 1.20 1.16 1.37 1.54 1.22 1.18 1.36 1.53 
0.80 640 1.85 1.87 2.04 2.25 1.18 1.19 1.30 1.43 
855 2.GO 2.69 2.70 3.05 1.24 1.28 1.28 1.45 
410 1.30 1.32 1.45 1.56 1.41 1.35 1.44 1.55 
0.60 640 2.16 2.13 2.21 2.33 1.37 1.35 1.41 1.48 
855 2.93 2.87 2.94 3.18 1.39 1.37 1.40 1.52 
410 1.47 1.46 1.55 1.61 1.50 1.49 1.54 1.60 
0.40 640 2.30 2.32 2.31 2.43 1.46 1.413 1.47 1.55 
055 3.15 3.10 3.15 3.2fl 1.50 1.40 1.50 1.56 
410 1.61 1.59 1.61 l.G1 1.64 1.62 1.GO 1.nO 
0.20 640 2.44 2.49 2.43 2.51 1.55 1.58 1.55 1.60 
855 3.30 3.28 3.25 3.34 1.57 1.56 1.55 1.59 
410 1.61 1.61 1.61 1.61 1.64 1.64 1.60 1.()O 
0 640 2.51 2.51 2.51 2.51 1.59 1.59 1.60 1.60 
855 3.34 3.34 3.34 3.34 1.59 1.59 1.59 1.59 
Radial 
TADLE A.5.4. 
Fringe 0rder Distributions along Principal ~~ 
Specimen Fl-3 Annular Stressmeter - Three Uniaxial Load Levels 
Glass fringe value: f = 1230 p.s.i./tr./in. p. 
Thickness 19 = 3.0 in. Nominal F ratio = 5.0 
Ambient temperature = 69°F 
Sodium Light Frinp,e I)rder (dO 
Applied N 
, 
- C1 ') Nf r 
- ....Ll p 
position Stress 
- 1
9P 
r p.s.i. 
-N +N Haj<"r Axis Minor Axis b (p) 
!1 aj ()r Axis Hiner !,xis (Si~s -ve) ( SiP,Tls +va) 
c 0 6=90° '" 0=00 6=1800 6=90° e=270o e=o 6=lCQ 0=27(" 
400 0.36 0.30 0.50 0.59 0.34 0.31 0.51 0.131 
5.0 490 O.3~ 0.31 'J.55 0.60 0.33 0.2G ().46 n.50 
5G5 0.51 0.42 0.G7 0.75 '1.37 0.31 0.49 f) .55 
400 0.65 0.43 0.70 ''''\.113 ·').66 0.44 I).Oil ~) .85 
4.00 490 0.76 0.55 0.85 0.95 n.64 0.4G 0.71 0.80 
565 0.90 0.62 1.03 1.!)7 0.G7 0.45 1).75 "'.77 
400 0.02 0.68 0.98 1.('12 0.04 0.70 1.01 1.f')5 
3.00 490 0.95 0.(31 1.10 l.ln 0.00 0.60 0.97 n.93 
5€5 1.12 0.93 1.30 1.41 0.01 0.68 1.00 1.n3 
400 0.72 0.65 1.06 1.-:'<7 0.74 c.G7 1.00 1.10 
2.00 490 0.82 0.72 1.35 1.27 ().G9 fl.e.O 1.13 1.06 
565 0.95 0.02 1.58 1.56 fl.69 n.6fl 1.15 1.13 
40n· ('1.72 0.70 1.42 1.29 0.74 0.72 1.45 1.32 
1.50 49"'\ n.82 n.72 2.12 2 • n."> 0.69 fl.6!') 1.7f. 1.67 
565 0.95 0.05 1.9fi 2.no 0.69 0.62 1.43 1.45 
400 1.29 1.24- 2.57 2.5n 1.32 1.27 2.64- 2.61 
1.00 49') 1.56 1.47 2.95 3.::'5 1.31 1.23 2.47 2.55 
565 1.50 loGO 3.50 3.7() 1.09 1.16 2.54 2.68 
APPENDIX 6 
Data for Chapter 6 
TADLE A.5.1. 
Annular Stressmeter Readings Station 302/21 
Fringe Order Point 
Glass f p.: Value 
"" 1hickness 
Meter Sensitivity 
p = N x Sn 
Installation Date 
Frinp,e 
Date Order 
+N 
14.11.66 0.34 
22.12.66 0.40 
30.12.66 0.25 
5.1.67 0.44 
20.2.67 0.41 
3.4.67 0.67 
24.4.67 0.03 
0.5.67 0.62 
12.6.67 0.74 
19.6.G7 0.67 
24.7.67 0.66 
21.8.67 0.95 
23.9.G7 0.02 
13.11.67 1.0) 
20.1.60 1.25 
27.3.60 1.53 
15.8.60 1.42 
4.11.60 1.27 
11.4.G9 1.42 
~ = 1.40, e = 00 _900 
f = 1220 p.s.i./fr./in. g 
19 = 3.0 in. 
Sn = 230 p.s.i./fr. 
n = S p 
30th July. 1966. 
Principal Maj or Stress 
Stress Ratio Direction 
+n +On 
0.75 0 
0.75 10 
0.75 170 
0.75 0 
0.75 0 
0.50 5 
0.75 5 
(l.SO 5 
0.50 175 
0.50 175 
').75 0 
0.75 170 
0.75 170 
0.50 160 
0.50 145 
0.50 It;O 
0.75 140 
0.75 120 
0.75 135 
TADLE A.6.2. 
Annular Stressmetor Readinss 
s;tation 304 
Notation: see Fip,ure 6.9 and Table A.6.1. 
I , 
Date 
I 
Installation Dates: 304/21 - 27.7.66 
304/22 - 21.12 .'fi6. 
i I Principal Stress I I Fringe Order +N Ratio I + n ! 
304/21 I 30LI,'21 b 304/22 304/22 0.24 I 0.50 14.11.66 
22.12.65 0.50 0.50 
30.12.G6 0.44 0.75 
5.1.67 0.55 0.75 
20.2.67 0.32 0.50 
3.4.67 0.32 0.50 
24.4.67 0.60 0.50 
0.5.67 0.30 0.50 
12.6.67 0.30 0.50 
19.6.67 0.35 0.32 0.50 0.50 
24.7.67 0.55 0.54 0.75 0.50 
21.C.f.7 0.57 0.66 0.75 0.75 
23.9.67 0.66 0.66 0.75 0.75 
13.11.67 O.GF 1.07 1.0 0.50 
20.1.68 0.00 1.23 0.75 0.25 
27.3.68 0.93 1.49 0.75 0.25 
15.0.68 1.15 1.45 0.75 0.25 
4.11.ij[) 1.34 1.32 1.0 0.25 
11.4.69 I 1.35 1.37 1.') 0.25 
I . 
I I 
Major Stress 
Direction 
+6_ 
.r; 
304/21 I 304/22 
60 
50 I 60 
50 
60 
E.O 
45 
GO 
GO 
50 135 
70 135 
70 135 
60 135 
160 
145 135 
14() 15() 
14() 150 
135 
12(' 
I 
TADLE A.S.3. 
Annular Stressmeter Readin~s Station 204/21 
Notation: see Firure 6.9 and Table A.G.l. 
Installation Date: 23.2.6G 
I Frin[)C Principal 
Date Order Stress Ratio 
+N + n 
4.4.6f.. I 0.75 0.75 
10.4.66 0.70 0.75 
9.5.66 0.93 0.75 
31.5.66 0.()4 0.75 
4.7.66 1.21 0.75 
25.7.66 1.23 0.75 
25.0.G6 1.13 0.75 
1.9.BG 1.21 0.75 
26.9.66 1.18 (").75 
31.10.56 1.22 0.75 
14.11.66 1.22 0.75 
22.12.66 1.27 0.75 
30.12.66 1.20 0.75 
5.1.67 1.11 0.75 
20.2.67 1.18 0.75 
3.4.67 1.12 0.75 
24.4.67 1.70 0.75 
0.5.67 1.20 0.75 
12.6.67 1.25 0.75 
19.6.67 1.42 0.75 
24.7.67 1.35 0.75 
21.8.67 1.35 0.75 
23.9.67 1.37 0.75 
13.11.137 1.21 0.75 
20.1.60 1.3G 0.75 
27.3.62 1.44 0.75 
15.8.68 1.15 0.75 
4.11.68 1.26 0.75 
11.4.69 1.26 0.75 
Major 
Stress Dillection 
+6e 
30 
3() 
CO 
80 
en 
70 
7() 
no 
75 
50 
55 
55 
55 
55 
55 
00 
no 
85 
[35 
85 
00 
00 
no 
120 
l()f) 
100 
1 ... 0 
100 
110 
I 
: , 
i I 
I Date 
I 
I 
I 
• I 4.4.66 
, 
I 10.4.66 
• 
I 9.5.G6 31.5.6G 
! 4.7.66 
25.7.Gf. 
25.0.66 
1.9.f36 
26.9.66 
31.10.66 
14.11.GG 
22.12.66 
30.12.66 
5.1.67 
20.2.67 
3.4.67 
24.4.67 
0.5.67 
12.fi.G7 
19.6.67 
24.7.57 
21.0.67 
23.9.67 
13.11.f'7 
20.loG8 
27.3.60 
15.0.60 
4.11.GO 
I 11.4.69 i 
Annular Strcssmeter Rcadines Station 206 
Notation:see Figure 6.9 and Table A.G.l 
Fringe 
+N 
206/21 
0.50 
0.56 
n.n? 
0.68 
0.6Ci 
O.CG 
0.87 
1.23 
1.20 
1.43 
1.71 
1.75 
1.71 
1.67 
1.93 
2.16 
2.00 
2.07 
2.15 
2.00 
1.76 
1.70 
1.74 
1.02 
2.12 
1.95 
2.12 
1.fJ2 
1JJ7 
Installation Dates: 206/21: 16.2.66 
206/22: 21.12.66 
Order I Principal 
, Stress Ratio 
! +n 
1 I I 206/22 206/21 I 200/22 
! I 
I I 0.75 I 
I 0.75 ! 
I ; 1.0 , 
1.0 
I I 
I 1.0 I I I 1.0 I 
\ I 1.0 
i 0.7S 
I 
I 0.75 , 
0.75 I 
0.75 I 
I 
I 0.75 
0.75 
0.75 
0.25 0.50 0.50 
I 0.96 0.50 0.25 
i 1.00 0.50 0.25 
I 1.11 0.50 o .SI') 
I 1.25 0.50 0.50 i 1.14 0.50 0.50 
1.30 0.75 :).75 
1.53 f).75 0.50 
1.70 0.50 C.50 
2.20 0.50 0.50 
2.54 0.50 0.25 
2.46 0.50 0.25 
2.12 0.75 0.50 
i 
2.31 0.75 0.50 
2.fi5 f).50 0.50 
Major 
Stress Direction 
+OB 
206/21 206/22 
175 
175 
160 
170 
175 
165 
165 
165 
165 
175 150 
170 150 
170 135 
170 13S 
170 120 
170 120 
170 120 
17() 135 
17("1 135 
165 135 
160 13S 
IS0 140 
150 120 
140 130 
lea , 135 I I 
TATlLE .A.6.S 
Solid Stressmeter Rcadin,!'I;s 2('lfj/23 
Sensitivity factor, Sn = 250 p.s.i./fr. 
(p_q) = Sn x N p.s.i. 
Installation date 16.2.66 
Principal Stress 
Date FrinF,e 
Ol"'OOr Difference 
N (p-q) 
206/23 20f /21 
4.4.fiG 0 0 28 
10.4.GG 0 a 32 
0.5.66 0 0 () 
31.5.6C 0.50 125 0 
4.7.66 0.33 83 0 
25.7.66 0.20 70 0 
25.2.6('. 0 ') ') 
1.9.G6 0 0 71 
26.9.66 0 r. (;9 
31.10.66 0.36 90 83 
14.11.f'G 0.40 100 99 
21.8.67 0.37 92 102 
23.9.57 0.47 117 200 
13.11.67 0.36 215 209 
20.1.6l3 0.23 57 244 
27.3.68 1.22 305 223 
15.8.60 O.G3 157 122 
4.11.60 0.78 195 104 
4.11.69 1.14 205 215 
All tel'mS take positive si~s 
I 
Date I 
I 
4.4.66 
18.4.66 
9.5.66 
31.5.66 
4.7.66 
25.7.66 
25.8.66 
1.9.G6 
26.9.66 
31.10.66 
14.11.66 
22.12.66 
30.12.66 
5.1.G7 
20.2.G7 
3.4.67 
24.4.67 
B.5.G7 
12.6.E7 
19.6.67 
24.7.67 
21.B.()7 
23.9.67 
13.11.67 
20.l.G8 
27.3.GO 
15.8.68 
4.11. GO 
I 11.4. 69 
TAnLE A.6.G. 
Annular Stressmater Readings Station 208 
Notation: see Figure 6.9 and Table A.6.1. 
Installation Date: 208/21 - 5.11.65. 
208/22 - 21.12.66. 
Fringe Order I Principal Stress I , 
+N I Ratio +n , 
208/21 I 208/22 I 208/21 ! 200/22 I 
, 
, 
0.45 I 0.75 
0.54 0.75 
0.35 0.75 
0.47 0.75 
0.62 0.75 
0.61 0.75 
1.19 0.75 
0.94 1.0 
1.30 1.0 
1.71 0.75 
1.GG :'.75 
1.70 0.50 
1.86 0.75 
1.0:") 0.75 
2.00 0.20 0.50 0.50 
2.14 0.52 0.50 0.50 
2.30 0.70 0.50 ').50 
2.24 ().73 1).51) C).Sf) 
2.35 1.3':) c).50 0.75 
2.15 1.2() ,"').25 n.7S 
1.89 1.34 0.25 0.75 
1.85 1.48 a.75 'J.7S 
1.92 1.3r 0.75 0.7S 
1.04 :l.91 1.25 r,.2S I 3.00 2.73 0.25 0.2S 
3.56 2.00 0.25 0.25 I 
2.09 2.36 0.50 0.25 
I 
2.78 2.35 i 0.5', I 0.50 , 
2.06 I 0.2S 
, 
2.9f..l 0.25 I 
Major Stress 
Direction +eB 
2~0/21 200/22 
150 
150 
150 
80 
80 
80 
170 
170 
170 
170 
17'> 
170 
170 
177 17(') 
170 1£0 
170 If: ") 
17J lril'l 
170 150 
lC5 15'" 
170 121'1 
15') le:) 
170 171') 
171} lCiO 
1M 140 
160 I 155 I 160 120 
I luS 110 165 135 
TABLE A.G.7. 
Annular Stressmeter Readings Stations 210/22, 212/22 
Date 
3.4.67 
24.4.67 
8.5.67 
12.6.67 
19.6.67 
24.7.67 
21.8.67 
23.9.67 
13.11.67 
20.1.68 
27.3.GO 
15.0.68 
4.11.68 
11.4.G9 
Notation: see Fi~re 6.9 and Table A.G.l. 
Installation Dates: 21.12.GC 
Frinre Order Principal Stress 
+N R:ttio +n 
210/22 212/22 210/22 212/22 
O.SO 0.50 
O.GS 0.25 
0.45 ,:'). G9 (l.St') n.2S 
0.72 ,).95 1.5'! 0.25 
0.92 :).95 n.5!' (l.50 
1.00 O.9() (1.75 1).50 
0.92 :'; .90 1.75 o.sn 
O.9G 0.93 0.75 O.5() 
1.2() 1.2G n.5'! 0.75 
1.41 1.313 n.25 ').50 
1.33 1.58 ().5,'"\ 0.50 
1.44- 1.30 n.2S 0.75 
1.44- 1.20 :) .25 0.75 
1.50 1.58 1").5) O.5t') 
Major Stress 
Direction +On 
210/22 212/22 
135 
135 
130 135 
11t') 12() 
ll0 12(1 
12(l 12') 
135 120 
135 135 
160 13') 
17') 135 
160 135 
14n ll: 
13n 12(\ 
170 12') 
1 ; j I 
! ~ate 
, 
i 
i 
4.4.GC 
10.4.GG 
9.5.GG 
31.5.66 
4.7.GG 
25.7.66 
I 25.0.66 1.g.6e 
26.9.6") 
31.10.66 
14.ll.66 
22.12.66 
30.12.GG 
5.1.(7 
20.2.67 
3.4.67 
24.4.67 
0.5.67 
12.6.67 
19.6.G7 
24.7.67 
21.n .67 
23.9.f,7 
13.11.67 
20.1.(n 
27.3.68 
15.[:.60 
TABLE A.G.n. 
Annular Stressmeter Readin~s Station 213 
Notation: soe Fir,ure 6.9 nod Table A.G.l. 
Installation Dates: 213/21 - 15.9.G5 
213/22 - 21.12.6r; 
: I Frin~e Order , Principal Stress , 
+N Ratio +Tl I 
213/21 213/22 213/21 213/22 I 
I 
0.25 I O.7S I 
I 
, 
I 
0.45 0.75 
; I 
i I I I 0.56 I 0.75 I I 
\ 
1 
0.63 0.75 I , 
O.GG 0.75 I 
0.02 O.7S I 
f).76 I 0.75 I 
O.7C f).75 I I 
1').95 0.75 I I 
1.30 0.75 
1.30 0.75 
1.02 0.75 : 
0.96 I 0.75 0.95 ! 0.75 
1.00 0.75 
1.05 0.21 0.75 1).5('1 
1.20 G.GO : ').75 0.50 
1.lll 0.60 0.75 0.50 
1.50 I 1.20 
('I. Sf') I ').5('1 
1.29 0.75 
, 
0.25 1.40 I I I I 1.75 1.31 0.75 0.5 ! 
l.nn 1.37 0.75 I 0.75 
1.85 1.30 0.75 I 0.75 I 
I 0.75 1.lC 0.34 0.75 I , 
Station Inacc~ssible I I I I 2.38 1.37 :}.5C' I 0.75 I , Station inaccessible from now 012 
Major Stress 
Direction tOt 
213/21 213/22 
45 
I 
45 
45 
60 
7S 
GO 
'SO 
70 
55 
65 
en. 
60 
45 
60 
60 
30 17n 
5 170 
5 1€5 
r) lEO 
170 HO 
170 l()'; 
17'.) 1~~' 
20 170 
45 175 
15('1 J 150 
Date 
4.4.6G 
10.4.6E 
9.5.GG 
31.5.G6 
4.7.66 
25.7.66 
25.0.66 
1.9.66 
26.9.% 
31.10.(6 
14.11.6f, 
22.12.(6 
30.12.66 
5.1.67 
20.2.G7 
3.4.G7 
24.4.67 
n.5.G7 
12.6.67 
19.G.G7 
24.7.67 
21.n.S7 
23.9.67 
13.11.67 
20.1.68 
27.3.68 
15.8.68 
4.11.60 
11.4.69 
TABLE A.6.9. 
Annular Stressm~ter Readings Station 214 
Notation: see FiRure 6.9 and Table A.5.l. 
Inst31lation Dates: 214/21 - 11.11.GS 
214/22 - 21.12.C6 
Frinn;e I Principal Stress Order +N Ratio +n 
214/21 214/22 r 214/21 1 214/22 I I 
I 
t 
1.28 0.75 
1.31 0.75 
1.47 0.75 
1.13 0.75 
1. 79 ().75 
1.35 1.0 
1.71 !.i.75 
2 .'~O n.75 
1.95 0.75 
2.52 1').75 
2.n9 0.75 
2.C(', '"!.75 
2.95 0.75 
2.~5 0.75 
3.15 0.50 
3.ng 0.58 (') .5f) 0.25 
3.20 l).fC 0. Sf) 0..25 
3.41 0.82 0.50 0.25 
3.41 l').fl8 c).50 0.25 
3.33 0.92 1').50 0.25 
2.7C 0.93 1').75 0.5(') 
2.90 1.21 0.75 0.50 
3.12 1.60 0.75 0.50 
3.61 2.()l o .5() C).50 
3.74 2.S!.! 0.2S 0.25 
3.35 HIO ').50 Nj.') 
3.23 N/t) n.7S N/o 
3.31 N/O 0.75 N/0 
3.17 I N/O n.So N/n 
I 
Major Stress i 
Direction tOn 
214/21 I 214/22 
I 
10 
1i"' 
2(') 
3r ) 
30 
3r) 
3(') 
2'", 
15 
15 
15 
20 
20 
2fl 
10 160 
10 16'; 
5 160 
5 150 
5 1f-O 
(I 135 
175 135 
175 135 
175 145 
155 135 
175 N/O 
ISO • N/o 
150 N/O 
160 N/0 
TABLE A.6.10 
Stress Increments during Impounding for Stressmeter 213/21 
Date 
22.12.66 
30.12.66 
20.2.67 
3.4.67 
B.S.G7 
12.6.67 
24.7.67 
23.Sl.67 
13.11.67 
27.3.60 
Notation: see Figure 6.9 and Section ~.S.4. 
Stress Units - p.s.i. 
Stressmeter Stress Increments 
Readinp, durinp; Impnundinp; 
+p +q +9 0 !l !l !l 0 llO"'v !l°h B P q 
erB 
235 176 60 
221 166 45 +2 -25 () +2 -25 
230 173 60 
-2 -2 I') -2 -2 
242 101 30 +28 -25 0 +2~1 -25 
271 204 5 +85 -21 +163 +80 -16 
345 173 0 +156 -48 +173 +154 -46 
403 3;)2 170 +219 +71 +163 +207 +05 
425 319 20 +223 +113 I') +221 +ll1 
267 2()0 45 +44 +16 0 +43 +15 
540 274 150 +370 +43 +150 +292 +126 
!lTvh 
-2 
() 
+2 
+21 
+25 
+41 
-9 
-9 
+145 
TABLE A.5.11. 
Stress Increments durinPj Impoundinr; from Sonic Gaur;e Rosette 102 
Date 
1.1.67 
lo3.C7 
1.l~.G7 
1.6.67 
1.7.67 
1.8.G7 
1.9.67 
1.10.67 
1.11.67 
1.12.67 
1.1.£)8 
M.1.63 
1.2.68 
1.4.60 
Notation: see Figure B.9 nnd Section 6.5.4. 
Stress Units - p.s.i. 
Corrected Rosette Principal Stress 
Components Condition 
llGl 60'G2 f1O'G3 f1O'G4 t.tvh t.p t.q +MB 
(~O'v) (AO'h) 
n 0 0 I') 0 0 n 0 
-10 -13 -20 -5 -3 -2) .. 5 35 
-:12 -7 +7 -28 +17 -20 +7 133 
-5('. +10 +35 -75 +55 -82 +42 12(l 
-61 +2~ +66 -99 +83 -Ill +76 120 
-50 +(.2 +63 -97 +10t) +12') -114 119 
-38 +(32 +:l33 -07 tlna +146 -104 12(' 
+2 +07 +163 -72 +118 +172 -en 125 
+50 +il () +185 -55 +12'~ +185 -55 131 
+92 +57 +178 -.27 +1"')('\ +lBO -213 140 
+116 +36 +159 -le +90 +175 -22 147 
+122 +27 +163 -12 +80 +175 -22 lij'J 
+121 +10 +l54 -1G +'33 +17') -30 15() 
+Ins -10 +12,,) -25 +72 +14C -45 155 
I 
TABLE A.6.12 
Stress Increments during Impoundin~ from Stressmeter 200/21 
Notation: see Figure G.9 and Section 6.5.4. 
Stress Units - p.s.i. 
Date 
• 
22.12.66 
30.12.GG 
5.1.67 
20.2.G7 
, 
3.4.67 
24.4.67 
8.5.67 
12.G.67 
10.6.67 
24.7.G7 
21.0.G7 
23.9.67 
13.11.67 
20.1~68 
27.3.68 
i 
Stressmeter Stress 
Readinr; Components 
P q o 0 B a v °h 't'vh 
391 19G 170 307 I 2C() I 
34 
I , I 422, 320 170 424 322 17 
414 31e) 170 410 315 17 I 
460 230 177 46") 23,~' i 11 
492 246 170 4(13 244 41 
, 
530 2G5 170 52:"1 272 
I 
46 I 
515 256 171 506 2C5 ! 
4G 
540 2GD 171') 532 276 4C 
495 124 165 47O 150 92 
435 lOG 170 424 115 57 
426 320 150 39fl 348 46 
441 331 170 437 336 18 
423 106 170 414 115 55 
690 172 16"1 630 232 16[1 
02() 
1
195 I 205 160 7413 276 I , i I 
All terms take positive signs unless 
otherwise stated. 
60v 
0 
37 
23 
73 
gG 
133 
119 
145 
83 
37 
12 
50 
27 
243 
3nl 
Stress 
Increments 
I 
I ~Oh 6't'vh 
! 0 () 
I 
122 -17 
115 -17 
30 -23 
44 7 
72 12 
55 12 
76 12 
-50 58 
-85 23 
147 12 
113G -16 
1-85 22 
I 32 134 , 
I 
I 76 161 
I 
J 
I 
TADLE A.6.13. 
Stress Increments durins Impcundint1 from Stressmeter 214/21 
I 
Date 
22.12.66 
30.12.6G 
5.1.G7 
20.2.67 
3.4.67 
24.4.67 
8.5.67 
12.6.67 
19.6.67 
24.7.67 
21.8.67 
23.9.67 
13.11.67 
20.1.Cf'! 
27.3.60 
Notntion: see Figure 6.9 and Section 6.5.4. 
Stress Units - 'p.s.i. 
, i Stressmeter Stress I Stress 
Readin[" Components I Increments 
I 
P I I 
I 
611 
678 
C55 
725 
710 
73G 
785 
785 
765 
640 
667 
717 
G30 
360 
770 
I 
I I ~(jh I o 0 , q (j ! all i Tvh I::il'Jv I n v 
! 
4f,() 15 6."12 469 -37 0 I 0 I 
, I 
500 I 20 658 527 -55 55 50 
4-92 20 635 513 -53 33 44 
3Gl 20 683 402 -115 01 -67 
354 In 702 363 -57 10J 1-106 
3f.O 10 722 379 -fi4 120 -9,J 
391 5 778 395 -34 176 -74 
391 5 77fl 395 -34 176 -74 
382 5 760 3136 -34 153 -[;3 
478 0 640 470 0 38 9 
499 175 665 4-9C1 14- 63 29 
530 175 717 540 16 115 71' 
414 175 028 419 39 22G -50 
430 
1
155 786 506 IG5 184 37 
304 760 386 34 1CG -;:~3 1175 
I 
All terms take positive sip,ns unless 
otherwise stated 
t I ~TVh 
, 
0 
-10 
-lG 
-7;; 
-20 
-27 
3 
3 
3 
37 
51 
53 
77 
202 
71 
TABLE A.6.14 • 
• tress Components after Impoundinrr from Stress~~r 206/21 
Date 
22.12.06 
30.12.66 
5.1.57 
20.2.67 
3.4.67 
24.4.6" 
8.5.67 
12.6.67 
19.6.67 
24.7.67 
21.8.67 
23.9.67 
13.11.67 
20.1.68 
27.3.60 
15.3.GO 
4.11. PI'l 
I 11.4.69 
: 
Notation: sec FiF,UI'e 6.9 and Section 6.5.4. 
Str.ess Units - p.s.i. 
Strcssmeter Readinr. 
I Stress Components I 
I 
p I q I eB av ! C1h ! I 
! i 
~I 
I 
I 
402 301 165 I 3911 306 , 
402 301 165 398 30C 
396 295 165 3S1 299 
443 222 175 444 223 
497 240 170 490 253 
460 230 17:1 453 237 
476 238 170 469 241 
495 247 170 490 253 
460 230 170 453 237 
405 303 170 403 306 
405 303 170 403 306 
400 200 170 391 207 
419 210 165 403 225 
487 243 160 460 271 
449 225 150 39G 276 
487 3fi6 150 4511 39:l 
419 314 I 14() 375 359 
430 215 I IGr) I 405 241 I 
! t I 
All terms have positive signs. 
Tvh 
25 
25 
2() 
2 
1+ 
4 
4 
4 
4 
16 
16 
34 
50 
flO 
9n 
53 
5'1 I 
69 
, 
., 
TABLE A. 6 .15 • 
. Stl-.eSS Comf.lonents after ImT'oundin.q from Stressmetcr 206/22 
Date 
22.12.66 
3.4.67 
24. 1j..G7 
8.5.117 
12.5.67 
19.G.67 
24.7.137 
21.0.67 
23.9.G7 
13.11.67 
20.1.68 
27.3.68 
15.0.613 
4.11.G8 
! 11.4.G9 
I 
Nbtntion: see Fi~urc 6.9 and Section 6.5.4. 
Stress Units - p.s.i. 
Stress meter Readinp; I Stress Components 
! 9B I a T ah p I q I : V I I 
I r j i 
n 0 0 I 0 ') I 
221 55 150 179 97 
230 57 135 144 144 
255 127 I 135 
191 191 
2~j 7 143 120 179 253 
262 131 12:] 161 I 230 I 
299 224 12Cl 244 201 I 
352 176 135 2G5 2f5 I 
391 I 135 292 292 195 I 
SOG 253 I 135 sno 3SG , 
584 146 I 135 373 363 
566 142 1'+0 386 I 317 4CW 244 , 12n SOl 42£', I I I 
531 2/=,5 I 130 373 I 419 I 
I I I 610 305 j 135 450 I 458 i , 
All terms take positive sif,ns. 
! 
Tyh. 
() 
71 
85 
65 
S5 
57 
32 
C7 
97 
126 
21C 
2')7 
103 
131 
154 
